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husband’s sickness, he had provided well for their mother slowly turning themselves about,
But hers is a case of a much younger child, stream, as far north as Cape Hatteras, is from stream has not yet been traced out. but it sets
Wednesday and Thursday, passed, and nt the
his family.
that she might have the full advantage of their close of each day, Katy returned weary and E. Gustava Upton, daughter of Abiel Upton, twenty to thirty degrees higher than the wa southwardly along the coast c f California and
* I missed my little scholar, last Sabbath, and neat appearance.
hungry to be sure, but with quite a little hand of Andover, Mass. We received the fact from tore of the surrounding ocean. Even after Mtxico. as the Gulf stream does along the west
feared she was ill.’
A t length Rebecca hurst out, ‘ A in ’t w enice ful uf silver and copper coin, which she was so the truly Christian mother. Tho little girl was flowing three thousand miles, it preserves in coast of Africa to the Cape Verd Islands. This
W ithout raising her eyes from her work, Mrs. little girls, mother’ I ’m glad my cloak is pret happy to pour into her mother’s lap, and to 4 years and 3 months old. Three weeks before winter the heat of summer. With this tem- current, too. has its Sargasso seu ; to the west,
Carter answered with a sigh, ‘ la m afraid my tier than Martha Jackson's, ’cause she can’t watch the start of surprise which it called she died, sho said she though! she should die, peruture it crosses the fortieth degree of north from California, of the southwardly set, lies the
children will not be able to attend school this laugh a t me any more.’
forth.
but she did not want to die ulone. I f her latitude, upd there overflowing its liquid banks, pool in which the drift wood and sea-weed o f
w inter; I cannot provide them clothes.’ Katy
*I can’t understand how your kind teacher
‘ Mother,’ said she, after she had eaten her mother would go with her, she would be willing spreads itself out, for thousands of square the North Pacific are gathered. Inshore of, but
hid her face behind her father’s chair and burst could have accomplished so much iu so short a supper, ‘ if it don’t ruin to-morrow, we're go to die. The mother requested her to repeat leagues, over the cold waters around, covering counter to, the China stream, along the eastern
into tears.
time,’ said the mother, surveying them from ing to a new place, where the whortleberries are some passage adapted to her case, and she re the ocean with a mantle of warmth, to mitigate shores of Asin, is found a current of cold water
1 If that is all the objection, I think I cod head to foot.
the climate of our high northern latitude.— resembling that between the Gulf streum and
very thick. Ellen Jones says, you can pick peated the words of Jesus.
easily obviate it, with your consent. Indeed, I
‘Suffer litcle children to come unto me, and Muving now more slowly, but dispensing it; j the American coast. It, too, like its counterKaty went to the door, pulled in two bun them off, by the handful; but she dosen't pick
don’tknow how lean spare Katy from the class;’ dles and then said, ‘ Oh, Miss Winslow had a here clean. Mrs. Winslow said she’d take all I forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of geniel influence more freely, it at last reaches ( part, is the nursery of most valuable fisheries,
and she smiled lovingly a t her little pupil, who great party and almost all the Sabbath school could pick, because they are so clean. She don't heaven;’ and then she cheerfully remarked that the British islands. By these it is divided, one ! The fisheries of Japan are as valuable, in the
had looked up at the sound of her cheering teachers were there ; and they all sewed on our have to pick them ovor.
Jesus would be with her. A short time before part going into the polar basin of Spitsbergen, | east us those of Newfoundland in th e'w est.
voice.’
‘ Mother,’ she continued, after a thoughtful she died she wanted to have her hair curled, and tho other entering the Bay of Biscay ; hut each finis tho people of widely distant regions are
clothes, and our bonnets, and a great deal of
‘ You are very kind,’ was all the reply Mrs. our cloakeB and dresses were made before, onlv pause, ‘ I want to ask you two things and 1 to be fixed up. She soon complained of net with a warmth considerable above the ocean indebted fur their supplies of excellent fish to
“ Would you be a sailor’s wife ?
Carter could make.
After five thicknesses of cloth temperature.
they made the w aists.’ Here the excited child hope you’ll please to let me do them. Will seeing well.
the cold waters which the currents of the sea
Beware!
‘ I have a plaid dress,’ continued the teacher, stopped to recover her breath.
you ?
were placed over her eyes, she said she could see
Modern ingenuity has suggested a well-known carry to their shores.
Would you share a sailor’s life ?
‘ which, with a piece of new like it, will, I
‘ I can 't say, my dear, until I know what you great beauties and glories,—felt better—never method of warming buildings by means of hot
‘ And we had a real good supper too,’ eaid
By the researches of Lieutenant Maury into
Take c a re !
think, make two neat dresses for the little Rebecca, beginning to recover her speech and wish.’
felt so happy—wanted to sing ‘Happy Land.’— water. Now, the northwestern parts of Europe the mysteries of oceanic phenomena, the a rt of
To the savage sea he is wedded groom,
girls ; and then they will need warm shawls jumping up and down, ‘ and I've got something
‘ Well, the first one is, I want to know if I She fell asleep, waked in two hours, said she are warmed, in an exactly similar manner, by navigation has already been greatly advanced.
And widowed nights and days your doom
and hoods. I f you "will allow them to come nice for Sammy in my pocket.’
may take your purse, because I am afraid all was going, going—going home—sung ‘ Happy the Gulf stream. The torrid zone is the fur The shortening of long und tedious passages,
Must b e !”
and spend Saturday afternoon with me, I
Land,’ said. ‘I am ready.’ and spoke of being nace ; the Caribbean sea and Gulf of Mexico the lifting and bringing, as it were, the distant
They had now pulled off their cloaks, and ex the time I shall lose the money.
Yet still she cried, “ Whate’er betide,
think I can promise myself the pleasure of hibited warm woolen dresses, and pretty calico
Encouraged by her mother’s 6mile. Katy went beckoned by some little friend who had gone the boilers; the Golf streum the conducting isles end great marts uf the sea so many days
A sailor’s wife I’ll be ;
seeing at least Katy, in her place iu the class aprons.
on. ‘ I den’t care so much about that. The before her,—the name of whom we did not en pipe ; from the banks of Newfoundland to the nearer to each other, has not escaped the atten
If weeping payings we must know,
again.’
‘We've got everything new,’ said Katy, tu rn  other thing is what I want most, nnd 1 hope,' ter in our memorandum. Soon after, she pass shores of Europe is the great Jiot-air chamber, tion of a practical people in this utilitarian age.
He’ll come again though he must go,
Mrs. Carter dropped her work, -and hiding ing up her dress to Bhow a warm quilted skirt. said she, looking lovingly up into her mother’s ed nway. *
spread out su as to present a large surface.— Yet there will be other, though lei's apparent,
And, oh ! to think he'll come back ! oh !
her face in her apron, sobbed aloud. The ‘ and Rebecca’s is the same. 1 sewed on the face, ‘ 7 hope you’ll let me do it.
Who could have been present with that dy Here the heat, conveyed into this warm-air benefits derived from the bai.d of science, draw
A sailors’s wife I’ll be.
sick man, seeing Miss Winslow looked dis waist of mine, and she hemmed a pocket-hand
ing child, and not have felt that the spirit home chamber of mid-ocean, is taken up by .the pre ing aside the curtain that so long has enshrouded
• W hat is it, d ea r?
tressed, said, with suppressed emotion, ‘ Wife kerchief for herself.’
1Well, I w ant,’ said the child, heaving a deep was opened to her soul’s vision ! And ns we vailing west winds, and dispensed over our own the secrets of the deep. Seamen will take un
“ Would you be a sailor’s wife ?
has got clear discouraged, and it is kind of
‘ Here i t is ! ' shouted Rebecca, ‘ and here’s sigh, on account of the importance of the sub said before, it is reasonable to supposo that there and other countries, where it is so much requir- interest in their piofession beyond irs mere
B ew are!
sndden to her to hear any one Bpeak so kind Sammy’s cake.’
ject, ‘ I want to pick out a quart of my nicest should be occasional flashes upon the minds of I ed. Such, in shert, is the influence of the Gull practical technicalities. They who have the
Would you share n sailor’s life ?
ly as you do. May God reward you for it ,’
• O h,’ said Katy, ‘ how I did want to put ray berries, and make them a present to my teacher, liis dying children, of the light of that better stream upon cur climate that Ireland is clothed Rest opportunity of observation will liecome
Tare ca re !
he continued after a moment’s pause, as he cake in my pocket for you, mother, but I didn’t because she has been so very kind to me, may home which the Father has provided for us. in robes of evergreen grass : while in the very observers; and what Scoresby has accomplished
Oh, worse than absence there may be
wiped his eyes *with the sleeve of his wrap think ’two'uld look well, when she had given us I ?
same latitude, on the American side of the At in the north will he followed cut all over the
— Christian Freeman.
A grave for him in the far wild sea,
per.
lantic, is the frost-bound coast of Labrador. In globe. Captain Methven, in a recent work,
‘ Certainly I shall be glad to have you, and I
so much.’
Ilis young babe’s face he may never see,
When the good mother had composed herself
1831, the harbor of St. John’s Newfoundland, speaking of the advantages of educational in
‘ No, my dear replied the grateful mother think your little off.-iing will please her.’
From Chamber’* Journal.
Nor th ee!”
sufficiently to speak, she said, ‘ I gratefully ac ‘ you did perfectly right.’
was closed with ice so late in the seasou as June; fluence among those who intend to follow the
‘
Oh,
mother,
I
’m
so
glad
!
and
may
I
take
Yet still she sighed, “ Whate,er betide,
TH E G U LP STREA M .
cept your kindness. It was the thought of keep
‘yet the port of Liverpool, two degrees furthei sea, says : ‘ To the cultivated lad, there is a
‘ Here are our clothes we wore,’ added Katy, your best basket 1 I ’ll p u t currant leaves all
A sailor’s wife I’ll be ;
ing the children from the Sabbath School, and untying a bundle. ‘ Oh! mother she shouted round it, and all over the top. Won’t it look
It is a singular fact, that two of the most im north, has never been closed by frost in the se new world spread out when he enters un his
for whether the land or deck be trod,
day school, which has troubled me more than with delight, ‘ see what else! 1 didn’t know beautifully !' and Katy forgot all her weariness, portant of the industral arts—the extraction of verest winter. The Laplander cultivates barley first voyage. As his education has Acted, so
All lie at last ’nealh wave or sod,
everything else.’
these were in, or I wouldn’t have thrown them in her delight that she should be able to show foodfrom the soil, and the transportation of com in a latitude which, in every other p art of the will he perceive, year by year, th at his profes
And all arc in the band of God ;
‘ i cannot conceive,’ exclaimed Miss Winslow, down at the door,’ and she pulled out a num her gratitude to her beloved teacher.
modities to and from distant regions, have from world, is doomed to perpetual sterility. The sion makes him acquainted with things new and
A sailor’s wife I’ll be.”
‘ how you can support your family,'bv this ber of second hand articles of clothing such as
Tout night before Mrs. Carter retired to rest, time immemorial, been the occupations of the benefit thus conferred on our country by the instructive. He will dwell w ith interest on the
coarse sewing,’ taking up a specimen from a Mrs, Carter saw a t a glance would be of great she held the light so that it would shine upon most ignorant and prejudiced classes of mankind. Gulf stream is a remarkable incident in our con phases of the ocean—the storm, the calm, and
From the Mother’s Assistant.
pile of wheat Dags, lying on the table.
use in her rising family.
the face of her bedfellow ; so happy did she look The sailor who witnessed the wonders of the dition. It obviously depends on the Gulf of the breeze, and will look fur traces of the laws
• I should be glad of more profitable work,’
M Y H U S B A N D ’S P A T I E N T S ,
Among them, Rebecca was delighted to find a in her innocent sleep. ‘ Strange,’ said she to great deep, was as little imdressed by its mar Mexico continuing to be a gulf, which, however, which regulate them. All this will induce a
resumed the poor woman with a sigh, * But I suit for a little hoy. Sammy Lad never worn herselt, ‘ that I keep gazing at tier 60,’ and she velous phenomon.i as the plowman, who amidst it might easily cease to be. A subsistence of serious earnestness in his work, and teaeh him
ought 'to be grateful that I can get this, and hoy’s clothes, as it had been more convenient turned to the couch of Rebecca, who was now the wonderful and mysterious processes of vege the Isthmus uf Panama to the extentof a coup to view lightly those irksome and often offen
BY MRS. MADELINE LESLIE.
have my pay for it.’
and economical to have him take those, his sis rapidly recoveiing. .Alas ! alas!! Before anoth tation, whistled as lie went for want of thougiit. le of hundred feet—and such subsidences have sive duties incident to the beginner.’ W e may
“ I must work....................while it is day.”
‘ I rememlier,’ said Miss Winslow, ' hearing ters had out-grown. But now he is speedily er sitting sun, she knew loo well. But I must Tho boon which astronomy conferred upon the taken place iu geological times all over the go further, nnd say thut his mind will te led
a lady express the wish, th at some one would dressed, and his sisters declared, as they danced not anticipate.
navigator may be compared to that which chem world— would allow the equatorial current of from nature upwards to its Great .Architect;
In a house situated on the principal street o f make
____ __up _a quantity
_____ of woolen
_____ jackets,
_____ that around him, ‘ he looks like a real boy.’
The next morning, Katy was up with the lark, istry subsequently afforded to the agriculturist. the Atlantic to pass through into the Pacific, in and by being a wiser, he will become a better
a populous town of Massachusetts, lived n famto be given in charity to some poor laborers,
__
__
____
b
____
As for the your.g gentleman lie hardly knew and went through her morning duties with a Yet neither was sufficient. Vegetable physiolo stead of being reflected back to our coasts.— man. As un instance, we may conclude with
ily bv the name of Carter, They were in re- and j wjj| try
once
obtain the work for j how to conduct himself in his new apparel, and velocity that surprised her mother ‘ I ’m so
gy next aided the tiller of the so il; but the Brltian would then become a Labrador, and the following interesting extract from a letter
duced circumstances a t the time of mv first ac- yOu, if you wish it .’
! seemed to have business enough for the present, happy,’ said she, ‘ 1 feel like singing all the plower of the deep, ignorant of its prevailing cease to he the seat of a numerous and power written by an old American ship-master to Lieu
quaintnnce with them, Mr. Carter being enieeMrs. Carter looked quite cheerful, as she re- in walking back and forth majestically across time.' B ut in her hurry to join her companions, winds and currents, still emphatically followed ful people.
tenant M au ry :
bled in health, and cot able to do much toward ■p|Je4, ‘ I once learned to be a tailoress, and if the
‘ room, with one .hand
. . in each pocket.
the dear child did not forget her morning prayer. the devious tracks of the old voyagers. .At
While the Gulf stream is covering our shore
‘ I am free to confess that for many years I
the support of his family. This consisted of j q U can give me the size, I can cut as well as
Mr. Carter laughed till he cried, a t the airs She asked God to t ike care of her all day, and length Lieutenant Maury, of tho United States with verdure, ripening the harvest of England commanded a ship, and although r.ever insen
father, mother, and three children, Katy, Re- ,nak.. them.’
the little fellow assumed, and altogether th e ! help her to be good, so that she could go to Navy, by collecting and collating an immense and tiie vintage of France, its influence is equal sible to the beauties of nature upon the see or
becca, and Samuel-, Katy the eldest was ten,
‘ iso much the better,’ replied the ladv, ris family had never passed a merrier hour, than 1heaven with her dear father, and live with J e 
number of journa's and l”g books, was enabled ly beneficial a t its fountain-head, in the western land, I yet feel that, until I took "up your work,
Rebecca six, and Samuel four years of age.— jng < j w;u g„ and aee ber directly ; and don’t the one which followed.
sus forever and ever.
to produce the Wind and Current Charts, that world. The Carihb an sea und the Gulf o 1 had been traversing the ocean blindfolded.—
Mrs. Carter had been blessed in her youth with f,,rget my invitation to Katy and Rebecca.’—
But a t length quiet was restored, and K aty| It w.is near eleven o’clock, when Mrs. Carter have caused so tnaiked a progress in the art ol' Mexico are encompassed on one side by the^haiu 1 feel that, aside from any pecuniary profit to
pious parents, who had not failed to teach her pbe little girls looked as though there was made the fire anew, and prepared supper for her was surprised to see her return with a large pail
navigation. From these charts, in their turn. >[ West India Islands, und on the other by the myself from your labors, you have done me good
the whole counsel of God, as set forth in his not mUcb danger of their forgetting, as sho father and mother, while Rebecca reminded her, of berries. She had not generally returned un
Lieutenant Maury has written the first Physical Cordilleras of the Andes, contracting witn the ns a man. You have taught me to look above,
Holy \\ ord. These instructions had been hies- kind|y shook hands with them, and took her • You know, Katy, you needn’t get any for us, til past coon.
Geography of tho Sea. The aim of this work Isthmus of D trien, and again expanding over around, and beneath me, and recognize God’s
sed to her soul, and now she earnestly endeav- ieave
we've had ours, and I aint a bit hungry.’
‘ Oh, mother!’ she said, joyfully, ‘ I’ve got is, as the author tells us. • to present the glean tho plains of Central America and Mexico. On hand iu every element by which I am sur
ored to impre-s the same upon the minds of her
T tc Dext morning, as Mrs. Carter was buWe must pass over many months iu the his beautiful ones. I want to measure out a quart ings from this new fieid in a manner that m iy the extreme summits of this range are the re rounded. I am grateful for this personal ben
young children.
. , . sily occupied in finishing a pile of bags, for tory of our young friends. Spring had come quick, and curry them before dinner. May I ? be interesting and instructive to nil, whether old gions of eternal snow ; next in descent is the efit.’
Mr. Carter failed not to do the utmost in his . Eaty to take to her employer, a knock was with its balmy air, its buds and flowers. Many
‘ Yes, my child ; but you had better till the or young, ashore or afloat, who desire a closer tierra lemplada, or temperate region , and lower
Need the writer, who himself for many years
power to aid his wife in her efforts for the heurd. at the door of their room. Rebecca, a silver coin had found its way into Mrs. Car basket. ’
look into the wonders of the great deep.’ Glean still, is wnat the Spaniards truly and emphuti- traversed the great deep, say morel
little ones committed to her caro ; and when, wbo bad been waiting upon her father, while ter’s purse, by the industry of her little girls,
Katy ran joyfully into the small garden, and ing principally from this most industrous ol cSlIy have termed tierra caliente. the burning
as was often the case, lie could not rise ffetn her sister had washed the breakfast dishes, iu selling dandelions to their neighbors.
picked the largest and finest of the currant gleaners in the wide field of science, let us a t land. Descending still lower, is the level of the
A R E M E D Y FO R M O TH S.
his bed, he always assisted them in preparing now ran t0 open the door, and a hoy walked
But Katy could no longer he spared from leaves. Having washed them, she laid them in tempt to describe one of the most remarkable sea, where, were it not for this wonderful sys
their lesson for the Sabbath School, or heard \
brincin,y a bundle nearly as large as him- home, and Rebecca and Sammy went regularly the basket, anil poured in thb berries.' She
Wo were examining our wardrobe after the
of all known oceanic phenomena—the mighty tem of aqueous circulation, the peculiar feature
them repeat the Catechism. The latter ex- , geif. jjr s Carter rose, took it from him, and to school. The warm days which hadoperated found there were nearly two quarts. Then she
of the surrounding country assure us we, summer, und found, to our surprise and grief,
ercise, ho simplified and. illustrated to suit | bdd
UpOn the table. He then proceeded to so favorably on Mrs. Carter and her children, laid a few of the fresh leaves uver the top, and current which ceaselessly flows from west to should find the hottest and most pes ilentia) cli many of our choicest articles of apparel sad
east, across the bosom of the North A tlantic.—
the comprehension of his little class, He take ft note from his pocket, and to pass it to had exhausted the little strength that remained ran to prepare hersell for her important visit.
mate in the world. But as tho waters become ly damaged by the moths. In the midst of
The
fountain-head
of
this
ocean-river,
as
it
may
rendered, it so interesting to them that they I j,er<
In a few minutes she returned, with a clean well he termed, is in the Gulf of Mexico. From heated, they are carried off Dy the Gull stream, our trouble, uud the discussion as to the modes
to the husband and father.
longed for the time when ‘ father would catechise
Katy passed a chair for their visitor, while
He felt that his days on earth were numbered apron, having a rosy face and smooth hair, thence it flows north-easterly along the shores of and replaced by cooler currents entering the ■if protection against inoths, which hud been
them.’
her mother proceeded to read the note, which and he prayerfully endeavored to prepare him when she presented herself to her mother for a the United States, until it reaches the banks of Caribbean sea. The surface water flowing out handed down by tradition, aunt Ju lia came
Katy was a very modest, lovely girl. She was from Miss Winslow. In it that kind self fur his great and last change. He soffjred
kiss..
Newfoundland ; then stretchess ucross the A t is lour degrees warmer than the surface-water in.
was loved not only by the member! of her own friend informed her that it would he a great little pain, and it was difficult for the children
‘ These in the pail are to sell, and these are lantic to the British Islands, where it divides in entering to supply its place.
‘ Aunt Ju lia , how do you keep your winter
family, but by all her companions, and partic favor to the benevolent ladies, if she would tojrealize that he was so soon to leave them.
As in a hot-water apparatus for warming a clothing from the inoths ? we both asked eager
for iny dear teacher,’ she kept repeating. She to two parts— one flowing northward to the
ularly by her teachers. She was the first born, cut the jackets, as she had proposed, and that
Mrs. Carter however, perceived th at he grow reached the gate, when she suddenly turned, Arctic sea, the other southward to the Azores. building—:o keep up ti e simile—the water cool ly; as that good lady proceeded to lay aside her
and had early been dedicated to God in baptism. they were willing to pay her the same as they daily more feeble, and sent K itv to request the came into the house, and again kissed her moth
In the whole world, there is not so majestic a ed in the hot-air chamber floss ha. k to the boil handsome shawl, which looked as fresh as ever
She was the child of many prayers, and her should pay the tailor. The note- closed with doctor to call. His physician, who had not
er, sister and brother.
flow of water as this ocean-river. Its current is er, so one part of tne waters of the Gulfstream, after a seven years’ wear.
mother had humbly hoped for more than two an offer from the ladies to pay her for the work visited him for several weeks now saw a t a
In reply to a smile on her mother's face, she more rapid than the Amazon or the Mississippi. liter giving out its heat, flows towards the equa
*I used to suffer from moths ns much as any
years, that her dear Katy was a lamb in the in advance if it would he any accommodation glance th at he was near his end. Sitting down
said, ‘ I'm so happy, I couldn’t help it. 1 love In the severest droughts, it never fails; in the torial current, the other to the polar bar in o: one,’ replied aunt Ju lia, taking her knitting
told of the good Shepherd. Gentle and quiet in to her.
Spitsbergen. The secrets of the Arctic regions from Inr little basket, und sitting dow n; hut
by the bedside, he endeavored to prepare the everybody !’
greates
floods
it
never
overfl
ovs.
Though
its
her manners, this dear child exercised a great,
The children looked anxiously at their moth mind of his patient for the intelligence that
And these 'were the lust words they ever hanks and bed consist of cold water, yet the are hidden by impenetrable ice, but we know I found a receipe in an old-fashioned book which
though silent influence over her younger, but er as tear after tear trickled down her cheeks. death was near.
heard from the lips of my husband's sweet lit river itself is warm ; and so great is the want that a return current, hearing immense icebergs, has relieved me of much solicitude on the sub
nosiy and volatile sis tor.
They little realized the feeling* of joy and grat
He soon found that the dying man perfectly tle patient. She carried her humble offering to of affinity between these waters, so reluctant comes down from the dreary north, through ject. 11 was many years befoie I could he per
Rebecca was naturally irritable and violent itude which was swelling in her heart, and understood liis condition, and was only waiting
her teacher, who fully appreciated the grateful are they to mingle with each other, th at their Davis's Strait, and meets the Gulf stream at suaded to try it. In my young days money was
in temper She used often to put K aty’s love causing the fountain of her emotions to over
his summons to depart.
heart which prompted it. She sold the remain line of junction is often distinctly visible to the the Banks of Newfoundland. Scoreshy counted not quite as plenty as now, but provisions were
and patience to the test, when she and Samuel flow. She soon, however, wiped away her
‘ I can give them all up into his hands,’ iie der to Mrs. Winslow, and with a sunny face ey e; one half ol a ship may frequently be per at one time six hundred icebergs starting off on cheap, and a farmer's daughter began her mar
were left in the charge of their staid and tears, and thanking the hoy for hringin the
answered in reply to a remark of the doctor's. started for home, holding lightly in her hand ceived floating in the cold ocean-water, the oth their southward j mrney by this current, which, ried life better supplied with linen, blankets,
faithful sister. But Katy never was angry ; bundle, asked her if lie should see Miss Wins‘ Not a eparrow falls to the ground without his the p u rs: she had obtained leave to carry.
er half in this warm current, known to mariners pressin g on the waters of the Stream, curves its and bed-quilts, than many a jewel-deekeil city
when tried, beyond her strength, she would lew on his return.
channel into a “ bend ” in shape resembling a belle. As 1 was an only daughter, nnd was not
notice. I feel 6afe in leaving my wife and chil
Passing quickly along, she was suddenly start and geographers ns the Gulf stream.
sometimes weep, and say, ‘ Oh, Rebecca ! why
‘ I shall see her when I go home from school. dren with H im .’ A t the request of the invalid led by a loud noise behind her, and looking
Lung beiore the discovery of America the Gull horse-shoe, and some hundreds of miles in area married too young, a noble pile uf blankeis,
will you do so, when I'm trying to keep you She’s my sister,’ said the hoy. He was now
the physician prayed with them before he left, arouni, saw that a horse broken away ftoui liis stream, by carrying nuts, bamboos, and artifici fhis bend is the great receptacle or harbor ol (either beds, bed quilts, &c., I’ecame my por
still, and father is sic k ? Often Rebecca regarded with fresh interest as being related to
and promised to ask their pastor to call.
driver, and attached to a carriage, was dashing ally carved pieces of wood to the shores of Eu the icebergs which drift down from the north, tion. For many je irs after we removed to the
would be moved by th is appeal, and kissing their kind friend. He soon rose, and said it
I t was the Sabbath eve. The day had been furiously along the street. In her fright, she rope, indicated the existence of a western con and are here melted by the warm waters cf the city, I used to dread my summer’s work of a ir
her sister, say, ‘ Now, Katy, I'll be just as you was time for school; and Mrs. Carter desired
uncomfortably warm and sultry, and now not a had only time to run close to the fence by the tinent. Columbus himself was told by a settler stream. Who dare say that, in the course ol ing teds, and packing very fine home made
tell me. ‘ Then they would play school, or him to say to his sister, th at she cculd not
breeze stirred the air. Mr. Carter lay panting sidewalk, when the screaming and shouting of
the Azores, th at even strange boats had been ages, the Banks of Newfoundland have not been blankets and quilts stuffed with softest down.
meeting ; and even little Samuel kuew he must find words to tell her what a relief her kindness
lor breath, while a kind neighbor stood by him the crowd drove tho infuriated animal directly seen, constructed so that they could not Eink. firmed by the earth, stones, and gravel carried 1 tried snuff, tobacco, camphor, pepper, und
be very quiet and still, while ' sissy made the had been.
cedar-chips, und yet us we changed our place of
with a fan. The afflicted wife sat holding her toward her. She never knew wliat hurt her, and managed by broad-faced men of foreign ap down to that spot by these very icebergs
prayer.’
Katy had just taken her broom to sweep, dying husband by the hand, while her face was for though sho lived till midnight, during which
Such is the distinctness kept up between the residehce several times, some colony ot moths,
Month after month passed away, and Mrs. bofore she went with the bags, when tho boy buried in his pillow, to smother the sobs which time her physician did not leave her she was not pearance. W ithout doubt, these men were Es warm and cold water, th it. though the north old squatters among the beams of the garret, or
quiuiaux Indians. Wallace, in his Account ol
Carter was a t length obliged to acknowledge to r.m back and opened the door, saying, ‘ Sister
forms a large bend of indentation io sums unobserved scrap of Woolen cloth
she could not restrain, and which she feared conscious a moment.
the Islands of Orkney, tells us that in 1082, an ern current
herself, that with her utmost efforts she could said she wanted you little "girls to cume to our
IP cst**rx.ii><
1a w
irlt would perforate tiny holes in my choicest pos
the IGulf
stream, ir
it <L>:ao
does wzaf.
not nriTnminor
commingle
will
K aty’s last prayer was quickly answered.— Esquimax was seco in his canoe off the south in J-t.-x
would disturb the last momenta of the poor
not take proper care of her sick husband and house directly after dinner on Saturday : and
sufferer.
Her young heart was tided with love, and Jesus •ode of the island of Edda by many persons, it; the former here divides into two parts—one sessions.’
do sewing enough to supply her family with away he went. Mrs. Carter then told the lit
‘ Why, aunt Julia, I thought you had a cedar
Katy sat near her mother, with her face hid called her to swell the anthem of love and ado who could nut succeed in reaching h im ; and actually under-running the stream, the otliet
food and fuel for the coming winter. How tle girls to sit down for a few moments, as sho behind her little brother, whom she held in her
ration before his throne.
another was seen in 1081, off the island of Wes- flowing south-westerly between it and the coast closet.’
was she then to purchase dresses and shoes, wished to talk with them. Then taking Sam
‘ Yes, when we moved into our new house;
lap. Sammy looked in wonder from one to the
The afflicted mother never regretted the prayer tram. Moreover he says, ‘ he the seas never su of America. I c is this last branch of the cold
which had become absolute necessaries for the uel on her knee, she said, ‘ My dear children, other, and was awe stricken by the sight of
she had offered for her beloved child. She did boisterous, these boats being made of fish-skins, current that affords the citizens of the United but by that time my closet was too small for
children ’
I am going to tell you something which I hope their grief. Rebecca was seated in the lap ol not feel that she had begun too early to point are so contrived that they can never sink, but States refreshing sea bathing in the summer, my increased wealth, and till I used this recipa
The distressed mother lay awake night after you will always reuiember, and lcam from it
Miss Winslow, who had come in on her way to her to tho Saviour, as the One who could forgive ire like seagulls swimming on the top of the and an unlimited supply of the finest fish. In I seldom passed a 3 ear w ithout some mothnight revolving in her miud some plan by which to trust in your Heavenly Father. You, Re
church.
all her sins and prepare her for an eternal heav water. Two more of these current-drifted ca all parts of the world, the most plentiful supply holes, but cow 1 have not seen one in nin»
she might reasonably expect to obtain money. becca, little knew, this morning, when you
Mr. Carter has spoken his last words of love en. Neither did her Sabbath school teacher re hoes were subsequently found on the shores of uf the most delicious quality of fish are found years.’
But though in her midnight tossings something asked why I prayed so long, that I was plead
• What was it a u n t’ Have you the book?
and tenderness to his wile and children. He gret, who had proved herself so worthy of the the Orkneys; one was sent to Edinburgh, the in cold water The habilai of cert tin kinds ol
occurred to her, yet the light of day would dis ing for a spirit of trust and confidence in
fish unerringly indicates the temperature of the or can you repeat it from memory ’ I t is too
had reminded the former of the time when her name of friend, that she had from time t >time other hung up in the church of Burra.
pel the illusion, and leave her as much distress God. I feared that we should have to leave our
faith was tried to the utmost, and her Heavenly Sabbath after Sabbath, instructed her pupil io
As if determined te make its course and exis water ; and it is highly probable that cool cur lute to save these things, but 1 will write it
ed as before.
home, and I knew not where we should find a Father had appeared lor her relief; and he be the things which belong to hei everlasting peace. tence known to the most unobservant, the Gulf rents are the great pathways along which mi down, nnd trv it next spring.’ So saying, Anna
One day, early in the fall, a biting frost was shelter.
sought her to remember the many promises he They had now their reward. Katy was an an (ream carried the mainmast of the English ship gratory fishes travel from one region to another. took out her little recipe book and pencil, while
succeeded to very mild pleasant weather. Katy
Our landlord came last evening and to!d me
Though tfie Gulf stream was noticed by Sir. aunt Ju lia prepared to record the moth pre
gel in Heaven, and would liear witness to their Tilbury, that was destroyed by lire off the coast
and Rebecca, who had been detained from Sab that unless I paid the rent punctually to the has made to be the widow's God, and a Father
to the fatherless. He had taken each of his faithfulness and zeal in their M aster's work.
of St "Domingo, during the Seven Years’ W ar, Humphrey Gilbert in the sixteenth century, we i ventive.
bath School the previous Sabbath for want of very day, he should let our house to another
are
indebted to the celebrated D r. Franklin fo r' The book was an old one, with the title
to the coast of Scotland. But, again, it carried
suitable clothing, were playing merrily in the tenant, who had offered him a higher price for little flock, and had told them in a way suited
to Scotland a number of casks of palm-oil th at the first chart of its couise. Being in London obliterated, and the title page had been torn out
small enclosure attached to their house, when it. He said, as we had been quiet tenants, and to their yeais that he was going to the mansion O p e n in g o f t h e S p ir it w o r ld t o t h e
were recognized, by their marks and brands, to in 1770, his attention was called to a memorial by some careless child, but the directions were
Miss Winslow, the Sabbath School teacher of had hitherto paid well, he should not increase Jesus had prepared for him, and that if they
D y in g .
wished to meet him in that bright world, they
he part of the cargo of a ship th at had been which the Board of Customs at Boston had Bent tn e se:
the former, passed by.
our r e n t; but we must be very prompt. 1 inhst repent of all their sins, and give their
‘ Lay not up for yourself treasures upon earth,
Wo have been for many years treasuring up wrecked neai Cape Lopez, in Africa. How could to the Lords of the Treasury, stating that the
She stopped on seeing them, and immediately should have told him that your father was now
Falmouth packets were generally a fortnight where moth and rust duth corrupt. But lay up
inquired. ■Were you ill lust Sabbath, Katy? I confined to the bed. and that I had nothing bat hearts to Christ, who had died for them, and facts of an instructive and pleasing character, this last remarkable drift come to pass ’ Simply longer on their voyage to Boston than common for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither
who
said,
‘
Suffer
little
children
to
come
unto
in relation to tho opening prospects of the de thus: the Gulf stream, which we have compar
missed you from the class.’
the labor of my hands to depend upon, but this
tiading vessels were from London to Rhode Isl moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves
‘ No, m a’am ,’ replied the child, blushing and he knew already. 1 hardly closed my eyes all me and forbid them not, for of such is the king parting. It soerns that, in many eases, by the ed to a river, is in reality a part of a great sys and. They therefore begged th at the Falmouth i d0 not break through and steal.’
dom of heaven.’
kind arrangement of the great and good Father, tem of oceanic circulation. The branch that,
looking down.
night. I was almost in despair. 1 had been
packets should be sent to Providence instead of
O uuot Julia, is that all ’ How does that
Now
ho
had
done
with
earth,
nnd
was
a
l
as
we
hate
said,
turns
off
from
the
British
is
as
his
earthly
children
are
about
tilc
iv
e
this
‘ Why, then, didn’t you attend school, my ali along hoping that, as Mr. Howard knew of
ready beginning to taste the joys of heaven. A primary stage of their being, the light of the lands, southwards to the Azores, joins the great to Boston. This appeared very strango to help the m atter ’’
dear ?’
our distress, he would be willing to wait for his bright celestial smile lit up liis countenance, as spirit land breaks in with new ett’ulgence upon equatorial current which, flowing to the west Franklin, as the traders were deeply-laden und
‘ Wait, Anna, and hear my story out. One
Poor Katy tried very hard to keep from rent.
he whispered, ‘ Dear—Jesus—come—oh! Come their souls, and the reaiity of its life and glory ward from the coast of Africa, enters the Ca badlj’-muuned vessels, to say nothing of the ex day as I was mourning over my choicest blankcrying, as she answered, ‘ 1 have no clothes to
But with the first day of light a feeling of quickly!’ A slight shudder for one instant ag is opened to their vision. I t is a beautiful fact, ribbean sea. and emerges from the Straits of tra distance between London and Falmouth.— ~ta. eaten by the moths, and airing my down
w ear.’
hope and trust in my Maker, began to fill my itated his frame, and his freed spirit ascended and what might be expected from the g o o d n e s s Florida as the Gulf stream. The casks of palm- lie accordingly consulted a Nantucket whaling bed-quilts and leather beds, which had been ren
Miss Winslow turneda to enter tue
the nouse.
house. site
She soul. j canledown> and prepared our simple
to his dear Savior with whom he longed to of God aod the Wants of his dependent children. >il, then, had twice traversed the A tlantic— captain named Folger, who happened to he in dered obsolete by the introduction o fsp in g u u tsaw the children were barefoot ;^and she^w ell break&6t. Everything was cold and cheerless, dwell.
The fact 11 which we refer has often occurred first from east to w ist, in the eqiitorial, and London a t the time. Folger immediately ex- crc-ses, as I stood ready to cry with vexation to
knew that Mrs. Carter prized ttheir religious an(j agked U1ygsic vvhat reason I had to feel so
pl aned the mystery hv staling, thut the Rhode eeo my choicest articles eaten in the most cocA solemn stillness reigned in the room, as
privileges too highly to allow them to be ab quiet and happy, when the words of Soripture the kina neighbor bent her head to listen for with persons of an adult age, but those which secondly, from west to e ist, in the Gulf stream, Island trading’ captains were acquainted with spieuous places, as you have experienced to-day
we have known in cases of departing children, lel'ore they found a resting-place on the coast of.
sent, unless pressed by necessity.
the course of the Gulf stream, while those of my eye rested on an old Bible, which lay on the
come to my mind,—‘For thou hast been a another breath, ‘ lie is gone !’ said she, in a
1 have already said that Katy was beloved strength to the poor, a strength to the ne.’dy in whisper, which however w is h e u d b y all in arc of the most impressive intereit, and such We Scotland.
To compare small things with great: if we the English packet service were not. The latter top of a barrel of pamphlets in the gurret. I
by her teacher. No child in the class was so his distress, a refuge from the storm, a shadow the room. The newly made widow bent over have more particularly noted. In some of these
kept in it, and were sec back from sixty to sev opened it, nnd almost unconsciously read the
were
to
place
little
pieces
of
cork,
chaff,
orotli
cases
the
observations
have
been
entirely
ubjve
regular|in her attendance, or prompt in her from the h eat.’ From th at moment, I deter the body, pressing her lips passionately to liis
enty miles per day, while the former merely recipe lor avjiding moths which I havo given
lessons. But what had more than all, gained mined, let come what would, to trust in God cold brow, while her sobs hurst forth aftesli the natural conceptions of the child, and are -r light bodies, in a basin of water, and give ran ucreiss it. A t the request of Franklin, the you to dav. I then recollected thah they sel
the love of Miss Winslow, was the in te re s t____
_ I will read you this note from a friend. It was a long time before her kind friends could the more obviously direct gle linings of the light the water a circular motion, the light substan Nantucket whaler traced the course ol tiie dom tronbled the clothing in frequent use, and
Now
would crowd together in the centre,savhere
the child manifested in the appeals made to j Sent ug jn tbbj hour of distress by One who has persuade her to leave the cold clay which no of life immortal, as the lightning flash opens to ces
here is the least motion. S u it is in tl“ great stream, nnd the doctor hud it engraved, and sent that the articles which caused me so much cars
the eye a vista through the cloud of darkness.
oAtefu- UVe
S^v'or
Klve 1“®Jn’ been watching over us, and who knows all our longer contained the soul of him she loved.
asin
of the Atlantic, where the Sargasso, sea copies to the Falmouth captains, who treated were nut needed twice a year. I then thought
Mo-t
ol
our
readers
are
acquainted
with
the
selves to Him. The moistened eye and the
*
need.’
At length, Miss Winslow whispered to Katy, ‘ Vision ’ of our own J ames -Arthur, when, tw. ■brms the center of the whirl caused by the cir- the communication with contempt. This course of Sophy Baker, with her large family and sick
flushed cheek bore witness for little Katy
When she had finished reading, she said. who went to her mother, and taking her hand months before his death, lie held sweet converse ular motion of the equatorial current and the of the stream, as laid down by Folger, has been husbaud. They had been burned out the spring
th a t these were appeals to which her heart re Now Katy and Rebecca, and you too my little begged her to retire with them.
with angel visitants, a t the same time recoun Gulf stream. This sea, situated about midway retained in our charts almost to the present day. before, and were just entering upon a cold, long
sponded .
Sammy, 1 want you all to learu Irom this, how
But I must pass over the grief of the widow ting the whole to the family in his chamber: m the Atlantic, in the triangular space between Who, we might ask, taught this unscient iic winter of poverty. I sat down, and writihg her
W hen Miss Winslow, taking a hand of each safe it is to trust in God. I f wo ask, Ho will
and orphans; the affecting scenes of the funeral and which, ever after, made him feel that it wa, ha -Azores, Canaries, and Cope de Verd islands, Nantucket whaler so correct a course ol this a note, sent her two feather beds and four
of the little girls, entered the humble dwel- answer. He knows the poverty and troubles ol and sepulchre of the departed, and hasten on
ighty current, then so little known’ It was hlaukets, und an old fashioned ‘ coverlid ’ that
lmg, she lound their mother busily engagid ; j i His children, aod He says, ‘ Like as a father to the conclusion of mv history. In fulfilment hut a step into that glorious home, to dwell in •overing a space equal in extent to the valley )1 the whales—the gigantic prey he followed in the very day, and two more blankets I despatched to
on some coarse sawing, while her countenance pitieth liis children, s i the Lord pitieth them of His gracious promises, God had raised up full communion with those blest ftiends immor the Mississippi, is so thickly matted over with a ocean. The right whale, (Balwna mysticetus.) ■1 poor old rheumatic neighbor, whose destitu
expressed great despondency
Mr. Carter . 'l hat hear H im .’ Through the kindness of friends on every side, and the widow found her talized. No person could have been a witness peculiar weed (Fucus natans.) that the speed of as seamen term it. never enters the warm water tion had never occurred to me before. I then
sat in a rocking chair, which his wife had y0Ur „uod teacher, K aty, I have piofiUable work self in possession of many comforts, to which of all this without seeing that it was a sweet vessels passing through it is often greatly re of the Gulf stream ; it, as well as the wurm wa began to breathe freely ; and be;ure another
tarded. To the eye, a t a short distance, it
reality.
drawn up near the wood box. W ,tli his f e e t, for 8e”eral weekg) and if bles9ed with health as she had long been a stranger.
.About two years ago we narrated the case, seems substantial enough to walk upon, and ters of the Torrid zone, is as a wall of fire to week two more blankets were gone to comfort
on a piece of braide ma , the eick man eat, , [ iiavc jjeen heretofore, I fioe my way clear, not
Dear Katy grew every day more of a com which we received froiii the lips of the father, countless hosts of small Crustacea dwell on this these creatures. But they delight to congre tired limbs and aching hearts. The cast-off
tS f ir e y‘° E
W1 6 B0“ e 8plmterS
k,ndlc
to pay our rent, but to purchase food and panion and comfort to her afflicted mother, who
Jeremiah Blodgett, of Wentworth, of a young curious carpet of the ocean. Columbus sailed gate, seeking for food, along the edgos of the coats, cloaks, and old pieces of carpeting which
stream ; and thus Folger, through the experience had long lain in my garret were given to the
hoped much from her influence upon her broth
Mrs. Carter rose, set a chair for her visitor, j When Mrs. Carter arose to resume her Eew er and sister. There was a t times a look of lad who died of an injury received from a mate through it on his first voyage of discovery, in of many voyages, was enabled so correctly to deserving poor. A bag of woollen stocking*
and resumed her sewing.
| ing, 8i)e jeft |,er little audience weeping, Mr. such earnest thought, and such m aturity in her while bathing, iie had been in tho suffering spite of the terrors of his less adventurous denote its course.
and socks which ead been kept for cleaning
You hardly appear able to do that, said , Carler and R
from g ratitude, Rebecca and expressions upon religious subjects ns sent a of much distress, and quite unreconciled at the companions, who believed th at it marked the
Our space warns us to conclude, ere we have brass, were sent to a charity institution, never
thought of dying. At length ho awoke from limits of navigation ; and its position has not
the young lady, as the poor man wiped his Sammy with them.
scarcely passed the threshold of this interesting again to become a temptation to moths. I in 
chill through the mother’s heart, She noticed
forehead, which was wet from the exertion he
Saturday a(terneon was drawing to a close. that Katy often took her sister and brother into a temporary stupor, entirely free from pain, altered since th at time. This Sargasso, or Sea subject. But we must observe, th at the Gulf quired particularly next year, and found the
with intellect bright and active. N aturally, a of Lentiles, as the Spaniards first termed it, has
had made.
Mrs. Carter sat cheerfully at her work, and said the bed-room, especially upon the Sabbath, and boy of his age, experiencing that entire relief, a historical interest. In the celebrated bull of stream of the Atlantic has its counterpart in beds and blankets were in such excellent pre
‘ O ur wood is very green, indeed,’ he replied, ■I can’t tell what I should do w ithout K aty.—
when all in the room was quiet, she had hoard would conclude that he wae recovering health. Pope Alexander VI. in 1493, when he divided the Piffcific. The latter flows out of the Straits servation th at I cheerfully laid up more of my
‘ and my wife has such hard work to get the She’s grown to be such a help. She can get
her infant voice raised in prayer to God.
B ut he saw and recounted the blessedness of the world botween the Spaniards and the Por of Malacca, just as the Atlantic current flows surplus property ‘ in heaven,’ and out of the
fire to burning; I thought I might help her a tea, and wash up the dishes us well as I can.
Summer wore on. and Katy continued to en the heavenly land which ho was just approach tuguese, ho decreed that the Sargasso sea was to out of the Straits of Florida. The coast of Chi way of moth uud mould. My cedar cutset and
little.’
But I suppose I must get it to-night, as she is joy perfect health, while Rebecca lay prostrate in g ; he conversed beautifully with his father be their mutual boundary to all etern ity !
na is its United States ; tho Phillippines; its trunks hold all I wish to preserve, aud when
Katy ran to her father, saying, ‘ If you will not here.’
The waters of tho Gulf stream do not, in any Bermudas; the Japanese islands its Newfound they begin to run over, I commit more articles
m
.
i
i
,
upon a sick bed. When the immediate danger aud all the family, telling them th at he must
let me try it once more, I will promise not to
The last words were hardly spoken before Jh *d
d K at b
d her mother to allow be brief in liis rem arks, because his time iu part of their course, touch the bottom of the land. The climates of the Asiatic coast corres to the keeping of my widowed and fatherless
cut myself if I can help it.’ They all smiled here came a rush agamst the door, and Uyo her te pick berries to Mil, as many of her schoolpond with those of America along the Atlantic; acquaintances.’
at her guarded promise; Miss Winslow was little ro sy cheeked I girls came bounding into the ; lnateg ^-Qre doingi during the vacation. She the body was but a few minutes ; and in a few sea. They are everywhere defended from so au'l those of Columbia, Washington, and Van
* But, onnt Julia, yours i» a peculiar case.—
thinking of some way in which she could offer room. The inmates looked u p jv ith surprise, , t0]d s0 earnestly how much ono and another minutes, as lie indicated, he canily passed away. comparatively good a conductor of heat by a couver are duplicates of those of Western Eu You had the home made out&t ot a funner’*
to assist Mrs. Carter w ithout wounding her not instantly recognizing in the; gaily dressed mad and what comforts she could procure for He who will not shut his eyes to the most pre cushion of cold water, one of the best of non rope and the British island* ; the climate of Cal daughter, and eonld not expect to make use of
conductors.
Consequently,
but
little
heat
is
cious
tru
th
which
stands
out
conspicuous
in
this
feelings. The kind lady knew that this wag misses their own Katy and her sister. Not a her 8;ck sigt
thflt ber mother a t f
th CQn. case, must see that as this boy approached the lost, and the genial warmth is carried thous ifornia resembles th at of Spain ; and the sandy i t ; besides, the Bible does not encourage wast
not a common cose of poverty. Mrs. Colter
plains and rainless regions of Lower California ing our goods extravagantly.’
verge of m ortal time, the beauty of the other ands of miles to fulfil its destined purposes.
had been respectably educated, and until her
‘ I do think the Bible leans to what is called
On a winter day, the temperature of the remind us of Africa. The course of this China
world opened up to his view.
A

S A I L O R ’S

SO N G .

“ Would you be a sailor’s wife ?
Beware !
Would you share a sailor’s life !
Take care!
For, oh ! a sailor’s life must be
Spent away on the far, far sea
And little of him his wife may see—
Not she.”
Yet still, she cried, “ W hate’er betide,
A sailor’s wife I’ll be ;
For the winds with health his brown cheeks fill,
And the sea’s fresh life is in him still,
Not in the land’s weak h ea rt: say what you will,
A sailor’s wife I’ll be.”

the extravagant side.

The rest of the chapter
& ljt J U t f c la n b
ffia jr fte ,
F a y i n g fo r a N e w s p a p e r , C o r r e sp o n 
B O O K N O T IC E S .
L E G IS L A T IV E
N E W S IT E M S .
following the verse I have quoted gives, little
L A T E R FRO M E U R O P E .
d e n ts , & e.
encouragement te much forethought, cither in
New York, Jan . 24.
fo o l or raiment, and in another place says, ‘ He
The first and best class of subscribers advance
SENATE.
N ew York, Jan . 28th.
M a c a u la y ’s H is t o r y o f E n g la n d .
The Collins steamship Baltic, from Liverpool
th at hath two coats, let him impart to him that
The Tribune Correspondence from Washing
T h u r s d a y E v e n in g , J a n . 3 1 , 1 8 5 6 .
the hard, genuine cash—the real Jackson cur
W ednesday, Jan . 23,
12th inst., has arrived.
The third and fourth volumes of this history
hath none.’ This rule leaves very little to pack
ton telegrophs this morning th at despatches will
The
news
is
biiefly
summed
up.
Expectation
rency— (blessed be the memory of “ Old Hick have just been published by Phillips, Sampson
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Armitage, Chaplin of
away in a cedar closet. In my opinion, God’s
is on tip-toe to learn the isBue a f the peace be sent from Boston by the next steamer to Eu
F ir e .
providence is far from encouraging extensive
o ry !” ) andjdoubtless with great satisfaction & Co., of Boston, to whom we are indebted for the House.
rope, requesting Buchanan to remain in Eng
Papers from the House disposed of in concur propositions made to Russia. Rumors of all
accumulation either of money or possessions,
A t about eleven o’clock on Monday night, enjoy what they have honestly paid for. Long a copy of the same. The volumes appear in
sorts are flying about, but the truth is, nothing land until his successor arrives. He will there
rence.
especially among Christians. Fire and flood'
fore probably defer bis proposed relinquishment
Finally passed—Resolves for the renewal of a can be known for some time to come, the term
drowth, mildew, and moth stand ready to rebuke firo was discovered in G. W . Palm er’s wooden may their race flourish. The second class bring uniform style with the first and second pre
for Russia’s decision having been extended to mission until the 12th of February.
th a t spirit of covetousness which the Lord ab- block, on Main Street in this city—and the in the products of their farm s—grain, vegeta viously issued from the same publishing house. portion of the State debt,
No positive acceptance has yet been received
Passed to be enacted<—An act to repeal chapt Jan .1 8 th .
h orreth.’
alarm immediately given. The firo was first bles, poultry, and fru it; they are honeBt men, They are neatly printed and bound in black
Nevertheless, correspondents from Berlin and from Dallas but one is expectod.
er 183 of the public laws of 1855; an act ad
*Surely, aunt Julia, you would not have me discovered burning through the ceiling of E. R. who in early life learnt to calculate, the thrift of
The Kansas message was never submitted to
muslin, making a very handsome book for the ditional to un act to incorporate the Calais Gas Vienna report adviceB already in those capitals
give away the new furs you gave me yourself
intimating that the czar will make no further the Cabinet.
Spear’s book store, about midway from the door whose business and the profit of whose exshan library, while they are of the most convenient Light Co. Adjourned.
last winter’’
concessions.
HOUSE.
‘ No, my child; but let us examine for a mo to the back end of the store, the fire having ges are plainly evinced in their large, well-filled size for reading and reference.
The New York Express reports th at fillibus
On the other hand it is certain th a t formal ters are assembling at Bergen Hill, N . J . , for
ment this moth-eaten pile. Here are three coats originated in one of the offices above—either in barns, and yellow, bursting granaries; theii
Finally passed—Resolve authorizing the re
Every one has read Macauley, and it is al
conferences are in session nt St. Petersburg, the purpose of joining Walker in Nicaragua.—
of your husbands, which he could never possibly
newal
and
extension
of
a
portion
of
the
State
the counting room of E. A. Mansfield, over the comfortable dwellings abounding with the home most unnecessary to speak a single word in be
discussing peace proposals, attended by Nessel They go through military exercises, and expect
wear again.’
debt.
front of the book store, or in the office of Dr. ly and substantial conveniences of life; to which half of his history. I t is everywhere conceded
to leave iu sailing vessels.
* Those are for fishing, aun t.’
Passed to be enacted— Bills additional relat rode, Esterhazy, Leebach and Summer.
The Independence Beige publishes the text
‘ How often does he fish!'
ing to Calais Gas Light Co.; to repeal chapter
Germaine in the rear of the counting-room.— may be added a small but plethoric purse—the
St . Louis, Jan . 25.
of the allied propesals. The general impression
* Once in four or five years,’ said A nna,’ look The lire engines were immediately brought out slow but sure accumulations of industry—spoils that he is one of the best historical writers, 183 of the public laws of 1855.
The Santa Fe mail arrived from Independence
is that Russiajwill neither acceptor reject them,
while it is certain that no otner author has ever
ing slightly discomfited.
Mr.
Chase
of
Buckfield,
moved
that
the
House
yesterday. News from the territory unimpor
* Well, here is a bag of out grown shrunken and through their aid the progress of the flames won in,successful chaflerings,trophies conquered succeeded so well in making history interesting. resolve itself into a Committee of the whole for but will send Count Stackelburg to Viena with tant.
nocks and stockings, and these old dresses of was considerably checked and probably several in the petty daily pecuniary battles of alifetime, He everywhere gives to its realities all tho the purpose of discussing certain baskets of counter proposals.
Business dull.
The
latest
rumors
speak
more
favorably
of
A da’s and these overcoats of the boys, that I adjacent buildings saved. But Palm er’s blocks to be suspended in doubtful places, by graceless
fruit to be presented by the Maine Pomological
A fight had occurred between the Capote In
lightness, variety and attraction of a romance;
heard you say were unfit for wear, even in the
Society as evidence that the sterile soil of Maine peace prospect.
and irreveient patrimonial inheritors. This
dians, and the Mormons provoked by an attempt
a
two
story
building,
containing
two
stores
on
Denmark
announces
her'eontinued
neutrality,
so discriminately and accurately, so gracefully is capable of producing the best of fruit.
play-ground, and besides 1 think you remarked
of the latter to drive the former off of their
th a t the whole difficulty originated in an old the first floor, (Spear’s, above named, and tho class usually limited to the neighborhoods con ind forcibly does he arrange the incidents of
On motion of Mr. Scammon of Saco, the or and that she has no connection with the,Sweed- own lands, several of the Mormons were killed
carpet, which has been harboring moths many Apothecary store of F. G. Cook,) was entirely tiguous to the publishers’ office, are a very real life, as they have occurred in the past, th at der was amended by inviting the ladies in the ish alliance,
and much property taken.
Nothing
from
the
Crimea.
Omar
Pasha
re
years, when it might have been out of harm ’s
consumsd, and a similar two story wooden block friendly and respectable but rather Bhrewed kind they seem to contain all the interest ol a tale galleries to participate in the discussion.
mains at Redoubt Kali, shut up by the winter
way, up on some poor widow's floor,’
W ashington. Jan , 25.
The order passed, and Mr. Chase of Buckof
patrons.
and
the
Russians.
adjoining
immediately
on
the
north,
owned
by
‘ Well, aunt, I believe you are half rig h t.’
of fancy. And yet while his pages present such field was called to the chair.
A dispatch from Jackson announces the elec
The
Empreor
Napoleon
again
threatens
to
go
* Try my rule, Anna ; not after your proper Wm. Wilson, and occupied below by H. P.
A third class (not including the worthy poor) attractions, while they are so pleasant reading.
tion of Jefferson Davis to the U. S. Senate by
Mr, Talbot of Lubec, in the course of some
personally to the war.
ty is Ruined, but when you find you can spare Wood & Son as a Hard W are store, and by C. pay never a c e n t; they are an incorrigible, in
56 majority.
Macaulay is regarded quite as reliable as the jocular remarks, said th at the galleries present
Richard Cobden has published a newspaper
it—even a t the risk of sending some of your
ed the most conclusive evidence of the capacity
Mr. Buchanan writes that no real prospects
treasure to heaven before you have obtained all G. Moffit as a Tailor and Ready Made Clothing veterate class of knaves who consume without writers of the driest standard historical works. of Maine to produce the best fruit, some of pamphlet.
Latent.
of peace are entertained by the ministry, and
you could from its U6e. Many an old garret establishment, was also almost entirely con producing, reap without sowing, live without do
This History ought to be in every family.— which appeared to te in full bloom un this oc
L
ondon, Saturday Morning.—Advices from England is preparing the largest fleet ever float
have I known to be infested w ith moths, ruin sumed.
ing any good, and will die, and the eyes that Every one should read it, and no library is com casion. Cn motion of Mr. T., Speaker Little
Montevideo of Nov. 25th announce a revolution. ed, for operations against Russia, in the spring.
ing hundreds of dollar’s worth of valuable ar
was appointed to conduct the ladies to seats in
As nearly as we can ascertain by inquiring, witness their dissolution will be to tearless and plete without it. I t retails for the unaccoun
The city, for four days, was the scene of a
ticles, when the whole evil might be traced to
area of the House, a duty which th at gentle
The Panama Railroad, besides the immense
unpitying. The last class I shall mention, are tably low price of forty cents per volume. For man accepted and performed to admiration.— bloody conflict—100 killed and a large number
an old coat or carpet, selfishly or carelessly the losses are as follows :
outlay of money, has cost and is likely to con
withheld from the poor. We are God’s stew
The ladies present having been seated on the wounded. Order was restored on the 29tb, tinue to consume an immense number of human
G. W. Palmer’s Block—worth about $3000; those who pay for their paper by occasional con sale a t E. R. Spear’s.
when Munos and his revolutionary party em
ards, and our luxuries are not given us to feed totally destroyed; insured for $1500.
right and left of the Chairman, a number of
tributions to its columns, and who are, with
barked for Buenos Ayres in a steamer, in con lives. The boggy nature of the soil, with maa ‘ covetousness which is idolatry ;’ but are tal
baskets of very fine apples were brought in, and
rare
exceptions,
the
most
profitless
of
the
whole
formity with the demands ol diplomatic ageDts laria, exposure and other incidents, proved ex
Wm.
Wilson’s
Block—worth
about
$3000;
G
odey
’
s
L
ady
’
s
B
ook
,
for
February
has
made
ents which may be increased ten times before
distributed by a committee appointed for the oc
list. I t is rendering a very scanty equivalent its appearance. Its opening engraving, (steel) casion. The “ discussion” appeared to bo very resident in Montevideo. Foreigners maintained tremely detrimental to health, and six thousand
the|great day of final account. When people totally destroyed; insured for $1500
workmen have found their graves on the narrow
a strict neutrality.
ask me how to prevent moths, I always long to
E. R. Spear's btock of books, stationary &c., for a constant and regular succession of weekly entitled “ The Night Before the Wedding ” is a gratifying to all present.
The Overland Mail arrived at Marseilles on Isthmus.
say, • Lay up your treasures in heaven ;|because
On motion of Mr. Little of Portland, the
visits from a healthy toned, amiable tempered, beautiful pictu re; so is '• Reflection,” a colored
Friday.
worth
about
$4500;
one
half
saved;
insured
for
I have found from experience it is a sure and
Chairman, Mr. Chase, was called upon and
A Kentucky Cadet become a R ussian L ieu
and generous spirited newspaper, to sit down engraving. I t has a great variety of fashion made some interesting remarks on the raising
$2000 ■
convenient way,’
tenant.—Mr. John Ellwood, a graduate of the
N om in a tio n s by tho G overnor.
* Well, aunt, I own I never thought much a
1. G. Cook's stock of Drugs, Medicines, &c., once or twice a year and dole out to impatient plates, designs for needle work Ac., got up, it of fruit in Maine. The Committee then rose,
Kentucky Military Institute of the class of 1854
bout it before as a m atter of Christian duty. I worth $3500; loss $2000, or more; insurance and justly offended readers a half column or
William Bennett, Thomaston, Warden of the and a resident graduate during the succeeding
and the House adjourned.
must be, at great cost, and which add much to
State Prison.
will try before another year, to confine my case
year, ha9 received the appointment of first Lieu
more of lugubrious sentimentalism, vapid obser the value of the work. The reading m atter is
$1200.
to the articles I need, and shall hope for better
Moses L. Appleton, Bangor, Jos. Dane, J r ., tenant in the Russian army, through the Rus
SENATE.
Thos Wiggin (over Cook’s) shoe shop, stock vations or tedious and impertinent personal re interesting. Every succeeding number of Godsuccess.—A’. Y. Evangelist.
Kennebunk, Bank Commissioners.
sian Minister a t Washington, and sailed from
T hursday, Jan . 24.
and tools—lost. W orth about $500. No in- minisciences. But still these writers must be in cy proves th at it holds its place araoDg the very
New York ou Monday last, on his way to Ber
Mr. Farley from the Com. on R. R. Bridges,
Cincinnati, Jan . 28th.
dulged
and
their
unfortunate
readers
must
yawsurance.
T h e T h a m es T u n n e l.
A stampede of slaves from the border coun lin, where he is to aw ait orders from St. Petersbest of ladie’s magazines. I t may be found at reported order of notico on petition of F. O. J .
Dr. Germaine, (over rear of Spear’s book j D*Dobr submit, remembering that the thoughts Spear’s Bookstore and at Palm er’s.
Sm ith; same, on petition of the Selectmen of ties of Kentucky, took place last night. The burgh. Though but a stripling, he served with
This is one of the curiosities of London, which
the town of Union; same, on petition of Wm. whereabouts of several of the fugitives having distinction in Harney’s regiment through the
every stranger visits. Its interest arises not so 6tore,l office furniture, library, Ac., totally dee- laad writings of correspondents are alike tinged
Swott and sundry others; same, on petition of been discovered here, officers, at noon to-day, Mexican war.—Frankfort (K y.) Commonwealth.
much from anything very odd or striking in its troyed. Loss $ with
the
hue
of
the
atmosphere
in
which
their
-Insured for $200.
Harper for February is already received.— Gideon Mayo and others.
proceeded to make arrests. Upon approaching
S everity of the Season.— (Extremely un
appearance, as from the fact that it exists. To
E. A. Mansfield—Books saved from counting- jSrea^ hearts palpitate, their great lungs breathe John S. C. Abbott still continues to contribute
Resolve in favor of John Francis agent of tho the house where slaves were secreted, the latter romantic.) Alfred, devotedly in love, asked
cross a river, the world is in the habit of em
Passamaquoddy
tribe
of
Indians,
granting
him
fired,
wounded
two
or
three
spectators—not
land ^ e ir great brains lie passively dormant.__ to its columns, and iu this number gives an in
Maria for her hand. “ You may have it, Al
ploying boats or bridges; but here is a brick room. Loss $40
H . P . Wood A Son’s stock of H ard Ware, ■Por instance, he who livesin a closetdomed with teresting and comprehensive sketch of the life $75 as “ compensation” for hisattendance upon seriously. One slave woman, finding escape fred, dear,” the artless girl replied, “ but I am
arched double road- way extending under the
the Legislature, was on rnotien of Mr. Barnes impossible, cut the throats of her children, kill afraid you will find it twice its usual size, for it
bed of the river, and thus avoiding obstructions worth $6000 or more;—$5000 worth saved in a spider-webs and redolent of musty and antiqu,
of George Washington. Little Dorrit, Dicken’s amended so as to read as “ gratuity for expen ing one instantly, and wounding two others.— is covered all over w ith chilblains.”
to navigation, as well as furnishing a secure
ses incurred” and as amended was passed to be Six of the fugitives wero apprehended, bat eight
ted tomes, into whose sacred pages the profane story, is continued with increasing interest.
passage to travel. The project of such a tunnel damaged state.—Insurance $2000.
R ailroad Accident.—The five o’clock freight
engrossed.
are said to have escaped.
C. G. Moffit’s stock of Cloth, Clothing Ac., eyes of the living would for many a decade of
was put forward more than half a century ago,
Harper sustains its interest and value, and
train from Boston, on the Eastern Railroad, on
HOUSE.
and extended progress was made in the work, worth about $5000, mostly saved. Insured for years have ceased to pry, cannot reasonably be the publishers offer greater inducements than
Tuesday evening, met with a serious accident,
Credentials of Peol Sockis, representative of T h e In d ia n T rou b les iu F lo r id a --N a v a l.
when the ground broke through under the pres $1500.
causing much damage. They had upon a plat
expected to paint for the dainty eyes of his rea ever to subscribers, agreeing to send it for $2,00 the Penobscot Indians, were presented and re
K ey W est, Jan . 21—By a boat from Miami form-car a large chain cable, for a ship in this
sure of high tides, and the scheme was reported
N. A. A S. II. Burpee's Furniture Room in der a landscape traversed by green hills, array for every- new subscriber; and aDy one who will ferred.
we learn that the Indions have commenced their city, one end of which fell off, when they were
impracticable. But the present age does not
indiscriminate slaughter of the whites by mur between Hamilton aDd Ipswich, which broke
recognize impracticabilities.
second story contained stock to the amount of ed in the gorgeous glories of tropic climes, and send the names of ten new subscribers and $20,
SENATE.
dering two of the settlers, twelve miles from the wheels of the car following, and threw some
The existing tunnel was projected by Sir I. $500. Loss $150.
at the base of whose sunny slopes bubble and will receive an extra copy.
F riday, January 25.
Fort Adams. Two men, Peter Johnson and E. half dozen cars down an embankment, smash
Brunei, in 1823. I t is about two miles below
J . H . Gould’s P aint Shop was also in the and sparkle a thousand fountains of crystal
Those who do not subscribe for the work will
Passed to be engrossed— Act additional fo in Fanall, were killed by them on the 7th. The ing them to pieces.—Newburyport Herald.
London Bridge, between Wapping and Rotherhite. The neighborhood is commercial and pop second story of the same building; we under w aters; and whose grateful graves are resonant find single numbers for sale a t Spear's and at corporate the Portland Savings Bank ; act to U. S. troops wero sent in pursuit of them, but
A young lady residing in Cumberland Co.,
increase the capital stock of the Merchants Bank after scouring the country for several days
ulous, and a bridge would be too much in the stand he experiences no very material loss.
with the music of birds,
Palmers.
Portland ; act to increase capital stock of Bath they could not succeed in falling in with them Pa., while sleighing a few nights ago, was fro
way of vessels. At the same time, an increased
It was a cold night and very uncomfortable
“ Strange, bright birds on their starry w ings,”
B an k ; act to increase capital stock of City The settlers wore in great trepidation, and zen to death. She had complained of cold but
facility of communication between the two
S T We dinod, yesterday, from a prime roast Bank Bath ; an act granting further powers to were coining in, demanding tho protection of the refused to get out of the sleigh on its arrival at
shores was very much needed. A company was working, but our citizens gcc.erally exerted and redolent of perfumes th at regale and refresh
a tavern, saying she felt comfortable enough,
formed and chartered in 1824. Mr. Brunnel themselves to the utmost to save the perishing j the senses and soothe the turbulent
of Venison, presented by O. II P erry, E sq., the proprietors of Forest Grove Cemeterv. Re troops
passions
solve in favor of the members of the Executive
The U. S. transport sdhooner Delaware, John but on arriving at home she was assisted out ef
was appointed Engineer. He began by erect property.
'into a peaceful and joyous tranquility. Nor less (whose gunning propensities may they increase,) Committee of the State Agricultural Society ; son, has arrived from Philadelphia, with ma the sleigh in a state of stupor, and expired
ing a substantial cylinder of brick-work, 50
T'hougl the loss to several of those thus unreasonable would it be to expect sound sense it being the tit bit of a very line Deer which fell act additional to establish the State Reform
feet in diameter, 42 feet high, and 3 feet thick,
terials destined for tho new light-house a t Qui shortly after.
bito Inlet. On account of the Indian dis
which was sunk cn masse into the ground. Up w i l l X r n ' s" “ na:d|crab,e ' w ebelie' ° tt e J Wit, wisdom, or true poetry from him whose soul a victim to bis unerring rifle as a reward for hiB School.
Two dollar counterfeit bills have appeared
turbance the erection of this light is post purporting to be o n 'th e “ Merchant’s Bank,
on the top of the cylinder was placed a steam will
prosecute their business iu other b u ild -' ever and anon knocks down the frail tenement it good intentions thus fulfilled. We could but
HOUSE.
poned, and the materials of the Delaware will Boston, Mass.” Thi9 Bank issues no bills of
engine for pumping out water, and raising exca
wish while feasting upon it, that he might have
be sold here.
vated earth.. By this means, the cylinder was
Saturday, Jan . 26.
less denomination than fire dollars.
F. G. Cook has already cugaged the rent of dwells in, and leaping out, darts into the a
“ better luck next time,” that we might have
The U. S. sloop-of-war Cyane, Capt. A. B
forced through a bed of quicksand which had
and under spiritual bare poles scuds before noise
Petition of Oliver Wheeler and others, to be
a
new
store
ju
st
beyond
hi.s
fjrm
cr
stand
on
theAn U nusual and Most I nteresting Nuptial
Fairfax,
arrived the 14th inst., from a cruise.—
compelled the drife-mnkers formerly to suspend
the whole instead of h a lf a saddle. Selfish, we set ofl from South Thomaston, was presented
less
breezes,
passing
the
laggard
lightning
(in
Anniversary.—The sixtieth anniversary of the
remains in port until the 25th.
their work. The shaft having been sunk to tbo corner of Main and Elm .’ Sts., and will probably
and referred.
know, but couldn’t help it.
full
chase
to
bring
back
the
startling
message)
The officers and crews of both vessels are all marriage of Luther W right and Sarah Lyman
depth bf 05 feet, another smaller one, 25 feet open shortly.
of Easthampton—who were joined in wedlock
well.
in diameter, was also sunk from this lower level,
E R. Spear has taken the excellent store in stops a t the pearly gates of vast imperial pal
Read the article of
in another col- I m p o r ta n t T r ia l a t t h e C r y s t a l P a la c e .
a t that place on the 13th of January, 1796, by
as a reservoir for the drainage of w ater. The
the Thorndike Block., formerly occupied by aces, enters amidst strains of etherealized mel umn.
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excavation was commenced, then, a t the depth
the Fair of the American Institute, held in the
his ministry, and now alive, a vigorous old man
of 03 feet. A powerful iron apparatus was W eed A Billings, to w hick place his stock is re ody, sees royal spirits clad in celestial ermine,
N ew*Y’ork Jan . 25.
Crystal
Palace
in
New
York,
is
from
the
Penn
of
92 years—was celebrated at the residence of
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y
D
is
e
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e
s
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sitting on thrones of starry light, and holding
used, called a “ shield,” “ I t consisted of 12 moved.
George P. Ball was arrested yesterday charged their son, Luther W right, J r ., late principal of
sylvanian. We take pleasure in transferring
great frames lying close to each other, like so
D r . R obert H unter, of New York, the pi it to our columns, reflecting as it does, great by Alexander Morrison with having embezzled
II. I’. \\ ood A Sc j), have removed their stock in their hands flashes of tamed lightning for
Williston Seminary, on Monday evening the
many volumes on the sneir of a book-case ; these
frames were 22 feet high and 3 feet broad.— to the basement of the 1st, Baptist Church, for sceptres; hears a few strange words pregnant oneer of the Inhalation practice, and an able credit upon a well known and successful New $100,000 belonging to the firm of John Glad 14th. The company comprised four persons
with the struggling spirits of history, prophecy writer on medical matters, publishes in the Oc England manufacturing firm. We would add stone & Co., of Melbourne, Australia. Accord who were present a t the wedding.—Northamptm
They were each divided into three stages or sto merly the Iron st JIe of A. E. Stevens A Co.
that the scales manufactured by the Messrs Fair ing to Morrison’s statement, Ball belonged to, Gazette.
ries, thus presenting 36 chambers, or cells, for
C. G. Moffit h;as removed his stock ot Cloth and poetry, turns, whips back, and “ in less than tober number of the “ Specialist and Journal of banks were taken from their usual stock in New and was the principal business man of the firm,
the workmen, by whom the ground was cut
R epartee.—In the House of Representatives,
a
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jumps
into
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astonished
body
again,
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the
Chest,"
the
following
as
the
suc
York,
and since the account of the trial was and when it dissolved was employed at a salary
down and secured in front, and the bricklayers ing Ac., to the wof ,den store of E. H u ll, next
which stirs, opens its sluggish eyes to the ad cess of the new curative. H e says :—
published have been adjudged the best, and a to settle up, which he did by collecting $100,000 last week, Mr. Giddings, while delivering a
by whom the structure was simultaneously north of the l’horr.dike Hotel.
speech,
said that Mr. Richardson was like Ba
miration of gaping and wonderstricken witness
formed. The shield was placed in a position at
We have attained the following lesults from gold medal has been awarded for the larger one of debts and absconding. Ball has been in this laam’s ass— he would not speak. “ I t is tru e,”
city about seven weeks—latterly a t the Astor
the bottom of the shaft January first, 1826 _
es, and falls into the ring, a sort of spiritual inhalation in the treatment of pulmonary dis- and a silver medal lor the smaller one :—
C o n stitu ' tio n a l A m e n d m e n t s .
said
Mr.
Richardson, in reply, “ I am somewhat
‘ We hail the pleasure of witnessing, a few House. Coleman & Stetson have 30,000 of his
The progress • of the work was of course slow.
ease :
like Balaam ; when I am in presence of the
Quite a contr oversy is going on in regard to arc of a spiritual circle with a wooden table for
I t was necessary to proceed cautiously
and_to
_____ _____
“ 1st. In chronic catarrh, inhalation, when days since, an interesting test trial of various in their custody.
gentleman
from Ohio, I let the ass speak. This,
---secure firmly every foot advanced. With a riyer >1,10 effect of th ,e late amendments of o u r Con- its centre and wooden beads for its circumfer combined with the daily use of the catarrh weighing machines on exhibition a t the Fair of I
of course, occasioned much laughter.— VYujAFillibusterM F r u stra te d .
the American Institute in tho Crystal Palace.
syringe, is an almost unfailing remedy.
running above it was only prudent to keep a I stitution upor , the Sheriffs mnointed n « v
ence.
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these
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absurdly
ington Sentinel.
good watch below. The first impediment came this Winfr
,7 snerins appointed p rt ■vious to
“ 2d. In chronic affections o f the larynx un The trial was confined to the relative merits of
A party of fifty . fillibusters was congregated
enough take into their crotchety heads to en
Governor Wells, holding
American Vessel in tiie B altic,—The last
early. On the 25th January, the stratum of,
- th a t the
complicated with phthisis, and in chronic bron the celebrated Fairbanks Scales, the scales man yesterday at Jersey City, intending to take paslighten
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creatures
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a
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of
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for Nicar
in the N orthern L ig h t; but foreign advices report that un American clipper,
clay through which the excavation had been auieni,mei rtg adopted by the people in Septemchitis, a proper and persevering use of the in
worked, broke off suddenly, leaving the shield he; ias t, w hich take from the Executive t i e an- nication.” And woe to us again when the rant haler will seldom disappoint the patient ofcure. N. Y , and a newly patented scale manufactured, th ” promp[ actifaon of the v g GoTer“ment in the Wolga, loaded with warlike munitions for
at Vergennes, Vt. To test the real merit of the the matter frustrated their purpose.
Russia, had sailed for the Gulf of Finland, af
for upwards of six weeks open to a considerable'
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ing, bellowing, declaiming self-elected guardi In most cases the action is speedy, and as appa
scales, the committee placed upon the platform
influx of land-water, which flowed from a l» , 1 1 -D,t cf Sberiffs’
will not lie in force
ter lying in the Straits for a long time .watching
rently specific, as in catarrh.
of sand and gravel that was saturated anr w
till th e tim e for election by the people shall ans ol the world's weal mount their soulless,
for an opportunity to proceed without molesta
“ 3d. In incipient consumption,— when the of a scale having the capacity of six tuns, a A r r iv a l o f the D a n ie l W e b s te r a t
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and
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the
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end
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a
tion by the British cruisers. .S h e is reported to
each rise of the tide. This difficulty havine come, hr.s removed most of the old Sheriffs and
constitution is good and the general healtlV but
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appointed new ones. In Cumberland County,
N ew Orleans, Jan . 25.
a Dane named Holm.
rest the further development of the disease, to this weight on one corner of the Vergennes
The steamer Daniel Webster arrived to-day
feet under the river The neextended 4UU where th is was done, the new Sheriff appeared words iu cacophonous tones, and violently promote the absorption of the tubercles, and to Seale, the beam indicated 3390 pounds, when
The P rofits of Lecturing and P reaching.—
placed on the opposite corner the beam indicated from San Francisco, with California dates to the
again in the following Janus
month’ and in the Supremo Court, but Judge Davi9 pre: fid- thumping many an honest and sensible bead attain complete restoration of the health.
Rav. T. Star King is said to have already clearin, and six men were“d ro tr jr J \,thep 1Ter ?r°Tk
which they foolishly imagine as hollow as their
4th. In the sceond stage of consumption,: only 3377 pounds, showing a difference of 13 3th inst. She reports the Star of the West
ing,
refused
to
acknowledge
him
as
sheriff'
on
w lip n th p f lp n n s itln n s e x is t is r n u /p in l^ r r le s nrd pounds, and when removed to the centre of the sailed from San Francisco for New York, with ed one thousand dollars for lyceum lectures this
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n llu r n In
tr p n cn rp
season. He has w ritten but one new lecture,
the rush of water up the ground that his appointment was unautl lor- own. And woe to us poor readers, once more, a
__________________________
______
A
dollars
in treasure.
platform
the beam eknu-cA
showed 5Q
3387
pounds.
the shaft. Great ap'
sweet, delicious woe, when dreamy-eyed voun- T C°?fi?ed t0 * parV ’f °,n° 1,UDg’ -Cure takes quest was then made that the weight be again
A severe shook of an earthqu ake was expe- —“ Sight and Insight.” His income by preach
prehonsion was now felt ized, and thus a sort of collision has occurred
for the success of
J J J
o : place in two w ays: Jtrsl, by absorption, soaie- placed on the corner first tried, which was done, riencid at San Francisco on the 2d inst.
1
Hundreds
ol
ing, lecturing and w riting amounts to nearly
S Z X V f 0^
f i l l i p the cavity, and b et™ ea th °
and the Executive. The mai ens, at the enchanting hour ol tw ilig h t,' times followed by the deposit of chalky matter ;
1“
' ' *■ ■----- ------- •
---q’|10 mining news are encouraging. Rich six thousand dollars per annum. He is already
to p re v en tld ’ ore
__ accidents. But. ,,
_
__
au. __________ . . _______j :__ soar away on gossamer-winged Fancy into the ' and second, by the softening of the tubercles and and the weight the beam now indicated wits
the cnasms in papers are taking sides in the m atter according
diggins had been discovered on the American a real estate owner, coined from his own brain,
the’ bed of
Cn „ n Kp,l t o t l,p S tn tP aA- 1and wllere bloom the n iG th e rose, the atnar- thuir exPuisiun froIU tlie lung8 by expectoration, 3382 pounds, showing a difference of 8 pounds, river.
which is a ready and vigorous one.—N orth
the river were filled by bags of clay, as they are in favor or opposed
to th e S tate a d , lan th an d
Aeavtng an open exeavat.on or cavity whieh is from the first trial. This variation is attribu
and whs th e Tunnel was cleared of water, the
Trade a t San Francisco d u ll; breadstuff quiet. ampton Courier.
table
in
part
to
the
arrangement
of
the
plat
ministration. It is eaii-y
____________
, _____
y to
conceive why
there
J
,
1
u uutlul"ls ■subsequently
ubsequently cicatrized under the action of the
are was found uninjured. The work, .
. . .
form upon the bearings, which forbids the posI t being a constitution-1'uhosefra" ranco either fluite kills with
inhaled vapors.
P olitical. A caucus of the Democratic mem
.•ever, was suspended for want of fiwds for i 18 “ flucstlon about it.
A ccident ou D e la w a r e R iv e r .
1 question it belongs to the Supreme Coujt to laatic Palns' ’’ or leaves the effeminated faculties | “ 5th. in the last and confirmed stago of con ibility of its giving correct weight or agreeing
bers of the Legislature of Maine have chosen the
^even years.
with itself. The test was then applied to a
P
hiladelphia, Jan . 26.—This afternoon as following delegates to the Cincinnati Convention.
sumption,
i.
e.
when
a
greater
or
less
portion
of
! settle it, and we presume the opinion of the full delirious and languishing under the baleful inScale, and „ when
- " Ollier great speculations hnve been nursed,
,
„
, the. weight
— . was , a large company weie upon the Delaware River, W . B. S. Moore of W aterville, John C. Talbot,
the lung is already broken down, forming an ul Fairbanks
“ Till want of proceeds laid them on the shelf,
Courtw ill be asked. This would settle the llaeDCe ol
dreams, materialized in inky cerous excavation, the possibility of cure deperds placed on one corner of the platform the beam 1opposite the upper part of the city, the ice gave J r . of Lubec, Dudley F. Leavitt of Bangor, and
"B u t thy concern was at the worst,
indicated
the
on the
way, carry
carryiDg
sleigh contauung
containing aa gen
gen- Wm. K. Kimball of Paris. The Portland Ad
,
, true, weight,
.3398 -pounds,
,
, . way,
id^, down a ».
" When it began to Liquidate itself.
matter, and save a good deal of newspaper con characters and embalmed in the rude columns of wholly on the extent of the disease, and the
second and , third
four ladies
, corners the resultt was. . the
.
itleinan
-------- and
---- ------------- One of the ladies, a vertiser says they are all opposed to President
a newspaper, ilnd yet another woe and we amount of constitutional taint and disturbance.
Thus sang Tom Hood in an Ode to Brunel, troversy.
sam e; on the fourth corner a slight variation wjdow by the name of Albright, was drowned. Pierce, and it is understood that Mr. Buchanan
Tt
iu
™t,:„t
r
n
,
If
the
destruction
is
limited
to
a
part
of
cne
have done. I t .s that which falls upon us when ! lung> and js 8urrounded by healthy lung, as is was perceptible. So extremely delicate was t h e ] q’he others were rescued.
when the prosecution of the work seemed doubt
is te be their first choice.
ful. But Parliament sanctioned a loan in aid
N ew County. - -A n order has passed the Leg- we are least uble to bear its blow. I t is that often the case, cure takes place by thecieatriza operation of Fairbanks’ Scale, (capacity six J
_________
of it, and it was resumed in March 1836. Du islature requiring the petitions for the new j which mistaken friendship proffers to us for con
D eer K illed.—An usual number of deer
tion of the cavity, in the same manner as any tuns.) that a quarter of a pound weight placed 1
T
h
e
S
p
eak
ersh
ip
.
ring t h a t year 117 feet wete completed; in 1837.
have been killed on our river and vicinity w ith
on any part of the platform raised the beam,
other form of ulceration.
N
ew
Y
ork
,
Jan
.
27.—The
Herald's
corres
only 20 feet; in 1838, 80 feet; in 1839, 194 feet; county to ba pt iblislted again in ceitain newspa- solation. when the shadow of a great sorrow is
in a few weeks past. One company of two or
A Duryee & Forsyth Seale, of 40,000 lbs, ca
“ If the disease, on the contrary, involves the
pondent ut Washington telegraphs: Resolu- three hunters, had 65 one day last week, and
_ dis- pers in \\ aldo <fc Lincoln. This will defer any upon us, when our eyes are dimmed with tears I
in 1840, 60 feet; and in 1841 the remaining
! whole o f one lung, the prospects of recovery are pacity was next tested, and like the Vergennes
-a? -6
,W aP’ ■actiou ur ° " the m atter by the Legislature for anil our hearts are heavy with unutterable . greatly diminished ; but still cure is possible, so Scale, it failed to give correct weight, or to tions testing the relative strength ol the N e -.o th e r companies and individuals have succeeded
b r a s k a aand
n il aanti-Nebraska
n h - N e l.r a s k a n
arlaaa monopolized
m n n n n n lr ,^ I Jn k n lin ? fro In g tQ qq Bach
T he deef hav(J
braska
parties,
ping. In August, Brunel passed through the
long as the other lung retains its integrity and agree with itself; it showed a variation ot ten the time of the House yesterday.
Tunnel from shore to shore. His triumph was', some time to come,— tiie reason probably, why grief. It comes to us in “ lines of condolence,” |
pounds when the weight was removed from one
generally been fat and in good condition.— M a
Mr. Meacham’s resolution, pronouncing the chias Vnion.
complete Queen Victoria recognized it by tbc order of notice was given. I t certainly was with sombre words and harsh rhymes, which I is unobstructed in its function. There are iu comer to another. One of Fairbanks small
r
.................................. this city many such cases, whose recovery unknighting him. In March 1843 it was opened unnecessary to give any further notice upon the ja r upon out feelings by paradiDg in garish light der treatment by inhalation, from a condition Platform Scales was then testsd with United repeal of the Missouri restriction a factious
A letter from Naples of the 28th ult. says :—
as a public thoroughfare. Its iength from shaft matter This order was probably passed a grief more sacred than the very life. Deliver almost hopeless, has proceeded 60 far that the States standard weights, and alhough it had agitation of the slavery question, was regarded
to shaft, is 1200 feet; its width 35 feet; each ,
, .
i
.
j.
,
. -j , been In co n stan t ^'T b “r7ix"months,''rt’e“xhibi“ted ■a3 tbe tcst.’ and Pas3ed h-v a vote ° f F08 t0 93- “ Vesuvius has been thundering, and a new
archway and footpath, clear width about 14 tr o u g h the influence of those opposed to the us kind friends, from consolations which tear . coug1} aud expectoration have entirely subs*ded,
mouln
has been opened on the very top of the
The object of M r. D unn’s resolution was to
r
i
r* i i
ji
n
x
•
• open a i.healing
_ i«
i i deliver
i .
n
. . . la s tS
I n.nri
f.hfiv hsLVP
(rsiinnrl .i°
P-nnainornnlv
wound,
us from
this
and„tb7
bav „8ai?!d
" ! idBfa?^ in fiAsn nnn unerring accuracy. Tbe sealed weights were test the sense of the House as to whether there mountain, from whence lava is flowing out. A t
feet, thickness of earth between the crown of -^cw County project.
strength. We have particularly observed in all
^ r e T u l t w a X 'f r o m | was a majority of members in (avor of electing
present all th at can be seen is a vast column of
the Tunnel and the bed of the river, about 15 !
----------woe, and we will say no more.
such cases, that they remain stationary in flesh satisfactory,—one corner was half a pound too a ^Peaker who favored the restoration of the sm oke; but still ths mountain is active, and
feet.
D e m o e r a tie C o n v e n tio n .
1considerably below their former standard; which light, the centre half a pound too heavy, and ! ^ lbS0U!’>restriction. _ I t is clearly evident that menaces further demonstrations. Not far from
The Tunnel cost about 450,000 pounds. The
A Democratic Convention for the purposo of
Capt. T homas B rown of this city died of yel- fact proves bow entirely the capacity of the another corner two pounds too heavy.’—Boston ^ ero 18 not a maJorlty ln favor of restora- Castellamare, too, I have observed an unusual
dangers of tbe work were many, and the miners
agitation in the sea. The rocks in tho neigh
often suffered serious alarms. “ Sometimes por- ,dloosiug delegates to the National Democratic ! ]ow fever, in N. Orleans in Sept. last. Arrange- lungs regulates the appropriation of nutriment. Vai/y Journal.
tl0n'
They are easily put out of breath, the number
borhood also were covered with a thick sulphu
tions of the shield broke with the noise of a Contention to be holden a t Cincinnati, in Ju n e inents were made for the removal of his remains of respirations per minute is increased to twen
Vessels Ashore*
rous deposit.
ipruption of ’earth OT^watw; "but the exw w ^ a,) held ut Wiscasset last Thursday.— j t0 this place for final interment, and they ar- ty and ofton to twenty-four, and in a correspon
D is a s t e r s .
N ew York, Jan 27—The stenmer Transport,
The Bangor Journal states that the saw mills
diDg
degree
the
frequency
of
the
pulse.
of
the
Camden
and
Amboy
lino,
went
ashore
tors were more inconvenienced by fire than wa- i doaD Dabson and Sam eel W atts were elected . rived on Friday l l tli inst.; the burial took place
The ship Mary Hall, Cant R f f l l i A P o rts-! & is mor.n ‘" ” °nmth?
Ba° k ‘n lhet lo7 er nt St. John, owned by Tbeophilus Cushing of
“ When both lungs are involved in extensive
ter: gas explosions frequently wrapping the ; delegates from Lincoln Coupty.
Frankfort, were destroyed by fire on Tuesday
on Monday succeeding from the residence of his disease, cure is impossible, and it is folly ever to mouth, from New Orleans’ for Liverpool with !
and 8tdl r "
3 there’ A steam tuS ha8
place in a sheet of flame, strangely mingling
morning. Loss from $20,000 to $25,000, and
A t the same convention the following Resolves family—services by Rev. Mr. Thomas, of second hope for so great an improvement in the healing
with the water, and rendering the workmen in - 1were passed :
Bucksport, from Peusacola, is j Probabl5 Part>a»y >n8Ured
2000 bales of cotton, was totally lost on the i
Baptist Church. The storm of Saturday pre art as to embrace these cases among the list of Dog Rocks, Salt Key bank on the night of 3d. I „
sensible!” Yet only seven lives were lost in
^
r7
"
’
"
' ™P°.rted a8bor® ° “ the mud flats near yellow
Store Breaking.—We learn from the Skow
. Pesolvcd—That tho Democratic P arty , as a vented more public services at th at time, and curable. The most that can be accomplished is T h f Capt and crew escaped to the Island.
making it.
to afford relief. We can generally cleanse the
The brig Crimea, Rohmson, of Thomaston, for H° ° k’ ln tllls harbor'
hegan Clarion that all three stores in Bingham
The Tunnel, at present, is both a success and National Party, is opp jsed to all agitation of they were delayed until Sunday, 27th inst., lungs from the mucus and pus which obstruct
village, were broken open Thursday night last,
a failure. As a example of engineering skill, sectional questions ar.d issues.
when a ftfieral sermon was preached at the the bronchial tubes, and thereby add greatly to Nassau bound to New Orleans with a cargo o f ,
and robbed to tha amount of about $25, con
2- Resolved— That the principles of popular
it is undoubtedly a great triumph. But until
lime, ran upon a reef two miles East of the city,
The Ft iend o f China of Nov. 12, has the fol- sisting mostly of change. The depredator was
An the ease uf breathing. Wo can also soothe the night of the 14th. She was speedily relieved 1lowing
it can be used for vehicles as well as loot pas- sovereignty were en aneia ted and tidopted by the ,i Methodist Church, by Rev. A. Church
:
’
1 proclaimed
-- j in .i-- -large and. deeply
. . . interested congre- cough and allay the irritation of the lung, so as by wreckers, who hauled her off, brought her
a Canadian, about 18 years old. He was pur
sengers, it will not answer its original purpose. '• Pilgrim Fathers.
Fathers, -solemnly
the I■anusuaily
“ We lenrn by the Tartar, th at the day after
to promote sleep and make the patient compara
I t in reached now by a Winding , „ i , . ra„ down
'd » ‘~
« * « d n , o n « ti e ..loom h i, m an, tively comfortable. But, in defiance of aDy skill into the harbor the following day. They re the Japanese convention (British,) was ratified sued the next morning, and overtaken between
Solon and Bingham, and the plunder found
the shaft on either side of the river, and is
within the power of man, death is inevitable— ceived 2000 dollars for their services. The at Nagasaki, Admiral Sterling was asked by upon him. He was taken to Solon and exam
opened day and night for passengers at a toll Suites, sanctioiif d by the Congress of 1850 and virtues had inspired, and the heartfelt sympathe duration of life is but a question of weeks other expenses of tho vessel were $130. She the commissioner to give his advice on the best ined, and committed to Norridgewock Jail to
of one penny each. I t is lighted with gas, and that of 1853, a' a[| are how acknowledged its one ' thy of a large circle of friends with the afflicted
sailed
the
19th
for
New
Orleans.
course to be pursued towards the Americans,
or months.
..
some of its arches are occupied as small shops, uf the ehiet articles of faith in the political
By a boat from Miami, wo learn that the In who, it was said, with nine vessels ut Sitnoda, await his trial a t the next term of the Supreme
“ 6th. In spasmodic asthma, depending on ir
DemncrnKc party.
nnrlv
’ fam‘^
Court.
and for the exhibition of works of art. The creed of t_1)e. Democratic
dians have« commenced
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Re solval—That we recognize the right of
approaches for vehicles arc intended to be cir
from chronic bronchial disease, inhalation affords sluughterot the whites, by murdering - of the : manner. The admiral is reported to haverecThe New Y'ork Mirror states that the jury in
cular, by shafts 200 feet in diameter. Their the pc opie op every State and Territory toestab- fully remembered by the relatives of the de prompt relief, end in the great majority of cases, settlers, I-m ile s from r o r t D allar.^ Ivyo men. j ommended concession to the American dethe case of Caroliue Johnson against the Hud
cost is estimated at 180,000 pounds. We do •13u and mai ntain their own domestic institu- ceased, and hits done much to alleviate woes it
so alters the condition of the mucous membrane, Peter Johnson and Farrall, were killed by them lnanlj8) provided they were in any way reason- son River Railroad, for damages for the loss of
n o t understand that any probability exists of tlcl n s ; and that tiie power of the Federal Gov- could not remove. In the hope of the gospel
o f |1able
„ h l»
and overcomes the morbid sensibility of the on ith . llie U S troops were sent iui pursuit of
her husband, who was killed by the cars in
e rnment should be exerted in support and de
their early construction.—Portland Argus.
An American gentleman writes on this sub- West street, in August, 1855, rendered a ver
nerves, as to entirely break up the disease, even them, buG nfterjcouring the country fflr_ seveCom.
fence of such institutions, whenever necessary they fled consolation.
ral
days,
they
could
not
succeed
in
falling
in
;
;ect
though of many years’ duration.
dict for the plaintiff of four tbuusand dollars.
for their protection and preservation.
I understand th at a fleet of twelve sail of
“ 7th. In whooping cough inhalation is prompt with them. The settlers were iu great trepida
4. Resolved— That the Administration of
Yankee Management. The sugar crop on ti,e
An extraordinary, if not unparallelled sailing
M r . E ditor.—Tbe citizens of Rockland, and and radical, effectually breaking up the cough tion and were coming in, demanding the pro American whalers visited Simoda in anticipa
tection ol the troops. The U S transport sch. tion of receiving supplies agreeable to the late feat, has recently been performed by the clipper
island of Jamaica this season is 50.000 hh ,ds President Pierce is distiguished by a foreign
in
from
ten
days
to
four
weeks.
greater than ever before. This is attribut ed t” policy so manly in tone, so American in charac more particularly the sufferers, a t the late fire,
ship Flying Scud, (of New York) she having a r
“ Sth. In chronic pneumonia, and in the ncutc Delaware, Johns, arrived from Philadelphia, treaty.
‘Yankees’ haying taken the management of 8ev. ter, a n d a domestic policy so able in every de are under especial obligations to those faithful form, after tha active symptoms have been sub with materials destined for the new light house
Report is they were treated very unkindly, rived a t Marseilles from New York, in 19 days
eral of the largest sugar estates. In v orking, part!) lent as to command the unanimous appro Policemen, Messrs Myers, Boyinton, Wilson, dued by antiphlogistic treatment, convalescence a t Quibtil Inlet. On account of the Indian and a determination was made by the Japanese, passage from port to port. The notice of her
disturbances, the erection of this light is post from some cause, not to furnish them with any arrival reached her owners in New York, in 34
they employ the negroes at so much per (jaVj b ate a of all patriotic citizens.
Brown and others, fur the faithful and energet is greatly hastened and ensured by the use of
poned, and the material of the Delaware will supplies.
paying in cash every week. The cash, wakes tip
warm soothing inhalatioDs.
days from the time she sailed. The Flying Scud
f5 f Frederic Douglass (colored) Editor of ic manner they discharged their duties a t the
the best energies of the sable labore'.-s, and gives
The Americans were not to be trifled with; was launched at Damariscotta last year, by
“ 9th. ln all chronic coughs, especially those be sold here.
The United States sloop of war Cayenne, they took what they wanted, and paid in dol Messrs Metcalf & Norris.
a life never before seen or heard o f , to the sugar tho 1 sorth Star newspaper at Rochester, N. Y. Fire on Monday night last. No city, in the affecting old people, and arising from dry or hu
business. Cuba and our soutliorn states are
State can boast of a more efficient corps of Po mid bronchitis, or from morbid sensibility of the Capt. A. B. Fairfax, arrived the 14th, from a lars at their fair weight, the one-third the val
likely to have, in a very few years, an oppor recet ltly lectured in Augusta. The Kennebec
F alse Swearing.—A serious charge has ju st
pulmonary mucous membrane, inhalation prompt cruise. She remains in port until the 25th.— ue, as fixed on by the treaty. I t is said that
lice, than Rockland,
O.
The officers and crews of both vessels are well. guns had been fired aDd Japanese killed.”
tunity to compare, side by side, on every way Jo u r nal speaks of his effort as one of great
been made a gainst a Provincetown codfisherman,
ly affords relief.”
for false swearing, in order to obtain “ bounty.”
equal terms, the advantages of free and slave abili: y and merit.
The matter is now under investigation a t th at
labor. Our southern planters will do well to
Q f O u r friend “ Omicron’s ” letter from
One of the Albany editors says the only rea
The Chamber of Commerce of New York is
Small B ills in K entucky.—In the Kentucky
study this ‘Yankee management’ closely__
Resolves have passed the Legislature Dubaque, Iowa, is received just in time for in - older than the republic, having been estab son why his dwelliug was not blown away dur Senate, on Monday last, a bill prohibiting the place.
They might find its adoption profitable u> themN ew Orleans F reights.—The Picayune I ltb ,
m aking “ The Age,” the Stato paper, and de
lished in 1758. I t was incorporated by George ing the late severe gale, was because there was banks from issuing notes under $ 5 , was laid on
aelyes■ertion next week.
reports one ship token for H avre a t 11*4 eto.
the table by a vote of 20 to 8.
a heavy mortgage on i t !
claring th e Kennebec Journal no longer euob.
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N. Y. Jan. 30thSteamer Geo. Law, arrived at 10 o’clock this
morning, from Aspinwall w ith California dates
to Jan . 5th.—$808,000, in treasure.
W ashington Jan. 30th.
No choice of Speaker. Mr. Clingmen offered
a resolution in House, to elect Speaker by plu
rality vote, if no choice shall be made on the
three next trials. After Debate the resolution
was rejected, vote 106 to 110.

In Bath, 28th inst., Hon. Ebenezer Clap, aged 77 years.
In Belfast, 18th, Ilea. James McCrillis, aged 76: 21st,

F. M. Foster,, wife
v
~ West, aged’ 23 years,
of James G.
A counoil of Royal & Select.Masters w as or 7Martha
months.
ganized in this city last Thursday by the name
of “ K ing H iram' s Council ” under a dispensa
JO U R N A L
tion from the Most Puissant, Robert| P. Dun M A R I N E
lap, Grand Master of the Grand Council of,
PORT OF ROCKLANDMaine when the following Com. were chozen
and installed as officers.
Arrived.
Com. John C. Moody, Thrice 111. G. M.
January 25.
Sch American Chief, Pressey, Salem,
“
John Miller, R t. 111. G. M.
Sell Louisa, Matthews, N York,
Sch Ceylon, Jackson, Portland,
“ John Glover, 111. G. M.
January 27.
N. C. Fletcher, Treasurer,
Sch Caroline, Merrill, Boston,
January 29
“ Sam'l. Libby, Recorder,
Sch Rough & Ready, Smith, Eastport for Baltimore.
“ Sam’l. Chase, Capt. of the Guards,
Sailed.
January 26
“ John Tolman, Cond’r of the Council,
Sch Lewis McLain, Rankin, N Orleans,
“ Joseph Hall, Marshal,
Sch Isaac Achoht. Bucklin, K York,
Sch Ellen,--------, Boston,
“ E. G. Knights, Steward.
January 30

Collector’s Notice.

C O M M IS S IO N O F F IC E .

A LL persons who have not paid their taxes
A will please call and pay the Mine at mv office. I shall

E . A . M A N S F IE L D ,

D R . H A L S E Y ’S

FO R E ST

W IN E

be at my office each day (Sundays excepted) (torn 8 to 10 Y VISH ES to give notice to the pnblic
o’clock A. M., and all day every Saturday for the purpose ’ ’ has taken a ROOM in
of receiving taxes. The State tax has not yet ibeen| paid
PA LM ER ’S BLO CK ,
aud those persous who are in arrears must pay forthwith
for the purpoie of selling
in order to enable me to meet that demaud.

A N D

GUM-COATED FOREST P IL L S!
The most extraordinary discovery in the World!

D . M. JAMES,

BOTTLES AMD BOXES SOLD ANNUALLY,

th at he

P R IC E

WOOD,
COAL and

P O U G H PREPARATIONS.—Ayer’s Cherry

POWDER.

BZ H

TRAVELLER.
REDUCED.

the cash system ad o pted .

HAY,

Collector of the City of Bocklard.
Rockland, Jan. 22d, 1856.
3w4

1,000,000

T
AMERICAN

The Publiahen o f the Traveller have decided to fitlni.h their paper hereafter to Cluba a t tfc* following r a tw :
Single copy,
$ 2 00
Two copies,
3 0#
Five copies,
6 00
Ten copies
10 OO

Hunter’s Balsam, Hardy’s American Reme
All orders attended to with promptness and despatch.
And Thousands of Lives saved from a PREMA dy, Pectoral,
Schench’s Pulmonic Syrup, Wisiar’s Balsam Wild
Rockland, Jan 8, 1855.
2tf
Cherry, Vegetable Pulmouary Syrup, Down’s Balsamic
TURE GRAVE, by this late discovery.
Elixer, Blood Root Candy, constantly for sale at the
with one copy extra to the person getting up tha Club.
4lf
CITY DRUG STORE,
Testimonials of the most unexceptionable character are
Twenty-five copies,
20 00
continually pouring in from every part of the Country,
House
For Sale.
Payment to be made in advance, and the papers will he
bearing witness to the unparalled efficacy of these Medi T?IGS, FIGS.—Cartons of Erbelia, and Drums
sent to one address, and discontinued at the expiration of
cines.
the time for which payment is received.
The following show the number of cases cured as certi A' of E
P N the corner of Elm and Union Streets,
fied to by letters and other testimonials, received from all
vz with Furnace and Gas. For terms enquire of
parts of the Union and British Colonies, from the 1st of
T H E BO STO N T R A V E L L E R ,
January, 1852, to Jan 1st, 1853, inulusive :
WM. G. SARGENT.
PIG A R S , CIGARS.—Cigars of the choicest Rockland, Jan. 8, 1855.
C O N G R E S S IO N A L .
2tf
Cases Cured. YJ brands, may always be found at
SfiMI-WEKKLY,
Dyspepsia and habitual Costivenes,
753
4tf
CITY
DRUG
STORE.
Will also be supplied to cluba as follows.*
Sch Louisa, Matthews, Eastport,
Nervous Disorders,
331
Single copy,
<3 00
Sch G M Partridge, Dorr, Bucksport.
M r. Stewart offered a resolution to be con
General Debtlity,
604
A special meeting of King H iiam ’s Council
Five copies,
12 50
Pustules, unhealthy color of the 9kin,
510 'TAM ARINDS, TAMARINDS.—Recently im- 'T'HIT may certify that I have this day, in concurred by the Senate, th a t if no Speaker be
DOMESTIC PORTS.
Ten copies,
90 00
A sideration of one dollar paid to me by my son LINDEN
Bilious Disorders,
1363
ported, just received, at
sleeted before the 3d of February, the House of Royal & Select Masters will be held on Thurs NEW YORK—Cld 26th, barque Abeona, Fales, Havana; Scrofula and Mercurial Complaints,
JAMES FARKER, given him his time for the future peri
491
CITY DRUG STORE.
day
Eve.
Fob.
7th,
at
half
past
6
o’clock,
at
brig Pennaniaquon, Hall, Constantinople; sch J Nickerson, Jaundice,
od of his minority—and I do hereby declare him as free as
192
adjourn to the 15th of May.
Stimulated by the flattering countenance and general
Masonic Hall.
Gooding, Georgetown.
if he was twenty-one years of age, that I will claim none approbation of the reading community through which their
Liver Complaint,
306
The resolution was laid on the table, and the
Ar 28th, brigs Sarah, of Bucksport, Griffin, Pensacola; Salt Rheum,
91 J JE M P , Canary and Rape Seeds, just received, of his earnings or any property that he may acquire for journal has so extensively circulated, the Publishers of the
Per. Order.
House proceeded to vote.
Wm A Libbey, of Baltimore, Hayes, Rio Grande.
his own benefit.
Erysipelas,
J51
American T raveller have determined to withhold no
Rockland Jan . 31th, 1856.
Cld
28,
ships
Emerald
Cook,
Liverpool;
New
York,
Mul
J ames Parker . efforts, which pecuniary and industrial means can supply,
Fever
and
Ague,
191
One hundred twenty-ninth ballot—Banks 99;
CITY DRUG STORE.
ford, Mobile; barques J M Hicks, Crowell, Antwerp; Wal Consumptive Decline, Colds and Coughs,
St. George, Jnly 8,1855.
3w2
405
not only to deserve the high estimation which their past
Orr 69; Fuller 34; scattering 8; necessary to a
tham, Wheeler, Havana; brig Corrl, Kinsman, Guayama.
Dropsy,
184
labors have achieved, but to merit a more exalted appre
M OBILE-Ar 17th,.tohips Charles D Merwin, Merwin, Rheumatism,
choice 106,
120 p O R T E R ’S BURNING FLUID.—The best in
LINCOLN COUNTY
ciation and a still wider patronage, such as shall leave the
Bath; Rhine, Jellcrson, Apalachicola; 18th, barque How Other various disorders,
use. Always on hand, at
7051
American T raveller without a rival among its contem
Mr Whitney offered a resolution for the elec The subscriber cannot find language adequate to express land,
Emmons, NYork; brig Galena, Perkins, Barbadoes;
DITY DRUG STORE.
his gratitude and thanks to those kind friends, who assist
READER ! if you want not your constitution injured by
poraries. The liberality with which a discriminating pub
tion of a Speaker by leaving a blank there to be ed him in saving much of his property from the fire on schs Kate Stewart, Mather, New York; Meteor, Matthews, that slow, lurking poison, Calomel, or other mineral sub
lic have heretofore responded to their enterprise, justifies
tha assurance oo the port of the proprietors, that an in
filled with the name of the person who shall Monday last. To ths latest period of his life he will not d».
stances, touch not such Medicines as contain them, or any
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 17th, ships Assyria, Wade, Liver uncertain Medicine whatever, but procure those excellent
cease to hold them in grateful remembrance.
cf their endeavors to edify and entertain the read
receive a majority of the votes.
T H E subscribers, grateful for past favors beg crease
pool; Marathon, Tyler, London; Kate Sweetland, Bartlett, and purely vegetable preparations. Halsey’s Forest Wine
F. G. COOK.
ing community will meet with a commensurate increase
do via Havana; barques Horace, Carver, Boston; Grand and Pills.
A leave to inform the public that they have commenced of tne already extensive circulation of ths Tmavxli*.
Mr. Letcher asked Mr. Whitney if he would
Rockland, Jan. 30, 1856.
Turk, Johnson, NYork; sclir Stephen Hotchkiss, Manson,
the year with a much larger stock than before, and they
Our abundant means for ootaining
you have the Dispepsia, or are troubled with costivevote against every Democrat who is friendly to
Rio Janeiro.
no£ offer their goods at the very lowest cash prices.
i, take this Wine und the Pills, according to the direc
the administration.
P OOD SCIIR. BOLIYER, 92 tons, well found
Below sch William McCobb, from Matagorda.
NEW S
tions and you will then get well.
U* in Sails and Rigging, Chains, Anchors, &c. Will be PIANO FORTES, MELODEONS, VIOLINS, include the receipt of journals from abroad and the whole
Cld 16th, barque Helen to Frances, York, NYork; brig S
Mr. Whitney replied that he would vote
A very pleasant interview with a large company of J Peters, Smith, Havana; sch E S Janes, Townsend, N York;1 If you are nervous or weakly, or have emaciated counte sold low if applied for immediately. For particulars ap
of our own wide-spread country ; the unlimited use of the
or general debility, this Wine and the Pills, will re
FLUTES, GUITARS, and MUSICAL
against a man who had taken part in the Dem friends was enjoyed by R ev. A. Church and family at his 17th, brig New World, Whiting, Matanzas; sch WmMaeon, nance,
ply to
inagnectic telegraph,through the various lines which cen
More you to health and energy.
residence on Thursday eve, 24th Inst. A rich variety was Staples, Grand Caillo.
INSTRUMENTS
ocratic caucus and denounced the American served
J. ROBINSON.
tre in the Counting Room of our Office ; the communica
If you have unhealthy colored skin, or pimples, or pus
up on the occasion. Among the more prominent
Rockland, Jan- 15, 1856.
3tf
of all kinds, together with Sheet Music, Violin, Guitar and tions of intelligent and laithful correspondents a t every
Towed to sea I2th, ships Gottenburg, United States, Val tules, or blotches, these Medicines will purify the blood,
party.
dishes, a speech from Bro. Thomas of the Second Baptist paraiso; barque Saragossa.
Violencello strings, Rosin, Bridges, and everything that is material foreign or domestic point; and an experienced
and
eradic
ate
all
such
humors
from
the
skin.
Mr. Letcher remarked that every other na Church, and Bros. Pratt and Jewell. Some sweet singing
Ar 18th, ship Helen R Cooper, Calvert, Newport, E. Cld
usually found in Music Stores
corps of reporters for every passing event of interest of a
If you have a weakly constitution, and feel yourselves
last not least a generous donation. For these blessings 13th, barque Convoy, Hopper, NYork; brig Capt Tom,
The Picture department is now very extensive, consist more local description. Unsparing efforts will always be
tional American would answer in the same and
too old for your years, tnke these excellent Medicines, and
and the beautiful evening which contributed so much to Pierson, do. Towed to sea 16tli, ship F P Sage.
ing of more than one thousand pictures worth from 12 1 2 made to reap the fullest advantages of these means, aad to
they will invigorate your coislitution and fortify it for
way.
the happiness of all, we would be duly thankful.
Ar 20th, ship Sciota, Spear, Cagliari; sch William Cobh, longer life.
cents to $5,00 each ; aud frames of all sorts and sizes will augment them as circumstances shall require.
A. CHURCH.
Mr. Yalk, in reply to a question by Mr. Letch
be made to order.
Endicott, Attakapas. Below ship Chas Crooker, Murray,
If you are Bilious, (which may be known by such symp
TH E LITERARY DEPARTM ENT
Ladies and Gentlemen are respectfully invited to call and
from Liverpool. Cld ship Potomac, Liverpool.
er, said there was ono Democrat he would vote
toms as Drowsiness, Loss of Appetite, Dizziness, Fured
lying
a
t
Camden
Harbor,
the
good
Sell. examine our goods, whether they wish to purchase or not. of the T raveller , which has received the steady com
Adv
ships
Luna,
Mason,
and
Geo
F
Patten,
Mitchell,
for
Tongue,
toe.)
take
a
good
dose
of
the
Forest
Pills,
and
j
for.
Sheet music aud pictures at wholesale as well as retail. mendation of its readers, and the public generally, for its
Hrvre; Samuel W atts, Mills; J P Morse, Owens, and Aga they will purge from the stomach and bowels all morbid , 1 ’ Pennsylvania, 72 tons, carries six hundred barrels
Sheet Music bound at short notice, and those who pur careful and impartial notices and reviews of new books,
Mr. Letcher—God bless me what liberality. Corneled wr-Jcly for the Gazette by G. J . BURNS, Gen memnon, Goodwill, for Liverpool; barque Jacob Prentiss, and bilious matter, and thus prevent a-fit of sickness, and | lime. Has a trunk on deck, is white Oak built, in good
such as may afford the reader a reliable and useful guide to
chase sufficient for a volume can have it bound gratis.
9
Inspector.
Kelley, for Matanzas.
order and well found in Sails, Anchors, Boats &c.
save your doctor's bill of 10, 20,or $50.
Mr. A. K. Marshall to Mr. Letcher—is there
the merits of the publications ot our teeming book preaa.
J ohn K ino ,
?
JPer Telegraph.I Ar 25th, ship Franconia, Wilson, Bos
She will be sold at a bargain for CASH. Apply to
If you have the Liver Complaint, the Forest Wine ami
Lime
75
tS)
78
cts.
per
cask,
Wood
at
3
00
/&I&3.50
per
one American you would vote for ?
a i n u 'r n n Vp
ton.
J . T. W a ipple J
KING to W HIPPLE.
R. w
W. ARMSTRONG.
Pills will cure it. These Medicines exert a powerful and
TH E MISCELLALEOU8 DEPARTM ENT
cord Casks at 21 (3) 23 cts.
HOLMES’S HOLE, Jan 24, PM—Arr schrs Compliance, most salutary action on the Liver, and have been the
3ti
Camden, Jan. 15th, 1856.
Mr. Letcher—No, Sir. I declare myself a
Rockland, Jan. 7,1856.
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embraces an original or carefully selected tale, with origi
Brown, Calais for Providence; West Dennis, Crowell, Den means of curing thousands of this troublesome disease.
bitter unyielding enemy of Know Nothingism.
nal contributions from able writers on scientific topics,
nis
for
the
South,
according
to
wind.
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PARENTS, there is not, perhaps, a month in the year
WOLFE’S SCHIEDAM AROMATIC
from which our readers may derive improvement in tho
[Applause.]
25th—Ar brig Joseph Park, Park, Trinidad 10th inst, of that some one ot your chi’dren or members of your fami
mind and the affections.
and for Boston; has experienced very heavy weather on ly do not complain of Headache, cr Dizziness, or Sickness
Mr. Yalk—In the language of the gent, him 
T O
THE COMMERCIAL IN TER ESTS
the coast.
at
Stomach,
or
have
fared
tongues,
or
some
other
unfavor
self, “ God bless me, what liberality!” [Laugh This celebrated beverage is manufactured at the factory
CHARLESTON—Ar 25th, sell W A Ellis- Nichols, New able symptoms. These are the forebodings of disorder,
In addition to the regular prices current, reviews of tha
ter.]
York.
and sickness, of some kind or other, soon follows ; for •
market and shipping interest, weekly reports are given of
of the undersigned, at Shiedam, Holland. He is the soie
W
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N
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R
A
R
R
A
N
G
E
M
E
N
T
MOBILE—Ar
19th,
barque
Ninevah,
Stackpole,
Thomas
such symptoms always show that bile or morbid m atter |
the merchandise and the produce markets generally, and of
After further debate the resolution was tabled importer, as well as the exclusive manufacturer of the ar. ton. Cld sch C S Peaslee, Hoffman, Providence.
' J ’HE Subscriber offers his entire Stock of
exists in the stomach and bowels, or that the systepi
T EAVES Rockland for Portland and Boston the cattle markets, made up by an experienced reporter
by a vote of 153 agaiust 49.
GALVESTON -Cld 4th, barque Golden Age, Gilchrist, N otherwise disordered. Timely use of the Forest Wine
tid e, and no preparation bearing the name of “ Schnapps,”
expressly for the T raveller ,
,j
J-J every MONDAY at 11 o’clock, A. M., per
York.
and ----Pills will,
'
Adjourned.
_
.
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.............—
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prevent
sickness
from
such
R
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E
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R
E
S
S
F
U
R
S
,
Agents supplied on reasonable terms.
that is not procured either from his establishment in New
In port 14th, barques
Jacinto, Weeks, for Boston; ! causes, and will purify the blood, and produce strength and at COST, in order to make room for n e w G o o d s .
ST EA M E R K E N N E B E C .
f«v- do.
! fthiUiatiOU.
Stevens, for
------York, or from his agents in other cities, is genuine or reli Island City, Stevens, and Nueces, Ucvnno
T. A. WENTW ORTH,
TH E DAILY EV EN IN G TRAVELLER
R eturns Friday at 12 M.
Ar at Cienfucgos 19th ulj, brig F&unie, Campbell, Aspin
The Forest Medicines kept always at hand, to he taken
able.
No. 2, Spofford Block.
Office, at the Store of Pierce &. Kaler.
wall.
Is published at Six Dollars a year, in advance, and told at
whenever such symtoms are exhibited, will save your fam
Rockland, January 15, 1856.
3tf
Rocklnnd, Jau. 9, 1856.
2tf
It is made from barley o f the finest quality,' selected
Sid from St Jnga, no date, sch L B Ilill, Hill, NYork.
Two Cents a copy. This pioneer two cent paper maintains
ily almost entirely from sickness, as well as your doctor’s
its ascendency, and with its three daily editions, has an un
hill, which frequently amounts to more in a week, than
I with great care from the products of the most celebrated
J. W. RICKER,
surpassed circulation—giving it superior advantages as an
Brig Brest Z Taylor, of Bangor, was nt Deep Creek, Va, sufficient of thei Medicines to keep your family in good
lip _
advertising medium.
20th inst, bound to Boston, the crew having refused to go to heulthe lor years.
the West, Thomas Miner Commander from San aromatic Juniper Berry of Italy, and is rectified by a pecu- sea on account of the condition of the vessel.
LADIES, Tne Forest Wine is your medicine. This
A N D
3ST
pleasant, agreeable yet effective medicine, exactly suits
W O R T H IN G T O N , F L A N D E R S 4c CO .,
Ju an on the 19th inst., and Key West 23d, ar- ; liar process, which expels from the spirit every acid parBERRY’S BLOCK, MAIN STREET,
your delicate constitutions. If you are weakly, or ner
j
PUBLISHERS,
DISASTERS.
rived at this port this morning about quarter ‘licle
vous, or in general ill health, this Wine will do’ more to
ROCKLAND, M E.
3m 1
Traveller Buildings, State street, BOSTON.
past four o’clock. The Star of the W est con- As a means of preventing and correcting the dlsagreeaSch State of Maine, 1’hilbrook. of and from Frankfort,
ot,ler medicines. In all cases where U'OR good custom made Boots, Shoes and Rubfor Cardenas, (before reported) was fallen in with 9tl. ! bi‘“
°.r llle bow- '“ constipated, the forest Pills „l„0 -L bers, of every descridtion, very cheap for CASH, call
nected at the Isthmus with the Uncle Sam, b,e antl often dangerous effects produced upon the stomach Me
K
E
N N E D Y ’S
House,
S
ig
n
atid
Ship
P
a
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tin
g
,
G
raining,
inst, hit 40 30, ion 68 50, by the Hr sch Mare, at Halifax— I ‘ h?.“Jd„
^
V
o
o
1" ? 110"8- . . .
which left San Francisco on the 5th inst. Prin- and bowels by a change of water—a Visitation to which Capt Cameron, of the Mars, reports while miming under a i
, P IK A \ ELLER, il jou mail 10 guard
T . A. W ENTW ORTH’S,
G la zin g , G ilding and Paper H a n g in g ,
and dangerous diseases, which
cipal consignees, Drexel, Lather and Churchill, !travellers,new settlers, and all unclaimed persons are li- three reefetl foresail, weather verv dark and snowing, heard 1y0“"=™ as"!“ '“
No. 2 Spofford Block.
cries of distress; wore and stood towards the qnar- i S ? y .Je?P10" ‘,ze ,y° ur 1,fe’ PrOT“*e
W»1‘ the Forest
Roekland, Jan. 14, 1856.
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executed in the best style.
$80,000; Metropolitan Bank, §70,000 ; Wells, able—the Schiedam Aromatic Schnapps will be found piercing
ter from whence the cries proceeded, firing guns, and keep- I
* before^settmg out on long voyages, that you
THE GREATEST GF THE AGE.
Particular attention paid to Graining, Varnishing, PolishFargo & Co., $80,000.
absolutely infallible; while, in cases of dropsy, gravel, ing a bright light displayed in his rigging, to let the sufferers i 11
'* e ^ em on hand when required.
i n and Enameling.
Blank
Eooks.
'" u ’e 7*.
bottles, One Dollar
The Golden Gate brought down 450 passen- obstruction o f the kidneys, of the bladder, dyspepsia, ague know that they were heard. Having no boat that could by j 1 «
THR. KENNEDY, of Roxbury, has discovered
50tf
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1855.
anv possibility'live in such a sea, attempts were continually ■L
l orJ 5,x Uou,^s for tiv e dollars. Forest Pills
7ULI. and half bound—Ledgers, Journals, Record Books
i
’A
in
one
of our common pasture weeds, a remedy that
gers for the Eastern State.
and fever, and general debility, it is recommended most imide to rescue the people of the wre!-k, bv steering the ,
1f'.*? Cc;1,t per,
„
of ail sizes and qualities. In that article I can give a
cures EVERY KIND OF HUMOB, from the w o n t 3croZ
Dc,lJot’
Sl£ee,’,Ne?v York* The Lncle Sam brought down 350 passengers, emphatically by the most distinguished members of the Mars as close to it as eotll.l be dune witlt safoty, and throwgood bargain, and v
ula down to a common Pimple. He has tried it in over
ing
lines
with
running
bowling
knots
towards
the
men.
By
:
™
V
FE&alADEN,
Rockland
;
G.
I.
ROB
of whom 220 were to stop at Nicaraguamedical profession.
eleven hundred cases, and never failed except in two. He
this means Captain Philhrook was got on board the Mars';!
ft, i n omaston.____
421y
has now in his possession over two hundred certilcatee of
C e n tr a l A m e r ic a .
1 wish the public to understand the Schnapps is not sold another man also got hold of a line, but was drowned, prob- :
its value, all within twenty miles of Boston.
ably owing to his not having made the noose secure round j
Gen. W alker it is said has now S50 Ameri- by *he 8“' on ot pipe- “ " °'“y 81,1,1 in
“nd pin: his
Two bottles are warranted to cure a nursing sore
body. Lay by the wreck all day repeating these efforts |
mouth.
cans under arms. The suburbs of Grenada has bot,les' in case“ °f “ue do“ “ quorts and *wo d0len pi,1,s- to save the survivors, the weather still very stormy. All !
— O F —
One to three bottles will cure the worst kind of pimple*
GEORGE L. SNOW,
been laid out into building lot* and already «“"* bottle enveloped in yellow paper, with my name on endeavors to rescue those on the wreck, two in number,
on the face.
TH E TREASU RER
sold. A pier is being built into the lake ^ eb o ttle, cork, and a fa c.im ile o f my Mgnatore.on the la- proved unavailing, and at night lost sight of the wreck.— :
Two or three bottles will clear the system of .es.
AS taken Store, corner Main and Winter
Capt C thinks the sufferers did not survive through that j
Two bottles are warranted to cure the w orn canker la
Street where he offers for sale a
night. The position of the wrecked vessel’s masts presented !
and to be ready early in the month of March bel. For sale at all the respectable Druggists.
the
mouth aud stomach.
UDOLPHO WOLFE,
an insuperable obstacle to laying the Mars alongside. A !
T EAVES Rockland for Portland and Boston,
Cga
Three
to five bottles are warranted to cure the w o n t
for use. Schooners to Virgin Bay and San Car
L IN C O L N
C O U N T Y ,
good ship’s boat would certainly have sufficed to save |
Sole Importer and Manufacturer.
every MONDAY, at 12 o’clock M., by
case of erysipelas.
los are adrertised to sail three times a week be
them.
One to two bottles are warranted to cure all humor in
Of
Groceries
and
Provisions,
3m5
1 8 , 2 0 & 2 2 Beaver Street, New-York,
County
o
f
Lincoln
in
account
with
H
enry
C
lark
,
Barque
Horace,
(of
Charleston)
Carver,
at
New
Orleans
STEAM ER K EN N EB EC .
tween those ports. Walker has lost two of his
the eyes.
to which, additions will constantly be made.
from Boston, reports when off Bermuda experienced a seTreasurer.
Two bottles are warranted to cure running of the eat*
finest officers by cholera—Capt. Davidson and
Rockland, Oct. 27, 1855.
42tf
R eturns—FRIDAYS at 12 o’clock M.
hurricane, during which was hove on her beam ends,
and blotches among the hair.
C A U T IO N T O T H E P U B L I C .
Office, 1st door North of Berry’s Block.
Lieut. Col. Gilman ; they died very suddenly
and the topmasts had to he cut away in order to right the January 9, 1855.
Dr
:Four to six bottles are warranted to cure corrupt and run
E, L. LOVEJOY, A ^ent.
essel.
niiig
ulcers.
last week, within a day or two of each other.
For Amt. of unclaimed balances for 1854,
J237 47 |
Since the introduction of my Schiedam Aromatic
Rockland, Dec. 27 1655.
lltf
One bottle will cure scaly eruptions of the skin.
“
“ paid Justice Criminal bills,
659 48 '
C a lifo r n ia .
Schnapps into the United States, a number of Liquor Mix
Two or three bottles warranted to cure the worst caao
“
“
u Grand and traverse Jury,
2692 89 | TX7IIEREAS Seth O’Brien has petitioned the
of ringworm.
’ ’ Hon. Arnold Blaney, Judge of Probate,'Ror a furFrom the mines we have tha most cheering ers in New York, Boston and Philadelphia have been en“
u “ County Commissioners as a
Music Books.
Two or three bottles are warranted to cure the most dee*
309 00 : ther time to bring in and prove his claim against the EsCourt,
accounts. Tho recent rains have given the mi- ! gaged in putting up mixed and poisonous Gin in green cases
perate cases ol rhematiam.
139 00 tale of FRANCIS W. RHOADES, late of Rockland in
“
“
“ Constable serving Venires,
Burtiui.
ners plenty of water and plenty of work. The and jugs, and to be palmed otr upon the unwary lor my
Three or four bottles are warranted to cure the salt
37
77
j
the
County
of
Lincoln,
deceased,
we
thereby
notify
said
“
“ “ Coroners bill,
Flute,
Fife,
Violin,
and
Accordeon.
For
sale
by
rheum.
1,528 04
rien, and all others who have not brought in their
“
“ “ Support of Prisioners in Jail,
exports of wheat during the past year has been genuine Schnapps. I have directed my agents to institute
46
J. WAKEFIELD.
XT O
T
I
O
KT .
Five to eight bottles will cure the very worst case o f
claims against said Estate, that a further time of two
“
“ “ Sheriff and his duties attend
quite large—equivalent to 132,566 bbls of flour, legal proceedings against
aga
all persons who they may ascer
scrofula.
629 47 i months from the seventh day of January, 1856 is allowed
ing Court,
O N E a iO R E C H A N C E
A benefit is always experienced from the first bottle,
The total amount of wheat raised in California tain to be engaged in this most atrocious system of decep
1,235 45 I for them to bring in and prove such claims ns have not
“
“ “ Damages by location of roads,
id
a perfect eure i9 warranted when the above quantity a
j
been
presented.
And
for
that
purpose
we
will
be
in
ses“
“
“
Bills
of
Sundry
amounts
allow
during the past year, is estimated as high as 2,- tion, a2d I call on the press and the public to aid them in
T o B U Y F u r n itu r e a t y o u r o w n P r ic e s .
3,233 44 I aion on Tuesday of each week at the Market Store of P O O L S CAP, Bill, wide and long, Letter'P a- taken.
ed by Courts,
525,544 bushels.
their efforts to remedy so great an evil.
Nothing looks so improbable to those who have in vain
4,726 34 ! SILAS KALLOCII & CO., on Main Street up to the time A per of all sizes and qualities. Note and Commercial
“
“ “ County Loan and Tax,
tried all the wonderful medicines of the day. as that a
500 00 specified for that purpose.
•TH ERE will be sold at
The Legislature is to meet at Sacramento on
“
“ “ Salary of Judge of Probate,
UDOLPHO WOLFE.
Paper—Gilt and plain, by
common weed, growing in the pastures, and along old
650 00
N. C. WOODARD,
“
“ “ Register of Probate,
J. WAKEFIELD,
the 7th inst., when the new Governor will be Wholesale Agents in Boston who will supply the
400 09
J. L. LOVEJOY.
) Loiuii.is.ioners.
stone walls, should cure every humor in the system; yet It
“
“ “ Treasurer,
B U R B A N K & B U T T E R F I E L D ’S
inaugrated.
is now a fixed fact. If you have a humor it h o to start.
Rockland,
Jan.
16,
1856.
2in3
“
“
“
All
other
charges,
Eastern trade.
There are no ifs nor ands about it, suiting some cases, but
“
“ “ Uncollected County Tax for
The Golden Gate left San Francisco for Pan
not yours. He has peddled over a thousand bottles of It
A U C T I O N R O O M S .
1855,
3,518,65
ama on the 5th with nearly a million and a half c a RTeV co^
r")
the vicinity of Boston, and knows the effects of it in
“ Balance in the Treasury,
1,294 28
every case. It has already done some of the greatest euros
N o . 5 T h o r n d i k e B lo c k , R o c k l a n d ,
in treasure.
| w ilson , Fairbanks &. c o . 43 Hanover street,
A. SY LV ESTER,
ever done in Massachusetts. He gave it to children a year
The Indians in Northern California are stillBREWERS, STBVBJI6 & CUSHING 92 Washington st. A large lot of Furniture at Auction on S A T U R D A Y
old; to old people of sixty; and has seen poor, punny look
,, „ .1
1. D. RICHARDS «sc aON>, 87 and 89 state street.
has opened a
S prepared to furnish School Books of all ing children, whose flesh was soft and flabby, restored to a
waging war upon the w hues.
ed w a RI) codmaN a co - 95 state street.
F e b . 2 d , a i 2 o ' c l o c k , p . M . Co.isisti.tg in par. of C gunt or Linroln in account wlth H enry C lark,
perfect state ofhealth by one bottle.
kinds at wholesale and retail.
The U S. Surveying steamer Active is being SAM’L Q. cociira N a t o . 30 Congress street,
the following articles.
:les.
________
H A R N ESS SH O P,
Rockland, Nov. 22,1855.
To those who are subject to sick headache, one bottle
| m
Treasurer.
fitted out with supplies for the troops in Oregon £ T cu tle £ e r , 9 Elm street,
3m5
will always cure it. It gives great relief in catarrh and
No. 1. 1 Toilet Table.
Jannarv
9,
1855.
dizziness. Some who have taken it have been costive for
and
ashiogton territories.
I ----- ~
—------ -------------in front of C. S. BROWN’S Li
2. 1 Childs High Chair
THOMAS FRYE,
>, and have been regulated by it. Where the body to
By Cash receivod of E. Dana, late Treasurer,
2,146 88
S an d w ich Isl,.„ .U .
W G. S A R G E N T ,
ery Stable at the
3. 6 Common Chairs
sound, it works quite easy, but where there is any derang
2.3'» 76
u Uncollected Tax for 1824,
4. 4 Cain Seat Chairs
ment of the functions of nature, it will cause very singu
Physician and Surgeon,
“ Loans by order of Court,
3,653 50
The dates from Honolulu are to Dec. 8. G, XX7ILL pay CASH, and the highest price for
5. 1 Cain Seat Rocking Chair
N O R T II E N D
lar
feelings,
hut yon" must not be alarmed—they alwayi
“
Fines
and
Costs
received
of
Justices
of
6. 1 Gammon Bedstead
M. Chas?, late U. S. Consul a t Lahaina, died . ’ »
FFICE No. 4 Kimball Hlock. overiheslore of J . Wake disappear in from four days to a week. There Is never a
the Peace,
7. 1 French Bedstead
vhere he will carry on the above business in all its branch
there after an illness of three days, lie was
B O l. X T I L A N D W A R R A N T S ,
ticld Dwelling House on SPring Street, opposite Dttigo bud result from it—on the contrary, when that feeling ia
“ Costs on rejected Petitions for roads,
8.
1
Bureau
’s, and solicits the patronage of the public generally.
Rocklnnd, June 22, 1855.
wngti.e House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT, one, you will feel| yourself like a new person, I heard
“ Received of Clerk of Courts Jury fees,
about 50 years of age. Mr. Chase was born in
9. 1 Willow Cradle
A. SYLVESTER.
Eill be promptly attended to!
43 ly
some of the most extravagant encomiums of it that evarf
“ Received of Clerk of Courts for Licenses
1U. 1 3 1-2 foot Hurd Wood Table
Rockland, Jan. 16, 1855.
3w3
Vermont, but has resided many years in Maine,
man listened to.
Nov. 10 1654.
to Pedlars,
D R . S M I T H ’S
11. I Mahogany Card Table
» change of diet ever necessary. Eat the best you oaa
u
Received
of
County
of
Sagadahock
for
which State he has represented in Congress.
J2. I S o ld B ed stead
A.
PARKER,
and enough of it.
support
of
Prisoners,
O regon .
13. I New Sofa
All orders should be addressed to H. H. HAY, at toe
“ State Treasurer for support of Prisoners,
14. 1 Oil Cloth Carpet 13 by 14 feet
in Jail,
The latest dates from Oregon are to Dec. 20,
15. 1 Straw Carpet containing 20 yards
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
B R A N C H O F F I C E IN M A I N E ,
For the Correction of
“ Whole Amount of County Tax for 1855,
16. I Feather Bed
B E R R Y ’S W H A R F ,
brought by the Panama, which arrived on the
“ Amount of unclaimed balances more than
— B Y 15 A 17 M a r k e t S q u a re P o r ta n d .
ALL IRREGULARITIES OF THE SISTEM.
17. 1 New Bed.
(Rear of Custom House Block )
three
years,
24th. Previous accounts give the intelligence
TAm is to certify that II H H AY, Druggist., Portland,
IP. 1 Pair Pillows
January 9, 1856.
ROCKLAND, ME,
G . D E N N IS .
is the duty AU TH O RIZED A G E N T fo r my Medical
19. 1 Pair Pillows
that Col. Kinnov was marching with bis com
By Amount due and payable
Discovery, fo r the S T A T E OF M A IN E , and that he ie
20. 1 Pair Pillows
Rockiand, Jan 1; , 1656.
mand to attack Fort W alla W alla, which was Those Pills operate most wonderfully uponj
UCK, Trimmings, Bolt Rope and Twine con- supplied
u Received of Courts surplus fees of office,
with the G E N U IN E direct from my Laboro}
21. 1 Bolster
T H E W ll O L E S V S T E M .
constantly on hand or furnished ut short notice.
then in possession of the Indians. No intelli
tory.
DONALD K E N N E D Y .
22. 1 Straw Bed
P
O
R
T
L
A
N
D
AND
B
O
S
T
O
N
.
$23,292
61
They
Clease
the
Stomach.
Special Agents, G W PALMER, Rockland; G J ROBIN
23. 1 Straw Bed
— A LSO —
gence had been received from the expedition up
SON, Thomaston; J H ESTABROOK J r., Camden; M B
24* 1 Palmleaf Mattrass
They Regulate the Bowels.
to the date of the sailing of the Panama, and
Bunting
of
all
kinds,
Colors
and
Fings
of
every
descrip
H IN T , Rockport.
25. 1 New Comforter
State o f Liabilities and Resources o f the County
They Improve the Digestion.
tion. Tents, Awnings, Ac., made to order in good style,
fears were entertained for the safety of Col.
26. 1 New Comfoiter
o f Lincoln as they existed on the ‘J th day o f
Ordets in the above line will be promptly attended to.
They Remove Costiveness.
Miscellaneous and New Books.
27. 1 Marseilles Quilt
Kinney’s party.
Rockland, Nov. 14. 1855.
6m44
!
w
o
s
w
s
&
i
a
&
m
.
January,
1S5G.
28.
1
Pair
Common
Quilts
They Stimulate the Liver.
A MY LEE,
29. 1 Pair Common Quilts.
L IA B IL IT IE S .
They Correct the Bile,
•
A*. The Age of Fable.
30. 1 Pair Common Quilts
To Amount due and payable to Individuals,
1,049 52
THE WELL-KNOWN STEAMER
A tta c k o n ; H o r a c e G r e e ly b y M r . R u » t O f
V
Passages in the History of a Wasted Life.
They Promote a Healthy Action of the Lungs
31. 1 Pair Woolen Blankets
“ Amount due County Loan and Interest,
1,826 50
A rk an sas.
The Bridges or Love tu a Cottage.
32. 1 Pair Cushions New
“ Balance in favor of the County,
2,034 91
And Restore the Patient to
Our Pastor, or Reminiscences of Rev. Edward Payson
33. I Pan Cushions New
Washington, Jan . 29. As Mr. Horace
Incidents in the early History of New England.
34. I Pair Cushions New
P
E
R
F
K
C
T
H
E
A
L
T
I
I
.
Our
folks at home35. 1 Oil Cloth Table Cover
Greely was leaving the capital, this afternoon,
Ncpoleon and his Army, by
JJA V IN G removed from Beethoven Block, to
36. 1 Large Mirror
They never Gripe like ^ther Pills, and if you give them
lie was attacked by Mr. Rust of Arkansas, who
R ESO U R C ES.
48
J . W AKEFIELD.
37. 1 Large Mirror
with his fist inflicted several blows on his head, one trial, you will unhesitatingly pronounce them the best
36. 1 Alurm Clock
N O . 3 , S P E A R ’S B L O C K ,
By balance in the Treasury,
1,294 23
39. I Cook Stove, cost $25,00 New
“ Uncollected Tax for 1855,
3,518 65
and afterwards, when Mr. Greely was approach Family Physic in the World.
dow Fixing. For sale by
and made large additions to his former stock of
CAPT. W M . BLAK E,
40. 1 Parlor Stove
u Fines and costs estimated at,
60 00
48
J . ’VAKEFIELD.
ing the National Hotel, Mr. Rust struck him a
C. W. ATWELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Street
41. 1 Wash Tub
YX7TLL leave Foster’s South W harf, Boston,
“ Costs on rejected petitions,
90 00
CROCKERY AND GLASS WARE.
severe blow on the arm with a Etick. The as North Side Market Square, Portland, General Agent for
42- 1 Wash Tub
VV for Frankfort via Portland, every THURSDAY at 4
signed, and warranted by him to purchasers to be sil
43. 1 Wash Tub
o’clock, P. M,; leaving PORTLAND every FRIDAY now invites the attention of purchasers to the best assort
sault is presumed to be in consequence of stric- Maine
44. I Water Pail
, T reasurer ’s O ffice , County )
morning at 6 o’clock, arriving at Rockland at abont 12 ment of the above goods ever offered in this city, and at ver. For sale by
tures in Mr. Greeley's Washington letter in C. P. FESSENDEN and J. C. MOODY, Agents for
48
J . W AKEFIELD.
prices with which none can successfully compete.
45. I Water Pail
of Lincoln, Jan. 9, 1856.
5
o’clock, M.
46 1 W ater Pail
ALSO—A large assortment of
Monday's Tribune, on Mr. Rust’s proposition in Rockland; and sold by Druggists and Fancy Goods dealers
HENRY CLARK, Treasurer.
R eturning —Leaves FRANKFORT for BOSTON, via
47.
1
Pair
Fluid
Lamps
4tf
the House, requesting candidates for the Speak generally.
PORTLAND,
every
MONDAY
at
6
o’clock,
A.
M.,
arriv
TABLE
CUTLERY;
FANCY
GOODS,
‘
gold
pencils,
and
a
large
variety
of
gold jewelry.
48. 1 Pair Smoothing Irons
!K T
ing nt Rockland at "about II o’clock, A. M
ership to withdraw from the contest.
For sale by
49. 1 Sett Glass Ware
lY la s a a g o it S a l v e C u r e a R i n g w o r m s .
PAPER HANGINGS, &C., &C.
J. W AKEFIELD.
F A R E — F r o m R o c k l a n d I o B omIoii,
$ 2 ,0 0
50. 4 Cut Glass Tumblers
FLO U R, CORN AND M EAL,
Paul Chilson, of South Bellingham, a celebrated Boot
44
••
“ P o r tla n d , 1 ,0 0
Rocklnnd, June 25, 1855.________________
34tf
51 I lot Dishes &c., loo numerous to mention.
T h e M i l l i o n t o E n g l a n d a c c e p t e d l»y M r . Manufacturer, writes that he had been afilicied for years
River fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
Inks, Blue, Red and Black.
P. S. Ladies are particularly requested to attend the sale j 'T'UIS day received and for sale by the single
with a Ringworm, had tried every thing, hut without help.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
D a lla s .
they will have a department by themselves. Every ar- | ± pound or 100 bbls, nt the lowest prices,
OOD’S Ink,
The ‘Massasoit Salve’ had the desired effect, and cured
Rockland, Dec. 5; 1855.___________________________
tide
will
be
sold
by
the
catalogue.
Maynard
to Noyes’ Ink,
O.
B.
FALES.
P hiudelphia , Jan. 29. We are authorized hi? ; ice,25cent. perbQx,«nd.old by theA gett.
Goods will he open lor examination oa and after Jan. 31.
Rideout’s Ink, in bottles varying from 1 oz to 1 quirt.
Rockland, Jan. 21th, 1856.
Kennedy’s Medical Discovery.
BURBANK tf BUTTERFIELD,
For sale by
to state th a t the lion. G. M. Dallas lias accept
I*. SULLIV.aN, Proprietor,
Auctioneers.
48
_____ ____ J . W AKEFIELD
120 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
YER’S Cherry Pectoral and Pills, all wared the Mission to England tendered him by the
J. DINSMORE &. SON, General Agents, Skowhegan
Rockland, Jan. JO, 1856.
ranted
genuine,
by
rai
President, vice Mr. Buchanan.
Me.
J , WAKEFIELD.
LL persons indebted to D r. Robinson are
2w4
hereby notified that their bills must he settled by
F O R SA L E O F TO L E T ,
T H E subscribers have on hand and and for
20th of Febuary or they will positively be left with an
T h e 8 5 0 , OOP E x p r e s s R o b b e r y .
D E L I G H T ’S
L Sale at their yard, opposite the
Attorney for collection. If patrons cannot now pay the fiN E -IIA L F of the Dwelling House and the
J X great Variety. For sale by
money they must give a satisfactory note , und, ne
on the corner of Main and Zion Streets. The
B uffalo, J a n . 20. While, Ayres, and King,
GREGORY BLOCK, NORTH END.
glecting to do either, they can find fault with no one but StoreStore
W. PALMER,
is the same recently occupied by CALEB STORER,
the alleged robbers cf the $50,000 from the
themselves
if
they
are
sued
.
4lf
A sure article to
No. 1 Spofford Block.
and is well situated for a general GROCERY BUSINESS.
American Express Co., were arraigned before MAKE T II E II A I R G R OAV O N B AL D HEADS,
Rockland, Jan. 28, 1656.
Immediate possession given on

Freedom n otice.

A Card.

M U S IC D E P O T .

For

Sale.

For

Sale.

A Card.

Lime Marker.

A R are Chance

S C H N A P P S .

S A V E

Later from California and
Central America.

M O K T E Y .

E X P R E S S

Boots, Shoes

F* JX. I

XL XJ B

T

E

ZFL ,

ZB ZE3 EL S ,

I

llodglim it Carr <& Co’s,

S T O R E

AA A UAL U X U IB IT

E X P R E S S

H

C oiiiinissioiier’s Aotice.

F u rn itu re , F u rn itu re ,

Paper.

SCHOOL BOOKS.

H.VRXESSES.

E. R . SPEAR,

I

O

THORNDIKE HOTEL,

S U G A R C O A T E D P IL L S .

S a i l - 3VE £Y I s . o r ,

D

O n o

W e c K

R E M 0

A L .

L . W EEKS,

K E N N E B E C ,

ZB W

SI 07 O ZU E ! .

COBB & M ATH ER’S,

itloney or ftotes.

V alentines, V alentines,

the Supreme Court iiere this morning. They
put in the plea of not guilty, and were remand
ed back to jail.
H A Y T I.

The New York Herald has advices lrom Portau-Prince to the 27th ult., which contradict the
account of the utter defeat of the Haytien ar
my by the Dominicans. The army had met
with a repulse from the Dominicans, and had re
treated to Benicia, one of the frontier towns in
Dominica.

Give a Soft Gloss to the H air,— Prevent its
Falling Off and arrest its Premature
Decay
FOR T H E
T O IL E T .

Y

R H E U M A T IC

L IN IM E N T .

?

j
■
|

The Persian Method of cutting Dress. es, Basques, Boys Clothing «fcc.
M IS S S,

II. W IL L IA M S ,

Would respectfully announce to the
LADIES of Rockland and vicinity, that
!
she is prepared to teach Madame Briggs’
21 New and simple method of cutting
i Dresses, Basques, <Scc. This art can be learned in three hours
; so aa to fit Dresses, Busques Ac satisfactorily. Satisfacj tioti given or no tharge made.
C L O A K S , C A P E S , D R E S S E S & c.

V O W landing on Spaulding's W harf. En! cut and made to order, ALL WORK taken from her shop
JN nui'eol
s . G. B . COOMBS.
Rockland, Jan. 31.

A

Coal and Wood Yard.

CO AL, AJTD

TO T H E L A D IE S .

Assessor’s Aotice.

TT7E, the undersigned will be in session at the Common
VV Council Room in the Berry Block, on Monday, Tue>day and Wednesday, the 11th, 12th, and 13th days of February next, for the purpose of making such abatements of
taxes as justice and equity require.
It is highly recommended foi its fragrance,
JEREMIAII TOLMAN, ) Assessors of
Prepared by J. C. WADLEIGH, Druggist,
ISAAC GREGORY,
[• the city
No. I Appleton Block. Lawrence, Mass.
FREEMAN HARDEN, > of Rockland.
Rockland, J an. 26, 1856.______________________ 3w5_
For sale in Rockland bv C. P. FESSENDEN. Special
Agent.
6m31
hay
ok s a l e
W I Gt G I N r S ~

F ir e in G lo u c e s te r .

A

2>"5

j warranted. Ladies are invited to cull and see free of
i charge.
R O O M IN C U ST O M H O U SE B L O C K ,

This is one of the most valuable Medicines ever offered
to the afflicted for the following complaints :
RHEUMATISM, SPRAINS, BRUISES, BURN’S, CHIL
BLAINS, SORE THROAT, HOARSENESS,
CRAMP, PAIN in the STOMACH,

W

W OOD

BENJAM IN CLARK.

of extra quality at the lowest rates for CASH.
ALSO,—HAY. LUMBER A N D BUILDING 3aND.
O ffice on the street, opposite N. Leeman’s.
N. SLEEPER to CO.
Rockland, Sept. 26th, 1855.
3m3T

Rockland. Jan. 16, 1856.
REAT1SE ON MARINE A NAVAL ARCH1TECand pro
n g , by Griffith. For sale by
J. WAKEFIELD.
48

Ground Plaster

•pEA S.—The subscriber continues to keep up

AVrapping Paper.

M a r to le

W o r R S ,

F all sizes and prices.

48
O
IX 7 0 0 D E N

T N IPACKAGES of 300 and 500 lbs., for sals
J. by
(D ec. 13)

Singing Books.

Fine wrapping Twine M A IN S T R E E T , R O C K L A N D , M E .
TTALLELUJAH and Cythara, by
j. w akrfieed .
EL
j. waki
First Door N orth of F. Cobb & Co’s Store.
WARE.—A complete assortment

VV of all kinds, for sale by

E. A. SNOW.

MONUMENTS. GRAVE STONES

Charts.

p HARTS of every description, also Navigators,

L Coast Pilots, Nautical Almanac,, DiTidara, ScalM,

■0RY A PPLES.—A very superior article of and the usual varieties o f Marble Work.

A fire broke out in Gloucester on Sunday
_
L .U U B E 1S ,
over Miss Kirkpatrick’s Shop, Main Street.
«sliced Dry Apple, for sale by
Specimens may be seen at our SHOP and in all the Log Books, by
morning, says the Journal, in the stable in rear
4tf
E. A. SNOW.
J . WAKEFIELD.
CEMETERIESinj this vicinity.
T'H A T is thoroughly seasoned for sale for casli ■ Rockland, Jan. 23, 1856
of the Union House. This was destroyed, with
-I on mv
_ .. ___________
<
» IV M
IV1 A
. NHOOD,
my Wuarf.
EEF,— Western and Vermont Mess, and Ful N .B . All work delivered and set up without additional
Almanacs.
ON
six ifcrses, hay, carriages, &c. The fire com
expense to the Purchaser.
ton Market Family, a good article, for sale by
THOMAS’
COBB & MATHER.
Rockland, Jan. 1856.
municated to the large building known as the
ROBINSON’S,
T o o t h A c h e , E a r A c h e , & c ., A c .
Rockland, Dec. 27,1855.
50tf
A N D IT S P R E M A T U R E D E C L IN E .
“ Low Estate,” which was partially damaged,
CHRISTIAN,
F A IR B A N K S ’
.—The
celebrated old Mocha and JaP R IC E 2 5 CE N T S.
p O F F E E .—'
J
BA PTIST,
while the sheds and a brick barn was destroyed.
J u s t P u b l i s h e d , G r a t i s , t h e 2 0 t h T h o u s a n d : V/ vu mixed, for
sale
by
foi
MEMORANDUM,
The Gloucester House was also injured in the
Prepared by N- W IG G IN ,and for sale b y C . P. FES
E. A . SN O W .
8
J. WAKEF
CELEBRATED
No. 5, Kimball Block, Rockland ; J. H. ESAT A
L part. Loss about $8000, with little insurance. SENDEN,
A
FEW
WORDS
ON
THE
RATIONAL
TABROOK Jr., Camden,iSpecial Agent.
41y
T
V
’RAPPING
PAPER,
Manufactured by the
•iT TREATMENT, without Medicine, ofSupermatoMhea
Coke! Coke!

B

TO B E

F r o m lT e x n H .

F rom

H avana.

K ennebec Sheriff.—A letter received from
Augusta last evening, states th a t there was
great excitement in that city upon the Sheriff
question. Pettingill. the Wells Sheriff was
taking forcible possession of the ja il.—Portland
Advertiser, 30th.
We are requested to state that the steam,
er Kennebec, will make her last trip on Monday
next, February 4th.

SB 2V H . G- A

I CT

’ V Hampden Co.^ o f the very best quality. Comma*
i or Local Weakness, Noctural Emissions, Genital und N er
?OR SALE at the GAS WORKS for the low price of
vous Debility, Impotency, and Impediments to Marriage
A LOT O F L A N D
12 1-2 cts per bushel.
E. R. SPEAR.
generally.
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1655,50tf
QITUATED in Rockland, on Grove St. Said
FRO M B. D E LANEY, M . D.
of every variety,
lot is 100 feet square, in the centre of the city, and a D UTTER AND CHEESE, not in large quanThe important fact that these alarming complaints orig
pleasant building spot.
titles, but in sm all Packages, and o f a superior quality,
34 K IL B Y S T R E E T , BO STO N .
inating in the imprudence and solicitude of youth, may he
For information inquire of ENOCH DAVIS at R. R.
by E. A . SN O W .
GREENLEAF & BROWN, Agcnls.
easily removed without Medicine , is, in this small tract,
ETWEEN the Post Office in this city, and WOODBRIDGE’S Shop, North End, or of the subscriber
clearly demonstrated; ami the entirely new and highly suc
South Thomaston, a Square Cashmere Shawl, with at Thomaston.
C. H. PA IN E.
KTEW BOX RAISINS— Ju at received of »
A full assortment of all kinds of weighing apparatus and cessful treatment, as adopted by the Author, fully explain
White Centre. The finder by leaving it at this office, shall Thomaston, Jan. 7, 1855.
2tf
i-’ superioi
lUDei Quality, and for tala
Kempton, of Frankfort, Me., to Miss Sarah P. Stone, of store furniture for sale nt low rates Rnilrond, Hay, aud ed, by means of which every one is able to cure himself be suitably rewarded.
E . A. SN O W .
Coal Scales set in any purl of the country.
perfectly , and at least possidle cost , avoiding there
Cambridge.
Rockland, Jan. 23, 1856.
4tf
For sale in Rockiand, by II. P. WOOD & SON. 5ly
Com er Main and Spring Streeta.
Dictionaries.
by all the advertising nostrums of the day.
47H
Dec, 6,1855,
|
EBSTER unabridged,
Sent to any address, gratis, and post free in a sealed en T IY E STUFFS, &c., Constantly on hand, at
FEARING & CO.
“
Royal Octavo,
velope, by remitting (post paid) two postage stamps to Dr.
4tf
CITY DRUG STORE.
“
University Edition,
B. DeLANEY, No. 17 Lispenard Street.New York. City. L f
“
School. For sale by
New York City, Sept. 28, 1855.
*6m37
j. Wa k efield .
PA STIL E, Cranes and Olive Soaps, at
In this city, 30th inst., Mary, daughter of William and
V
4tf
CITY DRUG STC
A N D
Mary H. Roberts, aged 13 months.
In Thomaston, 20th inst., Mrs. Catherine, wife of Capt
AND
M A N U F A C T U H E R S O F C O R D A G E , rp iIE Second term of
A DWELLING on Main Street, in the north
James W atts, aged about 35 years.
UAVA JELLY, Macaroni and. Citron, at
In Warren, on the 18th inst., Mr John Starret, in the 83d
side of my brick building. Possession mvea
Ilf
CITY DRUGSTORE.
I.UPORTEHS OF
M I S S P I T C H E R 'S
year of his age.
immediately.
O. B. FALES.
In Union, 15th inst., Mr. John Butler, aged 75 years and
RESTON’S BROMA AND COCOA For
Writing School will commence on MONDAY EVEN
C H A IN S, A N C H O R S A N D B U N T IN G ,
Rockland, Nov. IS, 1855.
4dtf
7 months.
ING, J a n .26, in the
sale at
Father thou art gone to rest,
p
O
R
sale
by
the
subscribers,
in
4tf
CITY DRUG STORE,
O iler to r mile nt 8 LONG W H A R F a n d 2
Thy toils and cares are o’e r ;
And sorrow, pain and suffering now
R
A
N
K
I
N
H
A
L
L
,
M
A
L
L
E
T
'S
B
U
I
l
'
d
I
N
Q
.
C O M M E R C IA L S T R E E T , BO STO N,
Shall ne’er distress thee more.
JJR U G S. MEDICINE &C-, a large and well
pO A ST PILOT, Navigator, Nautical Almanac,
\ LARGE assortment ol Duck, Cordnge, Anchors ami over Mrs. Conant’s Millinery Shop.
Father thou art gone to rest,
selected slock uf Drug, Medicines, Patent Medicines, Opposite Congregational Church, MAIN ST R E E T .
A Chains, Bolt Rope, Twine. Bunting, Windlass Gear,
T u itio n 5 0 C'enta, for 12 Evenings, including
V Ship M u ter, Aaaiilant, Log Book,, SonieaJDlvtdMe
And this shall be our prayer—
HEMENWAY to JONES.
Fancy articles aud Perfumery, may be found at
Paiots, Oil
A c ., A c.
Books.
That when we reach our Journey’s end,
4lf
CITY DRUB STORE.
Rockland, D e c . 7 , 1855>
Rockland, Jan. 23, 1856.
4 tf
Thy glory w e m ay share.

.S C A L E S ,

N ew O rleans, Jan. 29.—The steamer Chas.
Morgan, with Galveston dates to the 28th, has
Bangor, 21st ult, Mr James IL Rogers to Miss Harriet
arrived a t this port. The weather continues M.InBabcock,
both of Brewer.
very severe in the North and Upper Brazos, and
In Holiness Hole, Jan 17, by Rev. Mr. 7 homas, Mr Seth
Morse,
of Camden, Me, to Miss Abby S Grinnell, of 1ftthe thermometer had fallen as low as one de
bury.
gree below zero, killing a number of cattle.
In Cambridge, Jan. 27th, by Rev. Dr. Albro, Mr. Lemuel

N ew O rleans, Jan. 29.—The steamship
Granada, with Havana dates to the 25th inst.,
has arrived. No news of importance.

SO LD

I

Lost.

B

W

S H IP

CHA N D L E R S ,

To

W ritin g School.

Let

D o o r s, S a sti

G
P

U 'L IN D S ,

Nautical nookJ and instruments,
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From the Treveller.
ON FOREVER.

knew not what to do; without friends or

DEAN STABLER & BROTHER.

money, or a knowledge o f any tra d e suitable
for a female to follow for a livelihood, she
had almost resolved upon self-destruction.—
Dark will the gathering tempest b e:
Wild will the waters and billows roll,
F inally, in reasoning w ith herself, she con
But, see that they sweep not on tlie deck of the soul.
cluded th a t something must be done— she had
Oh, bear it in mind, that hope is the dove
either to dress herself in male attire , and
That is sent to life’s ark from a land of love 5
seek employment, or else throw herself away
Despise it not then, not the windows close
in a den of prostitution. She determ ined
To that blessing from Heaven, which will sweeten earth’s
on the former course, procured a su it of
woes.
clothing, and sought and obtained employ
Hope on forever—through each bright day,
m ent on a boat as a cabin-boy. Since th a t
The dark hour of sorrow, will find its'w ay,
time, four years ago, she has followed the
Like a gloomy streak through the farest skies,
river as cabin-boy, cook, stew ard and clerk,
Like a desert track through a paradise.
and was never detected before yesterday
Aud time as it hastens will call for the tear,
morning.
As the tribute of souls to their sorrows here,
While the smile of pleasure shall be like a flower,
A fter adopting the apparel o f a man, in
Which has faded away in its own fair bower.
order to more completely disguise herself,
she
h ad to adopt the habits o f the men, and
Hope on forever—and look not back,
soon became an expert in all the accomplish
Through Memory’s glass o’er thy careless track ;
But upward glance with many a tear,
m ents of a gentlem an, such as smoking ci
And thank kind Heaven that it ends not here:
gars, chewing tobacco, drinking cock-tails,
That yet with hope to encourage the soul,
swearing, and gallanting the girls. She says TWOULD call the attention of their triends
It may weave a laurel, and win a goal,
’ ’ and the public generally to their place of business,
th a t in some places, she has played the beau and examine the well selected Stock of
A laurel and goal which would be below
to
perfection,
and
courted
the
girls.
W
e
But a crown of thorns, and a cross of wo.
don’t doubt it, as her good looks, the ladies
When darkly on life steals the closing hour
supposing her to be a young man, are well well adapted for the present season: consisting of
If hope be gone, Oh, where is the power
calculated to captivate the unsuspecting
That shall hold the arm of the spirit up.
belles. She declared th a t she never would FRENCH, GERMAN AND ENG
W ith the quivering hand, and the bitter cup ?
LISH . BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS
abandon
i t ; th a t she m ight be forced to p u t
And where—oh where through the gathering night
AND C1S3IMERE3,
ou fem ale clothing, b u t th a t she would te a r
Shall the eve of the soul find the goal of light,
also
a
large variety of
Where with its torn harp it may sweetly rest,
• it o ff; and th a t in the capacity o f boy she
Like a child of Heaven on an angel’s breast.
V E S T I N G S ,
' would work for an honest livelihood. The
ancy VELVETS, plain and font
police officer, very jowly we thiuk, ..o, ..Id j'" >“ - —
S A T IN S A N D G U A N ID IN E S ,
M R . D U N N B R O W N E ’S
her
if she
rem ained
in j b t. L ouib
she must
,
,
i
i
• I and a variety o f others not mentioned here, which they
change her apparel, and, upon her promis- will make m order, in style and workmanship , and
E x p e r i e n c e i n F o r e i g n T r a v e l.
inc to leave the city, let her SO.
! for
“ * >«*• Price. M to defy the competition
A'lantic Ocean, (Top of it, and pretty well along towards
S t. Louis H erald o f With.
the Last aide,) on board clipper ship Quick Step.
large quantity of
nope on forever—over life’s sea,

M erch a n t T a ilo rs.
NO. 3

Spofford

BLOCK,

G O O D S ,

3V 3 3 W

FALL GOODS,

OF

A u c tio n

Are you Insured in Safe Companies?

BY

YORK
S a le s .

WILSON & CASE,
NO. 1, B E R R Y ’S BLOCK.

N o. I Barrett’s Building, opposite Brook W harf

" ^T H E R E may be found a good assortment

U r y

a largi and complete Slock of

AND

DRY

D O M E S T IC

G O O DS,

D R E S S G O O D S.

s 3 a & ss ss

a s o

T - w o H in x c ir e c a L

C O T T O N

F L A N N E L .

A large lot of

One hundred
and desirable

and fifty

G ingham s and P rin ts.

pieces o f R IC H

E W

D R E S S

g a i r a g

® ® ® ® g .

S I L K S ,

Which for beauty of flniih tnd texture cannot be eq slid •
In New England, and they can be sold from 10 to 15 per
cent low rr than the same quality of goods cau be sold in
the STATE.

H O A RSEN E SS,

Bronchitis, W hooping-Cough, Croup,

ASTHMA AND

CONSUMPTION.

Thia remedy is offered to the community with the con
fidence we feel in an article which seldom fails to realize
the happiest effects that can be desired. So wide is the
field of its usefulness and so numerous the cause of its
cures, that almost every section ol the country abounds in
persons, publicly known, who have been restored from al
arming and even desperate disease of the lungs, by its use.
SPO FFORD BLOCK,
When once tried its superiority over every other medicine
of its kind is too apparent to escape observation, and where
its virtues are known, the public no longer hesitate what
antidote to employ for the distressing and dangerous affec
------- 000------tions of the pulmonary organs, which are inedient to cur
OT H . COCHRAN, thankful for the liberal climate.
Nothing has called louder for the earnest enpuiry of med
'Sia patronage he has heretofore received, in ical-men,
thun the alarming prevalence and fatality of
tends for the future to devote his whole time consumptive complaints, I or has auy one class of diseases
had
more of their investigation and care. But as yet no
exclusively to the
adequate remedy has been provided, on which the public
could depend for protection from attacks upon the respira
INSURANCE BUSINESS,
tory orgafis, until the introduction c f the Cherry PectoralThis article is the product of a long laborious, and I be
in nil its branches, and holds himself in readi lieve successful endeavor, to furnish the community with
such a remedy. Of this last statement the American peo
ness to give any information relating to the pie are now themselves prepared to judge, and I appeal
same, aud carefully and promptly to attend to with confidence to their decision. If there is any depen
dence to be placed in what men of every class aud station
all business entrusted to his care.
it has done tor them, if we can trust our own sen
E. H . C. would call attention to some of the certify
ses, when we see dangerous affections of the throat and
Companies for which he is agent, the same be lungs yield to it, if we can depend on the assurance of in
telligent
who make it their business to know,
ing near homo and known to be perfectly safe in short, Physicians,
if there is any reliance upon anything, then is it
and honorable in the adjustment of their losses. irrefutably proven that this medicine does relieve and does
cure the class of diseases it is designed for, beyond any
and all others that are known to mankind. If this be
true, it cannot be too freely published, nor be too widely
Holyoke Insurance Company.
known. The afflicted should know it. A remedy that
cures is priceless to them. Parents should know R, their
SALEM. MASS.
children are priceless to them. All should know it, for
health can be priced to no one. Not only should it be cir
C a p ita l,
§ 4 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
culated here, but everywhere, not only in this country but
| A. S tory , Preaident.
i. T . B urnham, Sec'y. all countiies. How faithfully we have acted on this convic
tion, is shown in the fact that already this article has made
the circle of the globe. The sun never sets on its limits.—
No continent is without it; aud but few peoples. Although
Conway Insurance Company,
not in so general use in other nations as in this, it is em
ployed by the more intelligent in almost all civilized coun
CONWAY, MASS.
tries. It is extensively employed in both Americas—in
Europe, Asin, Africa, Austraila and the far off islands of
C a p ita l,
2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
the sea. Life is as dear to its possessors there as here, and
J. S . W hitney , President.
J, H . Spbaoue. Sec’y. they grasp at a valuable remedy with even more avidity
than ourselves. Unlike most preparations of its kind, It
is an expensive conposition of costly material. Still it is
Fentucket Insurance Company,
afforded to the public at a reasonably low price, and what
is o f vastly more importance to them, its quulity is never
HAVERHILL, MASS.
suffeied to decline from its original standard of excellence.
Every bottle of this medicine, now manufactured, is as
W . Godell , President.
a. I. S awyer, Sec’y.
good as ever has been made heretofore, or as we are capa
ble of making. No toil or eost is spared, in maintaining it
in the best perfection which it is possible to produce.—
Atlantic Insurance Company,
Hence the patient who procures genuine C herry P ector
al . can rely on having as good an article as has ever been
EXETER, N. H.
had by those who testify to its cures.
M. S aunders, President.
W m. P. Moulton, Sec’y.
By pursuing this course 1 have the hope of doing some
in the world, as well as the satisfaction of believing
S?"TAe above Companies Insure on the Stock good
that much has been done already.
PREPARED BY DR J. C - AYER, PRACTICAL AND
Principle.
ANALYTICAL CHEMIST, LOWELL, MASS.
Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and F; G.
Thomaston Nut. Fire Insurance Com. COOK
; Camden, H« Estabrook, Jr.; Thjm aston, O. W ,
'
Jordan; Warren S B. Wetherbee 4 Son and by Drug
i
gists everywhere.
4m42
THOMASTON, ME.
i E ..R obinson , President.
W . R. Keith , See'y.

F IR E , M ARINE a n d LIFE
Jflain S tre e t, R o c k la n d .

Cashmere, Long and Square Shawls, a good assortment
of Scotch and Bay Stale Long and {Square Shawls; Silk
Velvet aud Lady’s Cloth for Cloaks; aud the latest style of
Ladies’ Ready.made Cloaks always on hand

Direct from AUCTION SALES and the latest 1MPORA fine assortment of All Wool, Plain and Plaid Thibets,
TATIO <S, consisting of every variety of
Coburgs, Cashmeres, Smyrna and ^Caledonian Clath, Dc
Lains, Alpacas, mohair, Acc &c
A largi lot of All Wool and Cotton and*Wool Cashmere
«uch aa all WOOL TI11BETS, BLACK and W HITE DeLaius, Plain, Plaid and Figured.
BROWN and FINK, GREEN and RED, BLUE
and ORANGE, MAROON and ROSE.
Abo all the trimmings to m atch.
Red, Yellow, Grey, White and Figured Wool and Cot
ton and Wool,
pieces of beautiful styles COBURGS in all ihe rich and
foshioneble shades. Of all prices and descriptions from
Bleached and U nbleached

15 c e u ls to o u c d o lla r p er y ard .

E. H . COCHRAN'S,

FO R T H E R A P ID C U R E O F

C O U G H S, C O L D S ,

INSURANCE AGENCY,

G ro o d s,

adapted to the present and approaching season, such aa,

AVE this day received from NEW YORK,

H
F O R E IG N

A Y E R ’ S

FALL AND WINTER GOODS. Is your PR O PER TY Insured.

DIRECT FROM

NEW

FIRE, FIRE.

N E W STO C K

Bleached and

Unbleached

Sheetings and

S h irtin g s, T ickin g s, D rillin g s, tyc. fyc.
’

® a a s

W

B

.

S eptember 13, 1855.
READY-MADE CLOTHING,
F O R
C L O A K S ,
Table Cloths. Napkins ; Damask for Toweling, Damask
A fter spveral davc of delav bevond the
A P retty W oman.— A p retty woman is
A lte r several aaysI OI a e ia j neyonu luc
„ „ Of onrow u manufacture, of excellent quality and workCovers, Check’d Cambric, Lawns, Muslins, LineuandCot
appointed tim e o f sailing, owing p artly to ! oae Ol th e institutions OI the cou n tiy &U mauship which we will sell at extremely low prices,
Ten pieces o f Black, G reen, B lue and M a ton Shirt Bosoms, and Lady’s Handkerchiefs.
m an (want o f men) and p artly to Providence J angel m dry goods and glory. She m akes
Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,
roon Silk V elvet
(w ant of wind,) we did finally succeed in j sunshine, blue sky, fourth of J u ly , and h aP” i great va[leIJ.
Rich and Cheap Curtain Muslins, Cambric and Muslin
sailing from the quarantine station in New i P '^ s s w herever she goes. H e r p ath is one T he .ubscriber. would «ay th a t «» their m icca. inbusibands, Embroidered Handkerchiefs, Chemisetts, Under*
f r i n g e s to m a t c h
Y ork harbor on M onday A ugust 27th.
ot delicious roses, perium e. and beauty. She ne*s since their iemovai io their ptesent loen’ ion, has for'
sleeves, Collars and Infants Waists
The pilot, appearing on board “early” in the ! is a sweet poem w ritten in rare curls and
t'o
’. X as we have these fringes made expressly for our trade, we ■
have no hesitation in saying to our customers that we can 1
morning, in spite of rath er unfavorable wind ! choice calico, and good principles. Men stand “^ " X ^ i K 't A h V b u a i X ? 1'’ wi“ch
h“he“ 0
sell
and an immense amount
of swearing, (I UP before her as m any adm iration points, to Rockiund, Nov. 23 1655.
4’tf
C L O A K T R IM M IN G S ,
u i.ck . Grey. Mixed, and White all sizes Ladies’ Hose,
twenty-five per cent cheaper than any other HOUSE in Children’s Hose aud Leggius, Knit Scarfs, Hoods aud
could h ardly tell which was the greatest ob- i m elt into cream and then butter. H er words
in this city.
Jackets
ROBERT RANKIN,
EDWIN R. MILLAR.
stacle to the execution o f his orders,) was flout round the ea r like music, birds of P a rA
LSO
,-A
ll
shades
of
j
*7’ D r I f 71,f T AT S'* a
R A N K IN & M IL L A R .
ALL WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL
1 K I M M 1
t r -S .
successful in taking us out o f the beautiful i ad ise, or the chimes of Sabbath bells. W ith COMMISSION
MERCHANTS,
LADIES CLOTH,
Fattcy Buttons withTaMei., Nouviante caioon, Velvet
»
—AMD—
’
bay into the open sea. Since 1 o’clock the out her, society would lose its tru est a ttra c 
Elastic Ribbons, Velvet Ribbons, and Velvets in great
of
nil
prices
from
75
cents
to
83,00
per
yard.
same day we have seen no land except th a t tion, the Church its firmest reliance, and
variety. Also an exsensive stock of Bounet Ribbons at
One hundred pieces
S H IP
B R O K E R S
less prices than they can be bought of our neighbors.
portion o f our native soil w hich still remains young men the very best of comforts and
Rockland, October 5,1855
S T E A M S H IP A G E N T S , & C .,
ALPINES.
setf
company.
H
e
r
influence
and
generosity
res
on the faces of some o f the sailors ; b u t we
R IC H M O N D , V A .
ALPACAS and
FALL A N D 'W IN TER
tra
in
the
vicious,
strengthen
the
fain
t-h
eart
hope, i f our favorable wind bolds, to make
Consignments of Eastern Produce,
j Great Falls Mutual Insurance Company,
MOHAIRS,
FOR THE CURE OF
some benulifiil STYLES nt very low prices.
L an d 's End to-morrow and London early ed. W herever you find pleasant firesides,
HAY, LUM BER, LIME, BRICKS, Ac..
' SOMERSWORTH, N. H,
F ifty pieces splendid Shades
ASTHMA AND CONSUMPTION.
next week. However, this is all guess work bouquets, clean cloths, order, good living,gen solicited.
I. G- J ordan, President.
H. Y. H ayes, Sec’y.
Richmond,
March
7,1855.
lOly
n
e
w
a
n
d
v e r y w o n d e r f u l ::
ALL WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL
w ith us, (passengers,) for the officers o f the tle hearts, music, light and model ‘institutions’
BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS, j Farmers &- Mechanics Mutual Company,
K T E l Y7V
ship take p articular pains to tell us the most generally. She is the flower o f hum anity, a
D E L A I N E S ,
very cheap
C A S S IM E R E S , V E S T IN G S & C .
ridiculous and conflicting stories as to our very V enus in dim ity, and her inspiration
GORHAM, ME.
s s & t o ,® ,
Brought home to the door of the Million.
whereabouts and progress. This, and fright is the breath of H eaven.
• J. H anson, President.
J . P ierce , Sec’y.
C. G, M O FFITT,
—
A
N
D
—
ening the women w ith fearful tales of the
A large Stock of
NO. 1 WILSON BLOCK,
1 MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVERY has recently
ZjL been made by DR. CURTIS, of thia city, in the treat
Rockingham Mutual Company,
dangers o f the sea, constitute their ideas of
S top that boy !— Stop th a t B o y ! A ci < 3 - 2 ? o c g i * y
S t o i * © . CASHMERE LONG & SQUARE SHAW LS j g now offering for sale a t COST, a new and
ment of Consumption, Asthma, and all diseases of the
of all grade, and prtcea from 83,50 10 35,00.
1
well .elected STOCK of
w it in its highest development.
gar in his mouth, a swagger in his walk, im
Lungs. We refer to “ D r . C urtin'* H y g e r* u ,o r I n 
EXETER, N . H.
IN G R A H A M & B U T L E R ,
h a lin g H ygen n V n p o r and C h erry S yru p .” —
F irst day out.— Strong northeast wind, pudence in his face, a care-for-nothingness
tt , r, r,
FALL AND W INTER GOODS,
M. S anborn, Freiident.
W . P. Moulton , Sec’} q^Vith this new method, Dr. C has restored many afflicted
L O h G
A N D
S Q U A R E
embra ting
which, as th a t was precisely the direction we in his manner. Ju d g in g from his dem eanor YX7OULD announce to the public th at they
ones to health, as an evidence of which he has innumerable*
certificates
Speaking of the treatment, a physician re
ZaSAuT
S
lilA
iW
&
S
a
E
n
g
l
ish
,
f
r
e
n
c
h
a
n
d
germ
an
wish to go, was not on the whole favorable he is older than his father, wiser than his Vt have taken ST O R E
E II. Cochran will also take risks for Phila marks, “ I* is evident that inhaling—constantly* breathing
which will be sold cheaper than evtr before.
to our progress. The ship persisted in lean teacher, more honored than the M ayor o f the
delphia Companies and Hartford, Connecticut. an agreeable, healing vapo-—the medicinal properties must
N o . 2 G r e g o r y ’s B u i l d i n g ,
come indirect coni act with the whole jrrial cavities ol the
BR O A D C LO TH S,
ing over a t au angle o f forty-five degrees, so towu, higher than the P residen t.— Stop him ;
(formerly occupied by N. 8. Leeman,)
lungs,and thus escape the many and varied changies pro
L IF E
IN S U R A N C E ,
duced upon them when introduced into the stomach, and
th a t you could walk w ith equal ease on the he is going to fast. H e don't see him self as
FRONT STREET. NORTH END., ; E N G L I S H . S C O T C H A N O A M E R I 
Plain,
Black
and
Fancy
Casaimerea,
subject to the process of digestion. The Hygenia is for
effected in Companies of good standing.
floor and on the leeward side o f the cabin. others see him. H e don’t know his speed. and are now prepared to sell at the lowest CASH price at !
sale
all the Dritegtat's throughout the country.—[New
CANS PRINTS AND GINGHAMS
!' a choice assortment of Doeskins,
N B. All applicatinos for insurance will be YorkatDutchman
of Jan 14Passengers were to be seen leaning over the Stop him ere tobacco shatter his nerves, ere
of all i rices from 5 to 20 cents per yard.
attended to w ith the utmost care and prompt
The Inhaler is worn on the breast, under the linen, with
W
H
O
L
E
S
A
L
E
or
R
E
T
A
I
L
,
bulw arks contem plating the ocean waves pride ruin his c h a ra c te r; ere the loafer mas
out the least inconvenience, the heat of the body being suf
T IC K IN G S , D R IL L IN G S ,
j PLA IN, FIGURED AND FANCY VESTINGS, ness.
ficient to evaporate the fluid Hundreds of cases of cures,
w ith signs o f deep emotion, and occasional te r the m a il; ere good am bition and m anly all articles in their line of business. They have a full sup
Rockland, Nov. 7, 1855.
43tf
like the following might be named
B leached and Unbleached Sheeting and •
S uperior S atin and A lpaca do.
One package of the llygeana has cured me of the Asth
outpourings o f feeling very touching to the strength give way to low pursuits and brutish ply of
T811RTV
Y
E
A
R
S’
shirtings in great abundance.
ma of six years standing.
J F Keesberry ,
beholder.
aims. Stop all such b o y s ; they are legion— CORN.
P M, of Duncannon, Pa.
R E A D Y M A D E C L O T H IN G ,
XV
EXPERIENCE
OF
AN
OLD
NURSE.
FLOUR,
I am cured of the Asthma of ten years’ standing by Dr.
Second day.— P recisely sim ilar to the the shame of their families, the disgrace of
—, ,
„ „ .
_.
. . . . . . .
I Manufactured expreaaly for the m arket, which in style
Curtis’s Hygeana
. Margaret E aston,
MEAL.
M R S . W IN S L O W ,
first.
B lankets ot all sizes, i weeds, batin etts, and
and Workmanship, is equal to most custom work.
Brooklyn, N Y
their towns, the Ead and solemn reproaches
BEEF,
among which tuny be found
Mrs. Paul, of No.5 Hnmmond-street, N Y was cured of
a good stock of STUFF for
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician,
T h ird day.— I f anything, a little more so ; o f themselves.
severe
case
of
Bronchitis
by
the
Ilyageana
PORK,
OVER COATS, COATS, FROCK COATS, presents to the attention o f Mothers her
the wind a little stronger, the ship a little
The Rev Dr C hebver , of’New York, testifies of our
B O Y S ’ W E A It
LARD,
medicine iu the following language:—
SACKS, PANTS AND VESTS
steeper, and the passengers a little s ic k e r;
CHEESE,
New York, Nov. 15, 1854.
RED, BLUE, GREY, WHITE AND FIGURED of all styles and qualities, prices, colors and styles. Also j
L U T H E R L IB B Y ,
D ear S ir —I think highly of Dr Curtis’s Hygeana, as a
every thing in short slightly aggravated.—
WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL FLANNELS.
BUTTER,
remedy in diseases of the throat and lungs. Having had
INDIA RUBBER COATS, PANTS & CAPS.
F O R C H IL D R E N T E E T H IN G .
B L E A C H E D AND U N B L E A C H E D
DRY FISH and MACKEREL,
The evening was delightful. S at several S H I P
some opportunity to testify to its efficacy, I am convinced
C H A N D L E R
T.. *1..- f '
t.'
•
t •
' I t will immediately relieve them from pain, al
that it is a most excellent medicine, both the syrup and the
together with a good stock ol
hours at the stern in the moonlight, w atching
.
ie G ents F urn ish in g L in e
. ,ay an spasmodic action, soften thegums. reduci inhaling
C O TTO N FLANNEL.
application to the chest
AND
Also, all the shades of
COM M ON G R O C E R Y '& R E T A IL . GOODS,
the bubles of fire in the waves and musing
Prof S C enter writes us ns foloows:—
we have nny quantity o f
1inflamation. and is sure to regulate the bowels
Gentlemen :—I have recently had occasion to test your
C om iuissiou Hereliants,
upon home and friends. ‘ Sail on the lee
all of which were selected itli care, and will be sold at
Shirts, Bosoms, Collars and Ties, S u sp e n d -; D'P eu(1 u P°n i1t ” .ot!,e,r,s ’
give re s t.t ? your' Cherry
syrup and Hygeana Vapor, in a case of Chronic
rT
i it •
r
se
lv e s find
lie f aand
n d hhealth
e a lth in
v n n r cchildren.—
h ild re n .— sore throat, that had refused to yield to other forms of
such prices ns shall secure forr us
i a share of the patronage
selves
and re
relief
to your
bow,’ shouted the look-out, and gradually a
R IC H M O N D , V A .
ers, H u es,, Gloves and H osiery.
W H I T E
G O O D S .
of CASH purchasers.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
treatment, and the result has satisfied me, that whatever
re
d ark shadow became visible in the dim dis- T R I L L receive
tend to make this
permanent business
consignments of LIME and
IWrito L in en , Li>ien Bosoms, LinenD a/nash, T R U N K S , V A L I S E S , C A R P E T B A G S ,
We have sold very large quantities of Mrs. may be the composition of your preparation, it is no im
I
*
»
will
git
tanCG, elided like a spectre slowlv past, and * r Will give particular attention to the sellinc of ii,e | shall be governed by the motto
position, but au excellent remedy, 1 wish for the sake of the
Winslow’s
Soothing
Syrup
during
the
past
six
. . —j
—
£i -. j. . .
J i .i
.i
•' same. Any person ujivtng
having r.iiue
Lime io sell, lie solicits their
D am ask Jo r 1 oieehng, D am ask Covers,
-r-.- .
Htllicted, that it might be brought within the reach of alj
quick sales A.\'L> small PROFITS.”
years—over 200,001) bottles the last year We
UMBRELLAS, &e„ &c.
vanished. \\ axing decidedly poetical under patronage, which will be promptly aitended to, and thank- Rocklnntl, Dec. 7,1855.
N a p kin s and Doyles, Check d Cam
Dr J ohns, ope of the most celebrated Physicians in New
47tl
believe it the best medecine in the world for York, writes as follows:—
th e combined influence of the moon, the me cu^ot'Rjchmoid^™’" ’ ’Pply
‘ncrLllli“l
The above goods will be sold for CASH much lower
bric and Law n, NancsookM usDr C urtis —Dear Sir : —Having witnessed the excel
[W m. C keevx . i
[C has a . Fakwell.
than the same quality can be purchased east o f Boston.— Children teething or for the cure of Dysentery
waves, aud the phantom ship, I was recalled
»<i)
liitiier libby .
bin Broicn L in en and
. or DiarrohceS in Children whether it arises front lent effects cl your Hygeana. or inhaling Hygeana Vapor
Customers are invited to call and prove tile fact.
CREEVY & FARWELL,
Cherry Syrup, m a case of chronic Bronchitis, and be
to the realm s o f the real by a huge wave
teething or any other cause. It gives universal and
Rocklznd Sept. 21, 1855.
3m26
Embossed Table Covers.
ing much in favor of counter-irritation in affections of the
ROCKLAND
CITY
BOOK
STORE.
' satisfaction—never heard a complaint from any throat, Bronchia] tubes and lungs, I can therefore cheer
leaping over the taftrail and depositing a t
D
A
M
A
S
K
,
'
one
using
it
—never
sold
a
medicine
so
nniver"OTHELLO’S OCCUPATION’S CONE."
least a barrel o f the briny in my lap. Thus
fully recommend your Medical apparatus as being the most
J . W A K E F IE L D ,
! sally successful in relieving pain and effecting convenient and effectual mode of applying anything of tho
Silk and W orsted, W orsted, and Cotton ami
pickled I retired dripping to my state room,
XO. 3 K im b a ll B lo c k .
i cures In all cases above stated, if taken in kind I have ever seen. No doubt, thousands of persons
DAMASK, FOR CURTAINS
be relieved, and many cured by using your medicines.
*a wiser and a wetter m a n .’
in all the fashionable shades.
season, relief isjimmediate and absolutely certain. may
Agents for “ The Eagle Line’’ New York
I must here be allowed to confess that I am opposed to
Fourth day.— A lurch o f the ship sent A complete assortment of
CURTIS & PERKINS.
prescribing or using secret compounds, but this little neat
Packets,
ly contrived article, and its effects in the case above alluded
Druggists, No 40 Courtland St.
three cups o f coffee, two men (one of whom
BOOKS AMD STATIONERY,
39 N A T C H E Z S T R E E T ,
to, have induced me to speak In its favor.
I New York, Jan y .2 0 th , 1854.
NICE AND CHEAP CURTAIN MUSLIN,
was not your humble servant,) one bowl o f
You are at liberty to use this in any way you may think
« tf
N E W O R LEA N S.
AT WHOLESALE and reta il ,
MUSLIN AND CAMBRIC EDGING AND IN
propei.
Respectfully, yours, &c.
s jg a r, a woman aud baby, three plates o f cheap as can be purchased at any other establishment.
SERTING, EMBROIDERED HANDKER
A
L
A
D
Y
O
F
T
H
E
F
I
R
S
T
R
E
S
P
E
C

C. JOHNS, M. D.
J.
L.
GiOPRAY’S
,CHIEFS
AND
COLLARS
AND
No 609 Houston street N Y
h im , one h air brush, six roasted potatoes, a
T A B IL IT Y W R IT E S .
UNDERSLEEVES,
N. B.—Dr Curtis’s Hygeana is the ORIGINAL and ON
S a la R a lB R I T a U V
S .I S L V E ,
A C hange.
j a r o f pickles, and a wash basin of w ater,
ogether with all the etceterus usually called for uuder
______ w .
______
D u s r S i r :—I am happy to be able to certify LY GENUINE AR TICLE; all others are base imitations
his head.
MANUFACTURED FROM
vile and INJURIOUS counterfeits. Shun them -us you
with a soapy boy in it, all into a corner of TH E subsbriber having purchased the entire
to the efficacy of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup or
would POISON.
I Stock or Go..d„of G. L. t E. A. SNOW, and taken
R O O T S A N D H E R B S
the cabin together. Selecting ourselves out the Store lately ocoupied by them, is prepared to offer to
and »o the tru th of what it is represented to ac
C
O
S
T
A
R
’
S
complish Having a little boy suffering greatly
o f th a t heap o f miscellaneous articles and Ihe public a well selected stock of goods cheap for CASH. F o u a d o n ly iu th e ISL A N D o f SIC IL Y * A ll description aud prices.
w
a m s t
E. A. SNOW.
trout teething, who could not rest, and at night m
GENUINE RAT AND MICE
leaving th e rest to be picked up by the ste
Rockland, Nov. 22, 2855.
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'T H IS is to certify, th at we the undersigned
E
O
P
F
H
O
,
by bis cries would not permit anv of the family
The world is astonished at the wonderful cures perform
A
have
used
MR.
GIOFRAY’S
Samaritan
Salve,
and
w ard, resumed our breakfast as if nothing
to do so, I purchased a .bottle of the Soothing ed by the CRAMP AND P a IN KILLER, prepared by
have lound it to prove effectual iu every case that we have
GEO. L. H A TC H ,
AND PERKINS. Its equal has never been
h id happened. S m art ship is the old Quick
used it. Therefoie we deem it justice to make the virtue V E L V E T T A P E S T R Y , T H R E E PLY’,
Syrup, in order to test the remedy , and when CURTIS
FOR THE TOTAL ANN1ALATION OF
known for removing pain in all cases; for the cure of Spi
oj this great and invaluable remedy known to the public.
given
to the boy according to the directions, its nal Complaints, Cramp in the Limbs and Stomach, Rheu
step, only rath er playful.
S U P E R F I N E A N D CO M M ON
3EL j & A P © c fc M I C E .
DISEASES.
matism in all its forms, Billious, Colic, Chills and Fever,
effect
upon
him
was
like
magic;
he
soon
went
to
CARPETING.
The first few days are a fair sample o f the
The efficacy of this preparation for tlestroyng Hat»
Burns, sore throat and Gravel, it is decidedly the best rem
Burns,
Fresh Cuts,
astonishing. Places that have been sleep, and all pain and nervousnessjdisappeared. edy in the world Evidence of the most wonderful cures
Alio—COTTON AND WOOL ; OIL CLOTH, STRAW Mice, and Rw
whole passage hitherto,— fair, beautiful, dull
Scalds,
Sore Nipples,
Rested with
with inumbers of them have been completely clear We have had no trouble with him since, and the performed by any medieiiie, are on circulars in the hands
and HEMP RUGS of all deaciiptiona.
1 '•K-ated
22
South
Street,
(Up
Stairs,
Ringworms,
Fevei
Sore,
by one. or not more than two applications of this arti little feilow will pass through with comfort, the of Agents.
and stupid in the extreme. Life a t sea is
As we purchase these goods at agents prices, we can sell ed
Sait Rheuin,
Eruptions on tne Head,
NEW YORK.
cle. Unlike other preparations,they are attracted by this
C. P. Fessenden Agent for Rockland; Carlton Ac Nor
very poetical one hour peliaps out o f the
Scaid Head,
Files perinsinenilycured when them at a lower figure than the fame goods cau be bought article, ami eat it with the greatest avidity, and will not excrttciatiug process of teething, by the sole
for elsewhere.
wood, (Rockport;) Camden, W . M. Cook, Thomaston;
N o tic e .
Old Sores,
properly applied.
die in their hiding places—thus obviating that disagreeable aid of Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Every Ira Gilman, St.George; Johnson & Fuller, W arren; J. U
twfety-four, b u t prosaic enough the other
REFERENCES.
stench
eaused
by
other
preparations.
Not
dangerous
to
mother
who
regards
the
health
and
life
of
her
Estabrook Ac Son, Camden Harbor.
tweyty-three, may answer very well one day 'J'H E Co-partnership of
J. T. Berry
Mrs. II. H. Burpee,
the human family. For sale by
ehil Iren should possess it.
May 18, 1855.
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Win. Berry
Mrs. D M Mitchell.
Ct P. FESSENDEN, Agent.
in the week, but deliver me from the other
LOWELL, TIIACHER & FOSTER,
3 0 0 0 J P o ix m c a L s o f
MRS. II. A. ALGER.
Jeremiah Berry Esq.,
Miss A Adams,
Rockland, March, 31, 1854.
11
N.
C.
Woodard
Esq,,
Ezra
Whitney,
PURE LIVE GEESE FEATHERS,
Lowell, Mass., Mav 20, 185p.
six. W e are but a dozen o f us passengers,
Hope
springs
Exulting
from
its
Use,
Daniel Cowan,
Dr J W Trussel.
A s Attorneys and Counsellors at Laic,
H E A L Y & A C IIO R N ,
For sale by STEPHEN PAUL & CO.. 149
Constantly on hand at prices ranging from 17 to 50 cents
mostly cockneys, returning iu disgust from a
H. '1. Burpee,
while Doubts fleeing away, give place
Chamber St.. New York, and by C. P. FESSEN
P R IC E , 2 5 C en ts p e r B O X . A liberal discount per pound.
Dealeradn
i will be continued at the old stand, by Thaclier & Foster.
to conviction most triumphant.
made to deniers.
DEN, Rockland; W. M- COOK. E. K. O’BRIEN,
B A T T IN G .
HEN BY C. LOWELL,
H england, the ’ome o f their hinfancy.—
Sold at Wholesale and retail by the proprietor J L G1OFThomaston; IRA GILMAN. JOSEPH LONG, T
We manufacture the best at tide of BATTING in NEW
l’ETER THACHER,
RA\ , No. 1, Custom House Block, lup stairs,] Rocklaud. ENGLAND, which is made from the best of material, and
Be kind enough, Reader, to give your a e ntion one moEvery one of us disagreeing with every other ■
MARSHALL,
St.
George:
J
.
H.
ESTABROOK
JAMES O. L. FOSTER,
Maine
ment, and you will learn what
put up in POUND BUNDLES, and will be sold to the
Rockland, Dec. 6, 1855.
Inly
Also—For sale by Druggists generally,
one on all posible subjects, yet we live toge
Trade or at Retail si a very small advance from cost.—
IV 1 GOODS, GROCERIES, CARLTON & NORWOOD, Camden.
C. A. RICHARDS’
Rockland, Dec. 21, 1855.
'
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ONE AND A HALF TONS NOW IN STOREth e r in great harmony, perform ing m utual
PICKLED AND DRY FISH,
S T O V E S
A B B O T T -B IT T E R S
The above meal ioned Stork with a host that we have
offices o f kindness and good fellow ship; a
BEEF,
PORK,
LARD,
BUTTER,
CHEESE,
PAINTS
not eauiueraletl, were bought the past week for CASH,
ARE GOOD FOR.
little bullet-headed D utchm an offering a share Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
at the very lowest mark, aial will be sold to nil who ntay
AND OILS, NAILS, WINDOW GLASS, &c. &c.
They have been made and sold 40 years—8 years by the
favorus with their pattonage al a smalt ADVANCE.
o f his cherished Schiedam Schnapps to the
R O C K LA ND , M E.
On hand a good assortment of the above mentioned E E A I L D
O F F IC E , NO. 2 K IM B A L L BL O C K ,
present proprietor, and note this great truth; he has facts In
lake this opportunity tossy to our numerous friends
low
as
can
be
bought
elsehis possession, showing that they hared cure and helped
and customers, that feeling grateful for the liberal pat-I
whichjwe will sell
sic’.; wife o f a H ungarian refugee; a K en
thousands, yea thousands o f cuses o f
MAIN S T R E E T .........................................ROCKLAND, ME.
J . K . M E R R I L L , P R O P R I E T O R . milage that they have been plaaaed to hestotv upon us. du- ” QeIe*
E. C. HEALEY,
tuckian and a Londoner ending a wrangle of
ring the past few years, we hope still by strict application
M. A. ACIIORN.
INDIGESTION,
P
eter T hacker ,
J
ames
O.
L.
F
oster
.
to our business Io receive u fair share of their,favors.
an hour and a h alf about the m erit of their
T
H
I
S
HOUSE
is
pleasantly
situated
on
Litne
N
o.
1
C
r
o
c
k
e
tt’s
B
u
ild
in
g
,
N
orth
En<L
Nervous debility
Rockland, Dec. 6, 1855’
3G tf { Rockland, Nov. 22, 1855.
Sickness at Stomach,
48tf
____________45tf
countries in a couple o f friendly brandy i _________________________________________
J- Rock Street, in ihe imrnedbite vicinity ol the Post and 1 Rockland, Sept.17, 1855
Derangement
of
the D i W ater Brash, Humors,
Insurance Offices and Banks, in the business part of the [
punches; a freethinking London bookseller '
city. Large and extensive additions have been made to the i
gestive Functions,
Colds and Coughs,
MOUSE
BROTHERS,
Ohl House. The Halls are lanje and spacious, the Dining
and your humble servant, after spending the ? i t ?=?-?) r a m n W c m ? iU ii) TUD
Depression of mind and Costiveness, Jaundice,
Room commodious and of the most modern style. The J
MANUFACTURERS OF
whole afternoon in the main-top-mast-cross- S iii J .i T < L 2 iJ ijJ iL lia ia is in 'A f J iiL I liiS iii Parlors ami Drawing Rooms are roomy and newly furnish- J
Spirits,
Flatulency, Rheuma
ed. l’he Sleeping Aparttnenia are pleasant and conven
Oppression after Eat tism ,
trees, in discussing, m etaphysically, theologrnTtTTffl^qTnto * B T P R C U fiT JT
ient. In the New Building are eight suits of Rooms neatly
ing,
Female Obstructions,
ically aud scripturally, the N oahtsan deluge,
GOBIMISSIOW MERGRAMT,
jEOLIANS, SERAPHINE3 AND MELODEONS.
j
lilted ami tarnished. The C/iikauaukic Water is carried to i
Acid Stomach,
the third story, and everything for the comfort of its Pat- i
Less of Appetite,
ALHO DEALERS IN
afterw ards dismissing a bottle o f porter tostand of
rons has been generously done.
Sick
Headache,
P
I
A
N
O
F
O
R
T
E
S
,
S
H
E
E
T
M
U
S
IC
j
Pain in the Side,
o a c h e s connect with nil S t e n m e r s coming to or go
gether. (thoroughly exhausting both subjects.) H a s l i i n s c&j X j i T o T o y ingC from
the city. It is the General Stage House, as all
G. L. SM IT H ,
AND INSTRUCTION BOOKS.
Taough the M aine law be an adm irable in- and in fr o n t of t h e steamboat w h a r f , slaiiea riintiii.g from the city make it their Head Quarters.
T o rp o r o f t h e L iv e r a n d B o w e ls ,
R ockland , Maine .
I Io r sc H
Cat*riaj£«?M furnished ut all hours. Char
Q
stitution on land, yet if any body argues in
R IC H M O N D , V a .
S T O R E . C U STO M H O U S E B L O C K .
Reader! You are appealed to earnestly. Don’t say “ if
ges moderate.
only could believe this to be {true! 1 have some of the
fjv o r of it here we silence him directly by
ICrN-B- He will attend panicularlyio the sale o f Lime The Proprietor trusts that, by his constant efforts to
VS7HERE lie has a large assortment of Stoves Iabove
complaints, aud I would take the medicine at once
l •
a1
i
i
r PlaaKTiOr any other produce entrusted to his care, and please, his old friends will still continue their favors, and
VV and Hard W ate Goods. Having inude additions to if I could
only have confidence.'’ IT IS TRUE; it is an
presenting to his mouth and nose a gl ass o f make prompt returns of the suine.
3. ly.
liis next will find it a pleasant, social and quiet home, where
his extensive Stack of
honest truth, if ever there] was one spoken. Come (ben,
their interests and desires will be attended to, and all things
t i e diluted emetic which goes under the n a m e -------- r u D T m m i T f ■ n t T t o h v o '
if your mind is irritable, discontented, and gloomy, if you
done
to
iiake
life
Joyous
and
timer
puss
happily.
o f w ater on board ship. One dose is sufCARLTON & PAESOJsS,
have severe Cc lie Pains after eating your food,—if your
June 23, 1855.
24
body begins to waste, or your strength to fail you.—if your
fieient. The patient recovers im m ediately
countenance assumes a haggard and sallow aspect,—if you
D. B. Bridoford .
N. T insley P ate .
have a difficulty in lying on your left side,—if your skin is
from his delusion, and pronounces.the M aine
dry and shrivelled,—if you have an appetite weak and va
SA V A N N A H , G a.
law emminently a terrestrial animal. I f
riable, and perhaps entirely destroyed,—if your whole sys
Particular attention given to the purchase and shipment
tem is languid, especially during the process of digestion,
offers
the
whole
for
sale
o ar tea and coffee were decent the case would
GENERAL COMMISSION' MERCHANTS,
—if you have a constant uneasy feeling in the stomach,—
FOR THE 8aLE OF
be different; but as it is we are absolutely H A R D P I N E L U M B E R , P R O C U R IN G
why, you have only a fit of INDIGESTION! and these
R O C K L A N D L I'.IL , L U M P A N D C A L 
V E R Y LOW F O R C A SH ,
great Bitters are made to cure Indigestion, and they will do
driven to porter, and some, l a m afraid, even
FREIGHTS See.
it, too,—and all its attendant ills; and while at first it gent
CINED PLASTER, HAY, POTATOES,
A s®
ly stimulates the Stomach, cleansing and removing these
to stronger potations.
and can enumerate aa many different kinds of
CEMENT, II a IR, A c .
R efcrcnce .—Knott Crockett, Esq., and A. H. Kimball,
troublesome agents,
tockland.
Yours respectfully,
Also—Attend to orders for the purchase of Fleur, Wheat,
Me-»r« Carleton. Norwood, & Co , Rockport.
3Sly
I T A C T S U P O N T H E S K IN ,
%
eed, Ac.
OFFICE,
PARLOR,
COOK,
AND
D unn B rowne .
Storace .—Merchandise of all descriptions received on
The subscribers are now manufacturing and offer for
removing .moiibid or vitiated hvmors, beautifying the

E M B R O ID E R IE S .

I N H A L A T IO N

C L O T H I N G .,

HYGEANA

Corn, Flour and General Provision

S O O T H IN G

SY RU P,

W o o len V a ru s .

CoHiisksioa Merclianis, and Ship
BROKERS.

jj M B R 9 i D E B I S d ,

H O S IE R Y & GLOVES,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
M ERCHANT,

L E A T II E R S ,

CORN, M EA L, FL O U R ,

THACHER & FOSTER;

R. O.

HASKINS,

CHURCH and PARLOR ORGANS.;

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

D. B. BRIDOFORD, & CO.

Another Female in Male A ttire.
A very h « „ d „ ™ ,„<1 i « i „ g

W in g

Storage, and Insurance effected at the lowest City rates, clean assortment of the above instruments, in various
al our large and commodious Warehouses,
style of ease and with Carharts improved action, which
be warranted and sold as cheap us any of the kind
C o rn er 2 0 th m id D o ck Stv«, R ic h m o n d , V a . will
mnnufactureu in New England.
N 0
1 8 Y 0 U B C H A it O E
R kferen es in Ro. kland .—-Chas. W . Snow, JBenj.
Salesroom in Snow’s Block, Main Street, opposite Sea
Litchfield, Edward C. Healey, F. Cobb & Co.
Street.
T h e largest stock of stoves , in this mark et i» R eferences in R ichmond, V a.—Stearnes & Brum
Purchasers invited to call aud examine.
1 oir,:red f«’r
nt twenty percent less than former mell, Edmonds. Davenport Ac. Co., Shields Ac Somerville.
E. P. MORSE,
, prices, o n account of the superiority or a
Tinsley, Tardy A Co., Chas. T . W orthim Ac, Co., R aw
D P. MORSE.
lings <fc Miller, John W. Wright
t o . John H. Claiber.ie,
XT Re^.1 Instrum ents tuned and repaired.
Gtf

PU R CH A SER S.

young lady was arrested yesterday morning
, 5 ,
<
r
. ‘ •
.1
and tak en to the calaboose tor ‘ w earing the
breeches.’ She informed us th a t she is now
New Air Tight Cooking StOVenineteen years o f age and th a t she has b e e n : mnde P. p, 8TEWaRT> ofTroy. N. Y ,
running on the river, dressed m male s appar- 10 »<R other patterns »t greatly reduced prices, in o:nl
e r “‘»k®
™«ni for inis new mid valuable Stove which
Cl, for
lor four
lo ur yvonrs
e a rs ,• th
m aa tt her
Iter native
native nlupp
p u c e IS • dis greatly
adntireil by all who have seen it. I offer me
M adison, Indiana. She says th a t a t the age “bl,ve .............ms, and siu.iioff.r my ls.ge stock o f stoves
« oc
, ■
.
j •
. L‘
at prices which cannot f.ul m suit customers.
o f fifteen, being young and Ignorant of the
A llpe..... . indebted to me by note or account, o f more
baseness and false-heartedness o f m ankind, a
“re reii ue' u,J 10 lul1 and settle
man (whose nam e she would not disclose, nori
J oseph f u r b ish ,
h er own) persuaded her to run off with him) oRockland,
.. . ~
...........
Ceutre M«in st.
Sept. 19, 1,55.
to C incinnati and get m arried. A fter a !
N . BOYNTON & CO.
g re a t deal o f persuasion, she consented and
•’

B. F. METUALF,

SIi ip p in s & Co 111 m is s io n
M ERCHANT,

23 C o e n tie s S lip
”'f N E W Y O RK.

B E N J. B iv Y A N T , M. D.
g ijijs ir ia n ,

I tf a - v v

T.

Z E C e a d y .

CAJ1BOOSE STOVES,

face, kindling life and energy’, in your e n tire ‘rame; then.
Reader, will the world no longer look dark and gloomy; no
longer will your dearest hopes be banished and thrust aside
but with

(all of approved patterns and handsome designs,) as can
H E A L T H AND STR EN G TH
be found at auy other similar establishment in the city.—
You will go forth into the world, to say with thousands o
In additiou to the above may he found
others,C A R ichards’ Abbott Bitters have done won
HATS, CAPS, Fl/RS, BOOTS, SHOES,
ders for tne. Living witnesses are ready to testify to the
BRITANNIA, JA PA N AND TIN WARE. statement above made. Thirty years and upwards old
Rubbers, B uffalo Robes, Umbrellas,
Doctor Abbott introduced this medicine. It has been eight
H in d kerch iefs, Scarfs, Cravats,
years in the possession of Mr. Richards, neither of whom
Porcelain and Brass Kettles.
have advertised it, leaving it to its own merits, to work its
Gloves, M itten s, Suspenders,
own way. Now, in view of its great curative properties
—in view of a duty which every one owes to the public, it
^•c <^-c
TABLE AND POCKET CUTLERY.
JO H N COLLINS,
is being put before the people as it should have been long
Has just returned from
age, through the medium of the press. The Label is Copy
V I70U LD respectfully inform his friends and
righted, aud each bome, for the protection of the consu
Registers and Ventilators.
YV the pnblic that he will give instructions on the
NEW YORK, BOSTON AND PORTLAND,
mers and proprietor, hears the portrait of Doctor W m .
Abbott, together with the signature of
PIANO FORTE, VIOLIN, SINGING, AcC.
with’ a large Stock of Desirable Goods ^hich were selected
with great care expressly for this market, aud will be sold
CASTSTEEL AND IRON SHOVELS,
C. A . R IC H A R D S , P ro p rieto r,
Terms, S8.00 for twenty-four lessons.
at unheard of low PRICES for CASH. Only please call
89 State Sereet, Boston.
PIANO FORTES tuned. A good second-hand PIANO and examine goods and prices, and >ou will be convinced
H
O
U
S
E
A
N
D
S
H
I
P
P
U
M
P
S
.
October,
16,
1855
6nt40
at once that at
rsale cheap. Also, a few VIOLINS.
Orders left ut his House corner o f Lindsey and Union St.
NO.
2
SPOFFORD
BLOCK,
ROCKLAND,
L. W . H OW ES,
_Rockland, May 9, 1855._____________ ________
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^ V ’J E . V T l i ' O e e T R ,
DEALER in

c

Com m ission m erchants,
w ent w ith him. W hen they arrived a t Cin
s r kokov. ano accoucheur .
Carpetings, Carpetings.
cinnati, her base, deceiving companion refus
d ea ler s in
Olficc a u d R e s id e n c e o u S ch o o l S tr ee t.
ed to m arry her, but made dishonorable pro C O R D A G E . C H A I N S A N D A N C E IO R S , j
'JT IE subscriber has just received
posals to her.
A N D M A NUFACTURERS OF
T W O T H O U SA N D Y A RD S;
EJ-O f f ic e H ours From 8 to 10 A. M ., und from 2 to 4
These she indignantly repelled, and spurn C O T T O K T I^ T T O Z K .,
Dec >2, ’ 854.
48tf
WO OL C A R P E T IN G S ,
ed h er false lover. H e abandoned her, and
N o . 1 3 4 C O M M E R C IA L S T R E B ,T,
N BOYNTON,
she retu rned home. B u t her m other and
n n ew and ibeautifui P A T T E R N S. A lso new styles O iL
Coal Tar,
ep-father refuged to believe th a t she was
L O T H -C A R P E T IN G S, w hich w ill be sold at
QONSTANTLY on band and for sale a t the pCrices
to cexrospoud w ith the tim es.
innocent o f crime; and her step-father kick
Selling Agents for R ussell Mills Duck Companj •, Rock
QAS
W
ORKS.
.Rockland, N o r . 28,1855,
ed h e r out of his house into th e street. She port Duck Com pany, and Robbias Cordage Coioj iany

the place to buy.
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R E M O V A L ,

C o o R -in g

MARBLE MANTLES OF B E A U TIF U L D ESIG N .

Those in w ant o f GOODS in the above line are respect
fully invited to call before purchasing elsew here.
O ' All JOB WORK done promptly and neatly executed
by workm en o f experience and warranted to give satisfac
tion.
Grateful for pastfavora the subscriber trusts that nothing
on Rockland Street, three doors above R ose dc Keenes, shall be wanting ou his part to merit a continuance.
w here they would be happy to receive orders from all who
Q. L SM ITH.
may favor them w ith their patronage.
• Rockland, O ct. 81,1856.
41tf
Rockland, Oct. 1854.

JV. F . L E E J ttstJ V 4* CO .

AVE removed their Confectionary establishto their
N E W B U IL D IN G ,

H

C O U N SE L L O R AT

LA W ,

K IM B A L L B L O K .

R ockland, Ms .
Strict attention given to B o u n ty L a u d C laim s*
THE above named has just rem oved from Belfast, where
he has been in a very active practice about elgnt y e a r s;
ubout one h a lf o f w hich period he w a s o f the then firm o f

Abbott <fc Howes.
On account o f his extensive* acquaintance In W aldo
County he w ill continue to do business in the Courts there
as w ell as in Lincoln.
R ockland, March 22, 18551
lOtf

